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ABSTRACT 
Research is being conducted to develop flying qualities 
criteria for Single Pilot Instrument Flight Rule (SPIFR) opera-
tions. Significant progress has been made with regard to most 
of the key issues encompassed in the SPIFR research program. 
The ARA aircraft has been modified and adapted for SPIFR opera-
tions. Aircraft configurations to be flight-tested have been 
chosen and matched on the ARA in-flight simulator, implementing 
modern control theory algorithms. Mission planning and experi-
mental matrix design have been completed. Microprocessor soft-
ware for the onboard data acquisition system has been debugged 
and flight-tested. Flight-path reconstruction procedure and 
the associated FORTRAN program are at a final stage of develop-
ment. Work has begun on algorithms associated with the statist-
ical analysis of flight test results and the SPIFR flying 
qualities criteria deduction. 
PREFACE 
This investigation is being conducted by the Flight 
Research Laboratory at Princeton University, Princeton, 
New Jersey under Contract No. NASl-15764 for the NASA Langley 
Research Center. This is the first annual technical report, 
and it reflects the SPIFR research effort through May 1981. 
The principal investigator for the study is Professor 
Robert F. Stengel. He is assisted by W. Barry Nixon, senior 
technical staff member, George E$ Miller, technical staff 
member, Aharon Bar-Gill, graduate student, Thomas O. Hilliams, 
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Karl Thomas. 
Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this 
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or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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1.1 BACKGROUND AND GOALS 
This investigation of Single-Pilot Instrument Flight 
Rule (SPIFR) flying qualities criteria focuses on General 
Aviation (GA) operations. General Aviation plays an important 
role in this nation's transportation network (there are about 
200,000 active GA aircraft,with the projected number for 1990 
being about 300,000), but the difficulty of piloting and the 
inherent hazards associated with the SPIFR flight regime pose 
obstacles to continued growth of this mode of transportation 
(Refo 1). 
An important effect which contributes to an increased 
hazard for SPIFR operation is the low-frequency dynamic response 
of a GA aircraft, which does not have to comply with any federal 
aviation regulation (Ref. 2). As a result, most contemporary GA 
aircraft have, at best, a marginally stable phugoid mode which 
may become divergent under wind shear conditions (Ref. 3). This 
dynamic response problem generally can be coped with under VFR 
conditions, although it increases pilot's workload significantly. 
In typical commercial flight,the IFR workload is shared by two 
pilots; however,GA IFR flight often is controlled by a single 
pilot. Airframe dynamic deficiencies, finite capabilities of 
the human operator, and the often limited capabilities of communi-
cations and navigation equipment available in typical GA air-
craft compound the flight problem under SPIFR conditions. 
Prior research has addressed separately various issues, 
which coupled together, result in this unique flight mission/ 
regime. For example, Ref. 4 and 5 look into the dynamic response 
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characteristics of GA aircraft, Ref. 6 presents the effect of 
advanced cockpit controls and displays, and Ref. 7 addresses 
the pilot workload issue. The SPIFR research initiated by 
the Flight Research Laboratory (FRL) at Princeton University 
is an integrated theoretical and flight test program, whose 
principal objectives are: 
• To pursue the trends revealed in previous research, 
• To develop new methodologies for analysis of 
complete SPIFR missions, 
• To obtain statistically significant flying quali-
ties criteria for single-pilot instrument flight 
operations. 
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT 
Chapter 2 describes the preparation of the ARA for 
SPIFR mission flights and the onboard experimental setup -~ in 
particular, the hardware and software aspects associated with 
the data acquisition process. Chapter 3 presents theoretical 
aspects of the SPIFR research, including modern estimation 
and control theory algorithms for in-flight simulation and 
flight path reconstruction. Chapter 4 refers to preliminary 
flights and to the post-flight data preprocessing procedure 
verification. Conclusions are contained in Chapter 5. The 
four appendices contain additional theoretical derivations, 
program listings for onboard and post-flight processing, 
description of computer systems employed in this research, and 
the hardware scheme of the unique DME integration into the SPIFR 
experimental setup. 
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2. AIRCRAFT AND DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM PREPARATION 
This chapter describes the preparation of the in-flight 
simulator and of the onboard digital data acquisition system for 
SPIFR flight testing. Extensive engineering and technical effort 
was required for aircraft modifications and: rewiring, for new 
avionics system installation, and for onboard experimental setup 
integration. The results of this effort are summarized in the 
following sections. 
2.1 AIRCRAFT SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS 
The Avionics Research Aircraft (ARA) is a Ryan Navion 
(N5113K) that has been modified into a f1y-by-wire (FBW), vari-
able-stability aircraft (Fig. 2-1). It is capable of simulating 
a variety of other aircraft using feedback control and command 
augmentation. The ARA is equipped to measure attitude, angular 
rates,and linear accelerations in three axes, aerodynamic angles 
(a, S), airspeed, altitude, and a number of other flight variables. 
Details of the ARA FBW system can be found in Ref. 8. 
The evaluation pilot is to fly a SPIFR mission with the 
ARA responding as a desired configuration. In an emergency, the 
safety pilot can override the FBW system and take direct control 
of the aircraft, (Fig. 2-2). 
To be used with the SPIFR program, the ARA had to under-
go extensive modifications: 
• Design and installation of a modular instrument 
panel~ 
• Acquisition and installation of a modern navigation/ 
communication instrument package. 
• Addition of secondary workload devices in the cockpit. 
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Figure 2-1. Avionics Research Aircraft, Navion N5113K. 
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Figure 2-2. Overview of the ARA in-flight Simulator System. 
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Figure 2-3 illustrates the ARA's modular display panel 
configuration, with the evaluation pilot's 'station on the left, 
the safety pilot's station on the right, and the Bendix BX-2000 
navigation/communication stack separating the tWOQ The Distance 
Measuring Equipment CDME) readout is mounted on a switching 
panel at the top of the radio stack. The Very-high-frequency 
Omni-Range (VOR) navigation/communication unit is located under 
the switching panel. The blank space below this' unit is 
reserved for the Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) and for the 
transponder. 
The DME unit has been integrated into the onboard ex-
perimental setup, maintaining the capability to sequence the 
available navigational stations automatically (through micro-
processor control). The importance of this option is discussed 
in Section 3.50 The technical implementation details are pre-
sented in Appendix Do 
The safety pilot's panel is a permanent fixture, with 
conventional instruments and elements for control of the vari-
able-stability system. The latter occupy the right side of 
the panel and the lower and middle consoles. The evaluation 
pilot's panel can be removed as a unit to facilitate installa-
tion of alternate panels for other investigations. Secondary 
workload meters, lights, and switches also have been added to 
the panel. 
The secondary workload meters are additional instru-
ments slaved to the onboard microprocessor, .which occasionally 
forces the needles into their "red zones". The evaluation 
-- ----_. 
pilot is instructed to keep them" "green li • Alternately, 
the pilot can be asked to extinguish lights turned on (pseudo-
randomly) by the microprocessor program. It is also possible to 
6 
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Figure 2-3. Cockpit Displays of the Avionics Research Aircraft. Modular SPIFR 
Evaluation Pilot Panel at Left. 
simulate typical communications workload by blending audio 
inputs from a pre-recorded tape with specific instructions 
radioed from the ground on the flight test frequency. 
2., 2 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA RECORDING SYSTEM 
The SPIFR digital data acquisition system is illustrated 
in Fig. 2-4. It is built around the SPIFR microcomputer, which 
uses the Z-80A central processing unit and the Am95l1 mathema-
tics processor in a Multibus™ architecture. As currently con-
figured, the SPIFR microcomputer contains 48K bytes of RAM (ran-
dom access memory) and 16K bytes of PROM (programmable read-only 
memory). It accepts 32 analog inputs and produces 6 analog 
outputs. 
The ARA's safety pilot communicates with the SPIFR 
Microcomputer through a hand-held control/display unit (CDU), 
the Termi£lex HT/4. The pilot is able to start and stop pro-
cessing or recording through the CDU, change stored numerical 
values, and so on. Conversely, the CDU can display internally 
triggered error messages to the safety pilot. The evaluation 
pilot normally is unaware of the SPIFR Microcomputer's operation, 
other than through' secondary workload stimuli and responses. 
Analog and digital inputs and outputs shown in Fig. 2-4 
are, for the most part, self-explanatory. Tables 2-1 and 2-2 
contain lists of inputs and outputs. The SPIFR Microcomputer 
obtains its analog inputs from the Digital Avionics Research 
System (DARE) junction box (J-Box) previously installed in the 
ARA for another Langley Research Center program. Thus, there 
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TABLE 2-1 
Input Assignments For 
SPIFR Digital Data Recording System 
Analog Inputs 
1. Control Column Angle 
2. Throttle Setting 
3. Flap Command 
4. Angle of Attack 
5. Pitch Angle 
6. Pitch Rate 
7. Airspeed 
8. Control Wheel Angle 
9. Foot Pedals 
10. Sideslip Angle 
11. Roll Angle 
12. Yaw Angle 
13. Roll Rate 
14. Yaw Rate 
15. Pitch Trim 
16. Roll Trim 
Digital Inputs 
1. DME Distance 
2. VORil Frequency 
3. VOR#2 Frequency 
4. DME Frequency 
5. Time 
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17. Yaw Trim 
18. Normal Acceleration 
19. Axial Acceleration 
20. Lateral Acceleration 
21. VORil Azimuth 
22. VOR#2 Azimuth 
23. Glide Slope Elevation 
24. MLS Azimuth 
25. MLS Elevation 
26Q Radar Altitude 
27. Barometric Altitude 
28. Stick Force C3rd Year)· 
29. Simulated Turbulence Level 
30. Landing Gear 
31. Wind Shear 
32. System Engage 
6. Barometric Altitude 
7. ADF Bearing 
8. Variable-Stability System Status 
9. pilot Mode Switches (8) 
10. Avionics System Status (8) 
TABLE 2-2 
Output Assignments For 
SPIFR Digital Data Recording System 
Analog Outputs 
1. Secondary workload meter #1 4. Spare 
2. Secondary workload meter #2 5. Spare 
3. Secondary workload meter #3 6. Spare 
Digital Outputs 
1. DME tuning 4. Avionics System status 
2. DME station indicator lights 
3. Pilot workload lights 5. Tape recorder 
1-1 
A presampling filter (16 Hz break-point frequency) has been 
introduced for each analog channel to filter out the engine-
vibration-induced noise. 
Figure 2-4 also illustrates the digital radio tuning 
feature that will be put to use during the second phase of the 
project. Error budget analyses conducted during the first 
phase confirmed the superiority of DME over VOR for position 
fixing, even at the short ranges to be used in our flight tests. 
Consequently, it is advantageous to substitute multiple DME 
measurements for VOR measurements in flight data reduction. 
The BX-2000 DME unit can acquire and lock on a new station in 
considerably less than one second; this feature will be used 
in DME-only "round-robin" position fixing for flight path de-
termination. 
The digital tape recording unit is the Hewlett Packard 
(HP) 2644 terminal, which houses two DClOOA magnetic tape 
cartridge drive units. Its built-in memory enables transition 
from one cartridge to the other without losing any information. 
Such a pair of cartridges has a storage capability of about 
220K bytes, which is more than enough for a complete SPIFR 
mission run. 
To accomodate the complete experimental setup, a pallet 
to fit into the ARA-aircraft behind the pilots' seats has been 
designed and built by the FRL technical staff. It weighs 215 lb. 
and uses the same mounting brackets as the DARE pallet. 
2.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
The SPIFR program focuses on the low-frequency dynamic 
response of the airframe and on navigation-related information, 
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whose rate of change is low as well. On the other hand, as 
discussed in Section 3.5, simulated SPIFR flight duration has 
to be about 30 min, during which all the data channels have to 
be recorded at least every second. Thus, the main objectives 
of the onboard software design are to: 
• Sample the analog data at a high enough rate to 
avoid aliasing. 
• Compress the high frequency data so that the 
most significant flight test information can be 
recorded efficiently with minimal error. 
• Trigger pre programmed sequences of the secondary 
workload devices (lights, dummy meters) • 
• Enable the safety pilot to operate the data 
acquisition system via the hand-held CDU. 
The information recorded in flight can be separated 
into "slow" and "fast" variables. The "slow" variables are 
principally the positional measurements, which can be sampled 
once per second with minimal aliasing effect. The "fast" vari-
ables ;...- for example,·angular rates and linear accelerations ---
are sampled 10 times per second. For the sake of data compac-
tion, they are averaged and recorded once each second. The 
simple averaging process is analogous to ulow-passu filtering. 
Thus, low-frequency information is passed with little modifica-
tion, while high-frequency signals are attenuated. 
The HP 2644's recording format uses l6-bit binary words. 
The SBC 732 AID boa'rd is designed to fill in the 12 left-most 
bit positions of a l6-bit field, and an appropriate shift is 
performed to comply with the standard output format. Appendix B 
contains additional detail with regard to the software aspects 
of the SPIFR onboard data acquisition system, plus the complete 
listing of the microprocessor assembly program. 
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3. THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENT 
DESIGN AND FLIGHT PATH RECONSTRUCTION 
This chapter starts with the presentation of the 6-DOF 
dynamic model of aircraft motion, as it is applied in the sub-
sequent sections. Section 3.2 discusses the output command 
algorithm and its implementation to set up a priority list of 
aircraft configurations to be simulated in the first SPIFR flight 
test series. The experimental matrix design, based on statistical 
reasoning/follows in Section 3.3; the application of the 
chosen configurations on the ARA-in-flight simulator, via the 
implicit model following algorithm appears in Section 3.4. SPIFR 
mission planning (Section 3.5) is based mainly on mathematical-
statistical modeling of the en-route navigational errors. 
Finally, the algorithm for post-flight optimal smoothing and 
flight path reconstruction is presented in Section 3.6. 
3.1 AIRCRAFT DYNAMIC MODEL 
The general formulation of a nonlinear dynamic model 
of a system is: 
x = f (~,~) (3-1) 
where x is the state vector and u is the control vector. The state 
. . 
vector x used here contains three components each of translational 
rate (u,v,w), translational position (xI' YI' zI)' angular rate 
(p, q, r) and angular attitude (¢, e, ~). Both body and in-
ertial axis frames are taken right-handed and with z pointing 
downward.· The translational rate equation of the aircraft mathe-
matical model is: 
• - B V. = a + wV. + H a -a~r -B -a~r I~I (3-2) 
14 . 
The airspeed, expressed in body axesJ' is: 
V. 
-al.r = [u v w]T 
Acceleration, expressed in body axes, is: 
a B 
T 
= [a a a] 
x y z 
(3-3) 
(3-4) 
The angular rate cross-product-equivalent matrix w is defined as: 
0 r -q 
w ~l-r 0 p I (3-5) 
q -p 0 
The gravity vector in an assumed local -level/local north 
inertial axis system is: 
b. ~I = [0 0 g]T (3-6) 
The trans-formation matrix H~ from inertial (I) to body 
(B) axes, with [~ e ~] Euler rotations in the specified 
order, is: 
c~ce s~ce -se 
B b. HI = I c~ses~-s~c<p s~s~se+c~c<p ces~ (3-7) 
c~sec~+s~s~ s~sec<p-c~s~ cec~ 
where 
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s ( ) ~ sin ( 
c( ~ cos ( (3-8) 
The second equation of the aircraft motion 6=DOF mathe-
matical model describes the transformation of body-axis rates 
to Euler angle rates, and it is 
e 






c6 s6s<p s6c<p 
I 6. 1 
LB = c6 0 c6c<p -c6s<p (3-10) 
0 s<p c<p 
The third aircraft equation combines the effects of airspeed 
V. and of the wind vector WI (expressed in inertial axes) to 
-a~r -
compute translational rate: 
~I 
I 
= HBV. + WI -a~r -
(3-11) 
where ~I is the position vector expressed in inertial axes: 
6. T ~I = [XI YI ZI] (3-12) 
Based on the orthonormality of H~ in eq. (3-7): 
HI = (HB)-l = (HB)T 
B I I 
(3-13 ) 
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The following relationships constitute ~~e algebraic part 
of ~~e model, yielding the output or the measurement modelsc 
The airspeed absolute value is: 
Ivairl = ("u2 + v 2 + w2 )1/2 
The angle of attack is given by: 
-1 w 
a. = tan (-) 
u 
The sideslip angle is: 





The definition of the aerodynamic angles with respect to body 
axes is compatible with the actual measurement mechanization 
in the ARA.* Assuming that the origin of the inertial frame 
is at sea level, the altitude his: 
h = -zr (3-17) 
The acceleration vector a B of eq. (3-2) and (3-4) reflects 
the effect of aerodynamic and thrust forces, which act on the 
airframe. For example, the linearized version of eq. (3-1) for 
the longitudinal case is: 
. 
llu Xu Xw Xq llu ~OE XOT XoF lloE 
6;' I = l Z z z J 6wl + l ZoE ZoT ZoF I , lloT I (3-18) , u w w 
a B 
I 
llql I lloF 
L 
The control vector here is: 
* The sideslip angle definition differs from the conventional 
definition, which is: 
-1 (v ) S = sin IV. I 
-a~r 
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u = [LlaE LloT LlOF]T (3-19) 
where OE is the elevator deflection, aT is the throttle travel 
and of is the flap deflection. 
To complete this illustration of aerodynamic and thrust 
effects within the context of longitudinal dynamics, the 
pitch moment (about the center of gravity of the airplane) 
equation must be introduced: 
Llq = MuLlU + MwLlW + MqLlq + MaELlOE + MoTLlOT + MoFLlOF (3-20) 
Combining eq. (3-18) with eq. (3-20) and fully accounting 
for the physical effects reflected in eqe ( 3-2) to (3-10), we obtain~ 
r:1 
X x. -w+x -gce LlU . XoE XoT XoF u W q 
Z Z U+Z -gse LlW ZOE ZOT ZOF u w q 
= + la~ M M Mq 0 Llq . MOE MOT MOF u W Lle 0 0 1 0 Ll8 0 O· 0 LloF 
Equation (3-21) is of the form of a state equation: 
• LlX = F LlX + G LlU (3-22) 
where F is the state matrix and G - the control matrix. 
3.2 CANDIDATE SPIFR CONFIGURATIONS VIA THE OUTPUT COMMAND 
ALGORITHM 
(3-21) 
The basic assumption underlying the following derivation 
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is that if a configuration requires large state and control 
variations to retrim from one nominal SPIFR flight equilibrium 
to another, it may also be problematic for the pilot.* Thus, 
to pick the candidate configurations for SPIFR in-flight simu-
lation,we first choose initial configuration parameters and 
flight equilibrium. Then we examine the required variations 
in state and control variables, which correspond to various 
retrimming requirements. The retrimming requirement may be 
formulated in terms of flight path variables, e.g., variation 
in airspeed ~V* or in flight path angle ~y*. 
The mathematical formulation uses the output command 
algorithm (Ref. 9). The following output equation is added 
to the state- equation eq. (3-22): 
~= H b.x + H b.u x- u- (3-23) 
where ~ represents the required retrimming flight-path vari-
ations. An ideal transition to the new flight equilibrium 
is assumed: 
o = Fb.x* + G~u* 
(3-24) 
AYcOInm = H ~x* + H ~u* x- u-
where ()* symbolizes the steady-state variations in state and 
control that correspond to AY comm. 
* 
As shown in Ref. 9, the solution to eq. (3-24} is: 
As used here, a configuration is a set of aerodynamic co-
efficients which characterizes the dynamic response of the 
aircraft. 
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As a result of application of the output command algorithm, 
variations in the following aerodynamic parameters have received 
priority in the context of SPIFR flight testing: 
a) X F Z ,Z , M 
u u a u 
b) ZoE' ZoT' MOT 
Stability and control derivatives to be varied in the 
flight tests fall into two categories: those that affect only 
trim and those that affect both trim and stability. Control 
derivatives (list in (b) above) fall into the first category 
because, as demonstrated by eq. (3-21), they appear in the 
control matrix G, thus affecting ~x* and ~u*. Stability de-
rivatives (list in (a) above) fall into the second category 
because they appear in the F matrix, thus affecting both trim 
and stability. 
The ranges of variation of the aerodynamic parameters 
must reflect the trends in GA aircraft design. These are dis-
cussed in the context of the experimental matrix design in th~ 
next section. 
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL MATRIX DESIGN 
The high-priority list of configurations of the previous 
section has been limited to seven configurations,as we must 
tradeoff between: 
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• Number of configurations to be flight-tested. 
• Number of replications of SPIFR mission with a given 
configuration (important for statistical soundness). 
• Number of evaluation pilots. 
All of this must be done under the constraint of about 25 
flight hours. 
These tradeoff considerations resulted in the following: 
• 15 configurations (nominal ARA and plus/minus 
variations of each of the 7 coefficients). 
• ?wo test pilots plus one GA pilot. 
• Numbers of replications are shown, along with all the 
other information relevant to the experimental matrix, 
in Table 3.1. The pluses and the minuses to the 
right of the numbers of replications describe how many 
positive and how many negative parameter variations 
(with respect to nominal) are simulated for each of 
these numbers. 
Parameter to Test Test GA Number of 
be varied pilot 1 pilot 2 pilot mission runs 
Nominal 2 2 2 6 
Xu 2+ 
-
2+ 3++ 7 
Z 2+ 2+ 3++ 7 u 
M 
u 
2+ 2+ 3++ 7 
Za 2+ 2+ 3++ 7 
MOT 2+ 2+ 3++ 7 
ZoE 2+ 2+ 2+ 6 
ZoT 2+ 2+ 2+ 6 
Sum = 53 
Table 3.1: Experimental Matrix for the First SPIFR 
Flight Series . 
. 2l 
The ranges of the variations in the aerodynamic para-
meters are intended to reflect possible trends in GA air-
craft design. For example, if the design goal is a configura-
tion with a shorter body, an increase in elevator area may be 
required in order to preserve its moment effectiveness MoE. 
Such an area change may affect the vertical force sensi-
tivity of the elevator ~ZOE<O. On the other hand, introduction 
of a canard control surface may result in ZoE>O. Another 
example may be of a configuration design that features a 
high wing for improved cabin visibility and wing-mounted 
shrouded propellers for increased thrust. As a result M and 
u 
MOT may be affected by the variations in the aerodynamic 
forces and the moment arms. 
3.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF SPIFR CONFIGURATIONS VIA IMPLICIT-
MODEL-FOLLOWING ALGORITHM 
The chosen SPIFR configurations are implemented on the 
in-flight simulator via the implicit-model-following algorithm 
(Ref. 10). State equations of the type of eq. (3-21) may be 
written for the nominal ARA configuration (subscript ARA) and 
for the configurations to be simulated (subscript M) , 
. 
~xARA = F ARA~~ARA +GARA ~uARA (3-28) 
. 
~xM = FMbxM + GM ~uM (3- 2 9) 
Our objective is to obtain the control vector ~uARA' 
which will make the ARA respond as the required configuration. 





rucM (3- 30) 
Substituting eq. (3-28.) and (3-29) into eq. (3-30) and 
rearranging: 
b.U:ARA = Gk [ (FM-FARA ) b.x:ARA + GMLlUM] ~ 
= CBb.x:ARA + CFb.UM (3-31) 
where: 
# !d T -1 T GARA - [GARA GARA] GARA (3-32) 
Eq. (3-30) renders: 
b.X:ARA = llxM (3-33 ) 
Thus, b.x:ARA is the solution of eq. (3-29). A block diagram 







- - ...., 
Ll~=b.XkRA 
.J 
Figure 3.1. Block Diagram for Implementation of a SPIFR 
Configuration on the ARA In-Flight Simulator. 
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3.5 EFFECTS OF NAVIGATIONAL ACCURACY AND THE "LEARNING 
CURVE" EFFECT ON MI.8S ION PLANNING 
To simulate realistic SPIFR conditions, the mission has 
to contain several typical flight-path segments, including 
.' Climb, acceleration and cruise with airspeed retrimming. 
• Holding pattern • 
• > Deceleration and descent. 
• Localizer and glide slope interception. 
• Approach and missed-approach go-around. 
Also, a realistic VOR-radial navigation should consist of 
at least once switching navigational stations in the "TO"-
mode and of a leg in the "FRm-1"-mode. The above consider-
ations roughly size the SPIFR mission simulation to a minimum 
flight duration of about 30 minutes and the geometry shown 
in Fig. 3-2. 
One problem associated with deciding the flight path 
geoI}1etry is the "learning curve" effect. The "learning curve" 
is the ability of a human being to improve his performance by 
taking advantage of past experience. Flying all missions along 
the same trajectory invokes memorization by the pilot, reducing 
the navigation workload to a level unrealistic for a SPIFR-type 
mission. To cope with this issue, additional flight path 
variants have been devised (Fig. 3-3, 3-4, 3-5). All variants 
are of comparable structure and flight duration. 
The other problem associated with the decision of flight 
path geometry is navigational accuracy. Conclusions of the 
following discussion with regard to this issue have been imple-
mented with the SPIFR missions of figures 3-2 to 3-5 and, as will 
be shown, they also contribute to post-flight flight-path re-
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The s·tandard navig-ational modes for GA are VOR/VOR, 
VOR/DME and DME/DME. At least two navigation stations are 
required to achieve a horizontal "fix" of the aircra.ft IS 
position. With proper geometry any of these combinations 
can provide a fix; however the accuracy of the fix is subject 
to several fac·tors. The accuracy requirements have been 
imposed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and 
their numerical values appear in Ref. 11. 
0"1jJ :: O"VOR = 1.9 0 
(3-34 ) 
O"R = O"DME = .15% range or .1 mile: 
whichever is larger 
These navigational errors are with respect to a single 
ground station. The position errors associated with a naviga-
tional mode have to be computed accounting for the Geometric 
Dilution of Precision (GDOP) effect. GDOP is an inaccuracy 
due to the nonperpendicularity of the lines connecting the 
aircraft with the engaged stations. 
Applying analytical geometry to the typical situation de-










Figure 3-6. Ground Stations Engagement in the VOR/VOR 
or the DME/DME Modes. 
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stations' errors are statistically uncorrelated, we obtain: 
a =(1/s8)[a 2 + a 2]1/2 1 2 (3-35 ) 
The 1/s8 term reflects the GDOP effecto For angles 
between radials in the vicinity of 8 = 0° or 8 = 180°, the 
position error becomes very large, becoming infinite in the 
limit. To improve position accuracy using two similar ground 
stations while flying a given leg, it is desirable that the 
stations ,be as nearly perpendicular as possible. For VOR/VOR, 
eq. (3-35) can be rewritten as, 
acr 
a = l/! h s2e (1+s 28)1/2 (3-36 ) 
For DME/DME, eq. (3-35) becomes 
a = h. aRIse (3-37) 
Numerical values of eq. (3-34) and dependence of aVOR/VOR 
on the sin2 e suggest that this navigational mode 
is much less accurate than the DME/DME mode. For example, 
at a ,range of 50 miles from both stations and for e = 30° the 
VOR/VOR error is 2.71 miles, while the DME/DME error is 0.28 
miles and the results favour the DME/DME pairing at greater 
ranges. Based on this observation and on the feasibility of 
microprocessor-controlled sequential engagements of several 
DME stations, this technique will be employed to improve the 
flight path reconstruction accuracy. In particular, this 
accuracy improvement may be achieved by making use of redundant 
measurements, while applying the optimal Kalman filtering/ 
smoothing algorithm. 
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3.6 OPTIMAL SMOOTHING OF FLIGHT-TEST RECORDS AND FLIGHT-
PATH RECONSTRUCTION 
One way to smooth flight test records is to pass the 
data through a filter, which chops off the high frequency 
content of the recorded information. A better way is to 
account for th.e particular system I s dynamic characteristics. 
This can be done applying the extended Kalman filter algorithm. 
For post-flight analysis, even higher accuracy may be 
achieved by accounting for the "future" information. This 
improvement is obtained by using an optimal smoothing 
algorithm. An additional advantage of this algorithm is that 
it estimates flight path variables that have not been 
measured directly. Thus, smoothing and flight path reconstruc-
tion are obtained via a single algorithm implementation 
(as in Ref. 12, 13). For this application we need the system 
state eq. (3-1), which constitutes a concise representation 
of eq. (3-2) to (3-13), 
x = f (~,u) + w (3-38) 
and the measurement equation, 
..! = h (~, u) + v (3-39 ) 
which stands for relationships of the type of eq. (3-14) to 
(3-17). Equation (3-38) differs from eq. (3-1) by the addi-
tional term w, which is referred to in the literature as 
"process noise". The vector y in eq. (3-39) is the "measure-
ment noise". 
Equations (3-18) to (3-31) need not be used in the post-
flight optimal smoothing and flight-path reconstruction be-
cause the accelerations a B are measured directly. Equations 
(3-2) to (3-17) constitute a kinematic model, as they do not 
reflect the dynamic mechanism by which a B is actually produced. 
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The differential equations of t.lle kinematic model (3-2), 
(3-9) and (3-11) constitute the "state model" and the algebraic 
relationships (3-14) to (3-17) th.e "measurement model". Even 
without accounting for the as -producing-mechanism, the kinematic 
model is nonlinear and high-dimensional. Thus, it is more 
efficient to tackle it in two steps. This is made possible by 
the fact that the SPIFR experimental setup records both [p q r]T 
and [~ e ~]T. The first step is to smooth these six measure-
ments. Trea.ting all six as state variables and using eq. (3-9) 
we may write:" 
p = n-p 
q = n-q 
-STATE J r = n-MODEL A r 
-
(3-40 ) 
~ = p+tan B(s$*q+c~·r) 
. 
e = c~*q - s~*r 
- 1 ~ = --(s~*q + c~*r) ce 
MEASUREMENT{ _ 
MODEL A zA - HAXA + vA (3-41) 
The state vectdr for model A is: 
~ = [p q r ~ e ~]T (3-42) 
The process noise vector (wi th n·, n - and n· random and unknown p q r 
angular acceleration inputs) is: 
~A = [n° n· n- 0 0 O]T P q r 
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(3-43} 
The measurement noise vector for model A is: 
T 
vA = [np nq nr n$ n6 n~] (3-44) 
The measurement vector ~ in (3-41) contains the measured values 
of xA• Thus, the observation matrix HA is an identity matrix. 
Before elaborating on the optimal smoother algorithm imple-
mentation based on eg. (3-40) and (3-41), the kinematic model for 




'" '" pet), q(t), r(t)i $(t), 6(t), ~(t) (3-45) 
and the associated matrices, 
H~ (t) H~ (t) ~ w (t) (3-46) 
are given, having completed the first step. The 6-component 
state vector for the next step is, 
XB = [xIylzI u v w]T (3-47) 
and the 6-component input vector is, 
A A A A A T 
UB = [w w w (a -s6g) (a +c6s$g) (a +c6c$g)J 
- XI YI zI x Y x 
( 3-48) 
The input vector contains components of the true wind and 
accelerations, wI and aBo In this context, the actual values 
of these measured variables are interpreted as inputs and 
their measurement inaccuracies as process noise*: 
* Appendix A presents an improved wind model. 
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w = ro 0 0 n 
-B ~ a 
x 
n n ]T a . 
Y a z 
(3-49) 
Unlike the first step, in which the x:A components have 
been smoothed optimally.' this step reconstructs the xB 
components with eq. (3-2) and (3-11) constituting the state 
model B: 
· xII u w xI 
"I 
YII = HB(t) v + w Yr 
w w 
STATE ~ ~ ~ '- zI...t (3-50) 
MODEL B 
" 
· u 1 
r:] + a -seg n " x ax - " " · = w (t) a +ces</>g v + n Y a 
" " Y • Iw w a +cec</>g n Z a 
Equations (3-14) to (3-17) plus VOR and DME measurement 
equations constitute the measurement. model B: 
IVairl 
2 2 2 1/2 
= (u +v +w ) + n 
v 
-1 w 
+ nO. a. = tan (-) u 
-1 v 
+ nS MEASUREMENT J 13 = tan (u) MODEL B 
(3-51) 
h = -ZI + n h 
r DME . Sl 
2" 2 2 1/2 
= [(xI-x .) + (Yr-Y .) + (zI- z .)] +nDME Sl Sl· Sl 
eVOR . Sl 
= tg-1[(YI-Ysi)/(XI-XSi)] + ~OR 
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where si symiDolizes the distanc.e r DME . or angle eVOR . 
s1. Sl. 
being measured with respect to navigational station i. The 
measurement noise vector is: 
_ T 
vB - [nv na nS nh nDMEl nDME2 ~ORI ~OR2···] (3-52) 
Estimate·s of measurement biases and scale factor errors 
may be obtained at the expense of significant· increase in state 
vector dimension. Such an increase in dimension may affect 
not only the computing cost but also the computational 
accuracy. 
Examination of eq. (3-40) to 0-:-51) shows that both models 
A and Bare nonlinear. Thus the extended Kalman smoother 
algorithm has to be applied (Ref. 14). This algorithm is 
implemented as a combination of forward-- and backward-running 
Kalman filters. The extended Kalman filter algorithm con-
stitutes an adaptation of the linear Kalman filter theory to 
nonlinear situations. It propagates the nonlinear dynamic 
model between measurements and utilizes a locally linearized 
model for the measurement updates. 
The following is the discrete formulation of the extended 
Kalman smoother algorithm, applied to the dynamic model of the 
system, which constitutes of the state model (eq. (3-38» and 
measurement model (eq. (3-39». The propagation of the esti-
" 
mated states x and of the state covariance matrix P between 
measurements, for f:o,r.ward filtering uses 
A A 
x(t) = f[X(t),£(t)] (3-53) 
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T 
Pk (-) = ~k-ll?k-l(+)~k-l + Qk-l (3-54) 
where Q is the process noise covariance matrix and ~ is the 
transition matrix obtained after local linearization o~ eq. 
(3-38) into: 
x = Fx+ Gu + Lw (3-55) 
In order not to create inaccuracies due to numerical differ-
entiation, analytical derivation of the Jacobian: matrices. 
(F, G and L) has been carried out for both models A and Bi 
this is documented in Appendix A. The Kalman gain matrix 
for forward filtering is, 
~ = Pk (-)~[HkPk (-)~ + ~1-1 (3-56 ) 
where R is the measurement noise covariance matrix and H is 
obtained by local linearization of eq. (3-39) as 
~ = Hk~ + ~k (3-57) 





P k (+) = 
A 
A 
X ( t) + K r z - h. (x ( t) ) ] 
- k -k -k-
(3-58) 
[I-KkH k] P k (-) C3-59) 
where ~(t) is obtained by integration of eq. (3-53) from.tk _ l 
to t k • 
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The filter processing of the raw data renders the state 
A. A. 
estimates before the measurement update ~k(-)=x(t) and after 
the measurement update ~k(+) and the associated covariance 
matrices Pk (-) and Pk (+). The smoother algorithm uses this 
information as input and running backwards in time produces 
the improved estimates of the states i k/ n and of the covari-
ance matrix Pk/ n ' The first step is the computation of the 
state matrix Fk : 
A 
F k = f [~k (+) ] (3-60 ) 
The state matrix is used to calculate the state transition 
matrix ~k. The state transition matrix and the input covari-
ance matrices render matrix Ak : 
T -1 Ak = Pk(+)~k Pk+l (-) (3-61) 
A A. 
Using the input state estimates x k (-) and ~(+) and the 
associated covariance matrices Pk (+) a~d Pk (-) along with Ak , 




A A A 
= xk (+) + Ak[xk +l / n - xk +l (-)] 
T 
= Pk (+) + Ak[Pk+1 / n - Pk+l(-)]Ak 
(3-62 ) 
(3-63 ) 
This complete optimal estimation algorithm, which per-
forms post-flight data smoothing and flight-path reconstruction 
has been coded in FORTRAN (Appendix B) and verified by applica-
tion to a computer-generated SPIFR trajectory. 
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Examples of the optimal flight path reconstruction 
algorithm's application to the generic flight-test data 
records are given in Fig. 3-7 for a coordinated climbing 
turn flight segment of 60 seconds. Figure 3-7a) to f) pre-
sent reconstructed measurements demonstrating both state 
variable reconstruction and improvement with respect to data 
corrupted by noise. The symbol convention used in these 
figures is: (+) for nominal, (0) for corrupted, (V) fmr 
filtered and (~) for smoothed time histories. Line segments 
are used to link results but they do not suggest a functional 
relationship. 
Figures 3-7a) and b) represent the optimal smoothing of 
the angular states. As may have been expected, the "deriva-
tive" states (e.g., Fig. 3-7b) are noisier than the "integral" 
states (e.g., Fig. 3-7a). In a sense, this distinction is 
applicable to the airspeed versus aerodynamic angle measure-
ments, which reflect the atmospheric turbulence effect. As 
follows from the translational submodel formulation, to re-
construct these measurements (e.g., Fig. 3-7c) and d», the 
states u, v and ware first estimated. The typical lag intro-
duced by filtering is more apparent in some of the figures; 
it is then reduced by the smoother. The trajectory recon-
struction is represented in Fig. 3-7e), f) and g). Note that 
optimal smoothing improves the filtered state estimates and 
~lso shrinks the position uncertainty ellipsoid. 
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Figure 3-7: Examples of application of the optimal flight 
path reconstruction algorithm to the climbing 
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Figure 3-7: Examples of application of the optimal flight path 
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Examples of application of the optimal flight path 
reconstruction algorithm to the climbing turn 
pseudo-flight-test data. 
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4. PRELIMINARY FLIGHTS 
Flight test results are the important objectives of 
the SPIFR program. As the human operator is an integral 
part of the control and guidance loop, pilot Opinion Ratings 
(POR) constitute important experimental results. Both the 
Cooper-Harper Rating (CHR), which is a performance rating 
(Ref. 15) and the workload rating (M.I.T. scale, Ref. 15) 
are significant. As we debrief the evaluation pilot with 
regard to both the complete mission and to its specific 
segments, knee-pad-size versions of both scales and of the 
grading sheet have been prepared (Fig. 4-1). 
To test the complete SPIFR-mission-simulation concept, 
a series of preliminary flights has been carried out. Its 
main objectives were to verify the realism of simulation of 
SPIFR regime environment, the in-flight configuration match-
ing capability and the data acquision and reduction process. 
After extensive hangar checks of the aircraft system 
modifications, of the new navigation/communication package 
and of the onboard experimental setup, the proposed instru-
ment tracks (Fig. 3-2 to 3-5) were flown - totalling to about 
10 flight hours. 
These preliminary flights have shown that the tasks 
appear to simulate SPIFR missions, which are realistic in 
both geometry and workload. Using the knee-pad-size POR 
scales and grading sheet the in-flight debriefing can be 
carried out without interfering with the mission. The in-
flight configuration matching capability with regard to each 
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Figure 4-1: Knee-pad Versions 
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(cont. ) 
Knee-pad Versions of the 
Performance and Workload 
PORs and of the Evalution 
Sheet. 
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of the priority configurations has been confirmed. The data 
collection and reduction process has been verified by com-
parison of timings and directions of deflection of various 
controls reported by the safety pilot to those obtained by 
recorded data processing. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This report summarizes the first phase of the SPIFR 
project, which constitutes an integrated theoretical and 
flight-test research effort, which addresses stability-and-
control, avionics and human factor effects in single pilot 
IFR situations. The first phase activities were aimed at 
basic research system preparation and,. consequently, at 
conducting the first flight test series of the SPIFR four-
year program. 
Most of the goals of the first phase of the SPIFR 
program have been achieved. The basic research system has 
been put together and successfully flight-tested, including 
the ARA aircraft modifications and the onboard digital data 
acquisition system. A modern navigation/communication 
system has been installed,and a new instrument panel has been 
designed to accomodate flexibility in introduction of addi-
tional instrumentation and workload devices. The data collec-
tion system has been built around the z-80 microprocessor. 
The microprocessor performs the analog channels sampling, 
preliminary processing and transfer of the data records to 
the digital recorder. The software required for these on-
board manipulations has been developed, debugged and flight-
tested. In parallel, the post-flight data preprocessing 
software and procedure development has been completed and 
tried out with actual in-flight recorded data. Mission plan-
ning and experimental matrix design have been carried out 
accounting for navigational accuracy and the "learning curve 
effect" and for the amount-of-flight-hours-constraint. Applying 
theoretical algorithms the aerodynamic configurations for the 
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SPIFR program have been obtained and implemented on the ARA 
aircraft. A preliminary flight-test series has been con-
ducted to check whether realistic SPIFR conditions are ob-
tained and to verify the in-flight configurations matching. 
These flight tests have confirmed that the SPIFR mission 
simulation is realistic both in geometry and in workload. 
During the second phase of the SPIFR project,the first 
flight series will be completed and the collected data will 
be analysed, including the subjective PORs. Finally, 
statistical regression analysis will be applied to render 
flying qualities criteria for 5ingle Pilot Instrument Flight 
Rule operations. 
The structure of the research program as summarized in 
this report will render quantitative criteria with regard to 
the effects of airframe dynamic response, workload leve~ and 
pilot experience on the SPIFR flight regime. Furthermore, 
the ARA is now ready to conduct a broad range of additional 




DERIVATION OF THE LINEARIZED VERSIONS 
OF THE SIMPLIFIED AND THE IMPROVED KINEMATIC MODELS 
A.I IMPROVED WIND MODEL 
The kinematic state model B (eq •. (3-50) assumes that ideal, 
constant wind measurements wI are available along the flight 
path. Although we may disregard the high-frequency turbu-
lence disturbances, it is difficult to obtain wind measure-
ments along a flight path with an acceptable degree of re-
liability. A solution is to adjoin a wind model to state 
model B, estimating its parameters along with x B. A reason-
able low-frequency wind model may constitute of a constant 
component and a linear variation with altitude, 
!:!I (h) 
aWl 
=!:!I + az- (zI-zI ) 
o I 0 
(A-I) 
where!:!I is a constant wind vector at reference altitude 
o aw 
-zI and a-I is a vector of slope of wind variation with 
o zI 
altitude. Adjoining eg. (A-I) to eq. (3-50), we obtain: 
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OWX 
~Il rul rWXI 
I 




AI IV! +1 WYI 
YI 
YII = HB(t) + -0- (Zr-Zr ) I (A-2) Zr 0 
0 
oW 
, ZI I IW) I WZr Zr + -;,-- (Zr-Zr ) ZI 0 
0 
• A 
ul rul ra - sa g n 
x a 
x A I V I + I a + ce s~g n f + ifB(t).a!!I .[~ 1 -VI = w (t) + 
Y a y I OZI I 
A A 
'w I I W I a + dJ'c<j>g n Z a Z (A-3) 
carrying through the mathematical steps necessary to 
transfer the state variable zr derivative to the left-hand 
side,we obtain the state model B in the following form: 
oW 
xI 
xrl I u I I W + -- (z -z ) xr 0 zr r r 
o 0 
oW 
Yrl = ~~(t) Ivl + /W Yr (A-4) + -- (z -z ) I 
Yr o OZr r Io 
oW 
Zr 1 Iw~ I WZr Zr + -- (z -z ) o OZr r ro 
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- I v I + I a + ces¢g + H *HB(t) -I VI = w (t) + n 
Y a UVW I dZ I Y 
~I Iwi la A A + c8ccpg n 
Z a 
Z I (A-5) 
W I 10 
XI 
0 











d ZI 1=1 0 I (A-7) 
· dW Z 
__ I~ 10 
d zI ___ 
H ~ [HI HI HI ] 
uvw B31 B32 B33 [:J (A-a) 
The kinematic state model B of eg. (A-2) to (A-a) renders 
improved flight path Feconstruction and an estimate of constant 
wind and of wind gradient along the flight path. 
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A.2 LINEARIZATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED KINEMATIC MODEL 
To apply the extended Kalman filter algorithm the non-
linear kinematic model has to be linearized. The linearized 
version of the simplified kinematic model has been derived 
analytically and is presented in this section. The result 
for state model A Ceq. (3-40)] is: 
pj 10 0 0 0 0 0 p n e p 
ql 10 0 0 0 0 0 q n e q 
rt 0 0 0 0 0 0 r n· 
+ r = I (A-9) 
· qtg8c~-rtg8s~(qs~+rc~)/c280 cj> I tg8S~ tg8ccj> q 0 
· 8 0 c~ -s~ -qs~-rc~ 0 0 81 10 
~ I 10 s~/c8 c~/c8 s8 qc~/c8-rs~/c8 (qs~+rc~)-2- 01 ll/J I 10 
c 8 
xA FA xA wA 
Rearrang ing eq. (3-50Y·of state model B: 
· 
x1l r 
1 r::l r> 
, rO 
YII H~ (t) 10 YI 
ZI I = I , ZI W 0 
0 L + [IJ ZI + (A-IO) I 
e 6x3 I A u A u a s8 g I Inax ,. x 
w (t) A A 
V I v a + cesogj t:: W II w I a: + ceC$g 
x B FB xB GB u B wB 
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The linearized version of measurement model B Ceq. (3-51)]: 
IY~irll I 0 0 0 u v w I xI I I nv a ol/2 aol/2 ao1/21 
I 0 0 0 -w 0 u r YII Ina a a-=v2 a _v2 1 
0 0 
e 
I I : 
0 0 =.L 2 ~2 0 
, zI' , ne ao-w ao-w 
h 0 -1 0 0 0 u + nh 
r I' = 




xI -xs2 YI -Ys 2 zI-zs2 - 0 0 0 a321/2 an l/2 a321/2 
w nOME 2 
aVORS11 
-(Y1-Ysl ) xI-xs1 2 0 0 0 0 2 I~ORl a31-(zI- zs1) a 31-(zI- zs1) 
aVORS2J 





.!a ~ ~ Ys 
with: a '"' u2+v2+w2 o _ 
a3i~ (XI-XSi)2+(YI-YSi)2+(ZI-ZSi)2 (A-12) 
A.3 LINEARIZATION OF THE IMPROVED KINEMATIC MODEL. 
The improvement to the kinematic model elaborated in 
the first section of this appendix refers to state model B. 
The linearized version of (A-3) is: 
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(A-ll) 
XI xI 0 0 
• 
YI I FII FI2 F13 FI4 Y1 0 0 
zI zI 0 0 
u u a X - seg na 
x 
A A 





+ cec<jlg n 
a Z 
W W 0 0 
XI xI 
0 0 
Wy F3I F32 F33 F34 
W I + 0 1+ 0 I (A-13) = YI I 
0 0 
~Ylo I I I WZlo 0 0 
. 




F4I F42 F43 F44 
dW 0 0 YI YI 
~ az~ 
a~ J l dW 0 0 zI zI ~ dZI 
~ FB ~B 
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where each Fij stands for a 3x3 matrix: 
F21 ~ F31 = F41 = F32 = F42 = F23 = F33 = F43 = F34 = F44 = [0] 
F22 = 
F13 = [I] 
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Bel ONBOARD ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING 
The microprocessor prepares the data in block units. 
Each block unit is a memory buffer of 1024 data words 
(each data word contains two bytes or 16 bits) 0 For 38 
information channels, for example, taken every second such 
a block can be filled with 26-sec worth of data (plus 36 
dummy words: 38x26+36 = 1024). A data block is written into 
the digital cartridge recordwiseo Each record contains 128 
data words,i.e.,under normal conditions eight records complete 
a block transfer. Occasionally, to make sure that no data 
is missed, a record may be written repeatedly onto the cart-
ridge. Thus, the first task for the preprocessing software 
(Appendix C) is to reconstruct the original data blocks, 
h .. f' h d f 8x128-36 26' f eac constltutlng 0 elg t recor s 0 38 = ln orma-
tion-seconds. 
B.2 GENERIC SPIFR FLIGHT PATH AND IN-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 
SIMULATION (FORTRAN) 
This program creates a generic SPIFR mission trajectory, 
simulates the associated in-flight measurements and corrupts 
them with pseudo-random noise. Knowing the uncorrupted values 
of the measured variables, the algorithm for optimal smooth-
ing and flight path reconstruction may be verified. 
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B.3 OPTIMAL SMOOTHING AND FLIGHT PATH RECONSTRUCTION 
ALGORITHM (FORTRAN) 
As demonstrated in the following listings, one of the 
key issues in optimal smoothing and flight path reconstruc-
tion is computer storage management-- in particular, between 
the forward and the backward passes over the measured data 
records. The smoothing algorithm, which consists of eq. (3-60) 
to (3-63), requires knowledge of the state-vector before 
and after each measurement update and of the corresponding 
covariance matrices. For state model A, e.g., the state 
vector has six components. This means that following the 
filtering pass 84 values have to be stored for each measure-
ment instant. A SPIFR mission simulation is about 30 minutes 
long and after prep~ocessing the measurement update interval 
is standardized to be I sec for all variables. Thus, the 
temporary storage facility has to "remember" 84x30x60 values. 
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T SPIFR8 USTD& 
ONBOARD ASSEMBLY (B .1) 
U 1 
U 2 UERSI~ a SPIFFER 18.11.81 
U 3 ADC READ t PIlSHEUTTIJlS I BLIHKlrI: LIGHTS IDlIDC 
U 4 DISPLAY ISmY II£LIJI)ED 
U 5 TAPES IHSTALLED 
U 6 DATA AllERilGllIi ItfLEllDlTED 
U 7 SLIJj CIW+lELS ~ED AT CHT : 4 
U 8 1lI£ TO BE IIPlB!OOEIl AS SLOW CIWtIEL 
U 9 ADC OWtIEL ZBlO READ TWICE TO FlU. II'EH Rill'! SLOT 
U 10 LEFT BY IIlIJDC DtIE TO SLIJj CHAItIEL. 
U 11 STIU. ~IrI: ~ 12 FAST CIMlELS. 
U 12 IWJE II BUFFER OF 38 ms (16 BITS WIDE) 
U 13 DISTEAIl fJ! 37 ms. 
U 14 l HiIVE F!IR LIGHTS IHSTEAD OF nREE 
U 15 LIGHT4 IS IN SOC WITH UGHTJ. 
U 16 THE UGH'I'S CODIIII IS AIJ. HEll. 
U 17 
uaooo 18 ERG 8000H 
U3000 19 ADIlAII 8lI 3000H ;ADDRESS OF A TO » CIJoIIJF.Rm 
i.i.OOC3 20 JIll FJlI 0(3j 
U 21 ;CO Ell! 03lIl 
UFFE3 22 IHr75 FJlI 0FFE3H 
i.i.OOC5 23 U'm'Im IDJ 0C5H ;LITE DISPLAY PIM IS !'1m C Jl OF 116 IO'lRD 
WH:l 24 LIm:rRL FJlI 0C7H ;CTRL PIJ!T FIR J1 OF 116 Bt:Wm 
U 25 ;LmMIT IDJ 0E9H ;LITE DISPLAY !'1m IS !'1m B J2 OF 8004 
U 26 ;LITECTRL Ell! OEllH ;CTRL PIJ!T FIR J2 !IF 8004 
UOOE7 27 Jlaoo.. IDJ 0E711 ;catrROL OF a255 J-1 
UOOE4 28 AL'tPIM IDJ OE4lf ;ALTI~!'Im A J-1 
UOOE5 29 PIl9fIRT BlU OE5H ;f'USHBtJTT1lj f'(RT B J-i 
U.8OOO Fa 30 »1 ;J«I ItmmPTS IIl.WIED YEt 
U8001 Cl)738A 31 CALL IHImRrA ;8255 PM A OF J2 ~ 8004 
U8OO4 CD2188 32 CALL IHlTUSART ;IHITIALlSE THE ~ FIR PILOT TERIIlHAL 
U8007 Cl>3787 33 CALL IHITSEIIA ;SET IF ~~ AIJ. TEN BUFFERS 
U800A CDBC87 34 CALL IHITRl! 
U800D CD4080 35 CALL F~ ;FIU. I!F.IGY WITH ~ 0-10239 
USOl0 CDII480 36 CALL IHIM ;INITIALlSE tlf'T'ilrI: POINTERS 
U 37 ;Illtf TEH BUFFERS EACH 204a 
U 38 ;to TWE, 256 BYTES At A TIME 
U 39 ;OIIER IH) OIlER AGAIN. 
U 40 ; lliE BIJFFBlS ARE DESIGtlIITED BY 
U 41 ; 1HE DICns 0 TO 9. 
U 42 ; 
U 43 1IIE POIHTS TO 1HE LOCATI~ 
U 44 ; TO BE ElfTIED. 
U 45 ; 
i.i.8013 Cl)l18A 46 CALL ALIGN ;IHITAUSE 19511 
i.i.8016 CD2A8A 47 CALL Ill( 
i.i.8019 110090 48 LXI DtBUFFO ;DE PAIR POINt TO LOCATI(JI TO BE ElfTIED 
i.i.801C CD3883 49 CALL . STINt ;SlABLE lliE IHTERRlfTS 
U 50 B1h 
US01F CD7687 51 CALL TSmI'1"I' ;WAIT lIITIL BIJFPal FULL 
U8022 CDA180 52 CALL illITE ;1lIIF ~ 256 BYTES TO TAPE 
U802S CD5880 53 CALL UEIlJPS ;IFDATE lliE INDICES USED 
U 54 ; TO KEEP TRACl OJ' EtfTYlrI: THE TEN D"FERS. 
U 55 ; ~ ARE nREE OF 'tHai, 
U 56 ; TIoO POINTERS IH) II COOHTER. 
U 57 
iJ.&028 C31F80 58 JIll BB 
U 59 
U802B 3A6188 60 LDA FIJl; 
i.i.802E FEOO 61 (]II 0 
i.i.803O C21F80 62 .1HZ BB 
U8033 3EOA 63 IfJI A.I0 
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i.i.8035 326183 64 STfI FIJIG 
i.i.803a 3£24 65 IfJI A/S' 
i.i.803A CD4182 66 CALL I() 
U803D C31F80 67 oW BB 
U. 6& ;LAG: DB 0 
U. 69 PlLUe!: 
i.i.804O F5 70 PUSH PSII 
u.8041 E5 71 PUSH H 
LU042 110090 72 LXI »tBUFFO ;1lASE ilJ)Df<ESS FIR PIWJfI IS 1lFF0 
u.8045 210000 73 LXI H/O ;cwa STIIRTS ilIni 0 
i.i.8048 7)) 74 FlJJIi;: II1II A,L ;!.IE BYTE Dml ACe 
u.&049 12 75 STAX » ;SOTRE IT TO i1lHr<Y 
UA04A 13 76 1NX » ;IOJE TO NEXT BYTE LOCATIIIl 
u.804B 7C 77 II1II A,H ;1fI'm BYTE Dml ACe 
U&04C 12 78 STAX » ;STIlRE IT TO I!9IR't 
U804J) 13 79 1NX » ;POINT TO NEXT BYTE LOCATIIIl 
i.l.804E 23 80 IIIX H ;5IZE Of INTEGER lP BY 1 
U804F 7C 81 IDI A,H ;OIECl FIR i\N IfPER IDJII) 
U8050 FE28 82 CPI 28H ; 
uao52 C24880 83 JHZ PIWG ;RS>EAT IF B!!LIY IfPER IDJII) 
U8055 E1 84 PIP H 
uao56 PI 85 PIP PSII 
i.UI:I57 C9 86 REf 
U 87 1IEIlIFS: 
U8058 F5 88 Pl9l PSI! 
U8059 E5 89 PUSH H 
U805A C5 90 PUSH B 
uaosB 2A6688 91 IJILI) ER9!AIH 
U805£ 010001 92 LXI B/25lo ;256 BYTES ElPtIED AT A TIIm 
U8061 {IF 93 XRfI A ;CMR'f=O 
U8062 ED42 94 DSBC B 
U8064 226688 95 SHI.)) ERBIAIH ;EREMIH=ERS!AIH-256 
U 96 . , 
U 97 ;IS ERa1I\IH }= 256 ? 
U 98 ; 
UtJJ67 {IF 99 XRfI A ;CMR'f=O 
U806& ED42 100 DSBC B 
U806A F29D80 101 JP EImi ;IF 5=0 I Ii. }= Be 
U 102 ; 
U 103 ;CI1I 1m EI'I'it 
U 104 ; AImHER BLOCK OF 256 
U 105 ; FlO! IlRlEHT llIFfER OF 2048 
U 106 ; 
ua06D CIlA887 107 CALL SETElf'TY ;tWU: I:t.RRa« llIFFER 9fTY 
U 108 ;SET lP IHDlCES FIR DlJI'It«; NEXT 2048 BLOCK 
i.i.8070 210008 109 LXI H,2048 ; 
U8073 226688 110 !HJ) !iRBll\IH ;S!EWlIH=2048 
U 111 ; 
i.i.8076 3fI6888 112 LIlA ElllICHB ;SIIItal TO NEXT llIFFER 
LUliJ9 X 113 DR it 
i.i.807A 326888 114 STA ElllICHB 
i.i.807]) FEOA 115 CPI 10 
i.i.807F C29280 116 JHZ ESII 
uao&2 76 117 lILT 
U 118 ; 
U 119 ;lIE ARE lUI BE'ttJoII) mmI llIFFER 
U 120 ; tmE EIIIICHB HAS RlllGE 0 TO 9 
U 121 ; SWITD! TO IlJFFER 0 
U. 122 
i.i.8083 3EOO 123 IfJI A,O 
U8085 326888 124 STA ElllICHB ;ElllIDI=O 
U 125 ; 
U 126 ;ECIROOF atlTAIHS THB STARTIIG 
U 127 ; LOCATIIJj OF THE ClIlROO 2048 BLOCK 
U 128 ; BEDG EIfTYIEI) 
U 129 
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U8088 110090 130 LXI D,IlIFFO ;UFO IS STARTIII: LOCATIIli OF 
U 131 ; BLOCK 0 ~ BI.lFFm! 0 
i.i.808B ED537 488 132 SDED EClRR£lJF ;1IlTE 11lAT DE POINTS IiIERE ECleUllIF POlNTS 
UAOaF C391180 133 JIP ER!OI 
U 134 9: 
U 135 ; 
U 136 ;lIE ARE GOIII: ro EIfTY A BUr'FF.R 
U 137 ; 204& BYTES HIGHER DI C!JlE ttV\H THE 
U 138 ; PREIIlOOS~. 
U 139 
U8092 2A748& 1* lJ«.l) E!mOOF 
U&095 01000& 141 LXI B,2048 
U8098 09 142 DAD B 
U8099 22748& 143 SIIJ) F£lRRIlIF 
U809C E8 144 XM ;DE POINrIII: IIERE ECtJlRBIJF POIM'l'S. 
U 145 F.RIJI!: 
U809II Cl 146 PIP B 
UM9E El 1-C PIP H 
u.&09F PI 1~ PIP PSI! 
uaoAO C9 149 REf 
U 150 ; 
U 151 IIUTE: 
U 152 ;tHE lIlLY ERROO AWIIED FlR 101 
U 153 ;IS TRUll: TO IRITE BE'fIIII) mr 
U 154. ;IRITE III 1m TAPE ~ RIGHT TAPE 
U 155 ;Do>9IDIII: III TIlE SETTIIG OF TSII 
U 156 ;TSII='L' ~ 'f('. 
U 157 ;IF 911) OF TAPE ~ IVIRJ) ~ III !lIE TAPE, 
U 158 ;S1/IltH TO t1IlTHfll TAPE 
U 159 
U8OA1 P5 160 PUSH PSI! 
U&OA2 E5 161 PUSH H 
uaoA3 C5 162 PUSH B 
U&OI\4 ED53788a 163 SDEI) TElPDE ;SAVE DE PilIR 1M CASS OF RETRY 
U 164 LXI H,TWDE 
U 165 CALL HDIF2 
U&OAa 31\6988 166 LDA TSII ;iliICH TAPE IlO lIE USE'? 
U80AB PE4C 167 !:PI 'L' 
U8CIAD C2C28O 16& JIIZ IIUtR 
U 169 IIUTI.: 
uaoBO CD3481 170 CAll LCTIAi ;IF YIlJ COlE TO mr S1/JTCH TO NEXT lillY 
U VI ;({ «( ({{ «IDlE CODE IIFRE}}»»»}» m»») 
U 172 ;{(<< ({( « (AIIM SWITCHIIG UJ;IC»»»})}»)}) 
uaoB3 CA8Ii8O va Jl. RENL 
U8OB6 3£52 174 IfJl A/'R' 
U!OBa 326988 175 STA TSII 
U V6 ;««««(RE'lRttHSIIIT !JIST RE!Dm IIITO RIGHT TAPE»)}}}}»}» 
U30BB C3C28O V7 JIP IlUTR ; ANI) RElRlTE REImD (tI RIGHT TAPE 
uaoBE C1 va REM.: PIP B 
UIOBP £1 V9 PIP H 
uaoco Fl 180 PIP PSI! 
U8OC1 C9 181 RET 
U 182 IIUTR: 
U8OC2 CIIDS81 183 CAll RCnII ;IF YIlJ coo TO BIT SWITCH TO NEXT lIIIT 
U 184 ;« ((( «lIRE IDlE HERE»»)}})}»»)})}»»}}} 
u 185 ;« < « «ftIIWT SWITCHIII: UJ;IC»}}»}»)}»)}}) 
UbOC5 CAIlO8O 186 Jl. REM 
i.i.8OC6 3E4C 187 IfJI A,'L' 
U80rA 326988 188 STA TSII 
U 189 ;< « « «RETIWISIIIT lJIST RECIRIl llSIIG»»»}}» 
uaocD C38080 190 .lIP IlUTL ; ANI) RElRlTE REImD III LEFT TAPE 
ueoooCt 191 RBTII<: PIP B 
U80J)1 £1 192 PIP H 
U80D2 Pi 193 PIP PSI! 
U80J)3 C9 194 RET 
U 195 IIIITIR: 
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uaoJ)4 FS 196 PU9! PSII 
U8OII5 E5 197 PU9! H 
U8OI)6 3EOO 19& ""I A,O 
U&OIl8 3208&a 199 STIi ElliIOIB 
U&ODB 21000a 200 LXI H,204& 
U&ODE 2206&& 201 S!II.D EREIIAIH 
uaoEl JE4C 202 ""1 A,'L' 
i.l.&OEa 32698& 203 STA TSII 
U&OEO 210090 204 LXI H,aJFFO 
U&OE9 22748& 205 SHIJ) £C!.RRBUF 
uaoEI: 110090 200 LXI D,aJFFO 
i.l.&O£PEl 207 PIP H 
i.i.&OFO F1 20& PIP PSII 
i.l.&OFl C9 209 REf 
U 210 DS125O: 
i.l.&OF2E5 211 PU9! H 
U 212 ; 
U 213 ;DE (= DE - 250 
i.l. 214 
i.l.&OF3 62 215 l1l\I HtD 
uaoF4 6B 216 l1l\I L,E ;HL {2 DE 
i.l.&OFS 010001 217 LXI Bt250 
U&OF& IE 218 XRIi A ;CMR'l'=O 
U&OF9 ED42 219 DSf£ B ;HI. - 250 
uaoFB 54 220 l1l\I D,H 
i.l.&OFC 5D 221 l1l\I EtL ;DE (= III. 
U&OFD E1 222 PIP H 
uaoFEC9 223 REf 
U 224 LCnlF: 
U 225 ;IIUTE AN EOF I!ARI( III u:ru 
i.l.&OFF JEl8 226 ""I A,ESt 
U410l CD41&2 227 CALI. BO 
U4104 3E26 22& IfJI A,'&' 
U4106 CD41&2 229 CALL SO 
U4109 3£70 230 IfJI A,'p' 
u.a1OB CD41&2 231 CALI. SO 
U410E 3£31 232 IfJI A,T ;ADDRESS OF u:ru 
U4110 CD41&2 233 CALI. SO 
U4113 3E75 234 ""1 A,'u' 
U4115 CD41&2 235 CALI. SO 
U&11& 3E35 230 ""I A,'5' ;\lUTE FILEIIARI CIJiWII) IS ASCII CHAR 5 
u.a11A CD41&2 ZIl CALI. SO 
U411D 3E43 23& ""1 A,'C' 
u.a11F CD41&2 239 CALL SO 
U4122 JEll 240 1m A,1lC1 
U4124 CD41&2 241 CALI. SO 
U4127 CD57&2 242 CALI. 81 
U412A 32028& 243 STA SAVE 
U412D CD57&2 244 CALL 81 
U4130 32638& 245 STA SAVE .. 1 
U4133 C9 246 REf 
U 247 I.CTIJI: 
U4134 ED5B78&& 248 IJlEI) TEIfIDE 
U413& 3W 249 ""1 A tESt 
U413A CD41&2 250 CALI. SO 
U413D 3E2O 251 ""I ",.&' U413F CD41&2 252 CALI. SO 
U4142 3E70 253 IfJI At'p' 
U4144 CD41&2 254 CAIJ. SO 
U4147 3£31 255 IfJI A,'1' 
U4149 CD41&2 250 CAIJ. SO 
U4l4C 3E64 'l57 HIJI A/d' 
U414E CD41&2 25& CALI. SO 
U4151 3E32 259 ""I A,'2' 
U4l53 CD41&2 260 CALI. SO 
u.a156 3E35 261 ""I A.'5' 
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u.a15a CD4182 262 CALL BO 
lJ,815B 3E36 263 IIV! A,6' 
lJ,815D CD4182 264 CAU. BO 
lJ,8160 3E57 265 IfJI A,'" 
lJ,8162 CD4182 266 CALL BO 
lJ,8165 3E05 2JiI IIVI AtH 
""167 CD4182 26a CIILL BO 
U816A CDS782 269 CALL BI 
""161) 326488 270 STA SAl} 
lJ,8170 FE06 271 CPI fa 
lJ,8172 008&1 Z72 JZ NEXT 
lJ,8175 C33481 273 JIll LCnII 
U 274 HEXT: ;DE POINTS TO LOCIITIIlt TO BE BI'TIED 
lJ,8178 010001 275 LXI Bt256 
lJ,817B 1:»7482 276 CALL SEND 
U817E 3E1I Z77 IIVI A,DCl 
lJ,8180 CD4182 278 CIILL BO 
U8183 CD5782 279 CIILL BI ;READ S OFF 
""186 1lI\3481 280 JC LCnII 
""189 32628& 281 STA SAVE 
ualSC CD5782 282 CALL 81 ;READCR 
lJ,818F 1lI\3481 283 JC LCnII 
""192 32638& 2M STit SAUE+l 
lJ,8195 3A628& 2!5 lJ)A SAVE ;EIMRSIRP 
lJ,8198 FE53 286 CPI 'S' 
U819ACS 287 RZ ;REMH Z SET Ilt 'S' t Z RESEr Ilt 'P' 
lJ,819B ED5B7888 288 LDED TEll'DE 
lJ,819F C9 289 RET 
U 290 RCnf: 
U 291 ;IRITE AH EIlF HARI Ilt LCTIJ 
""1110 3E1B 292 IIVI A,ESC 
lJ,81A2 CD4182 293 CALL BD 
lJ,81A5 3E26 294 IIVI A," 
lJ,8IA? CD4182 295 CALL BD 
lJ,81M 3E70 296 IIVl A,'p' 
lJ,81AC CD4182 297 CALL BD 
uaw 3E32 298 IIVI A,'2' ;ADDRESS IF RCTU 
""181 CD4182 299 CALL BO 
ual84 3E75 300 IfJI A,'u' 
lJ,81B6 CD4182 301 CALL BO 
""189 3E35 302 IIVI A,'5' ;\lUTE FILS!Ml aIIWI) IS ASCII DtttR 5 
lJ,8lBB CD4182 303 CALL BO 
",,!BE 3E43 304 IfJI At'C' 
U81CO Cll4182 305 CALL BD 
lJ,81C3 3E11 306 ""I AtDC! 
U81C5 CD4182 307 CALL BO 
""lCS Cll5782 308 CALL BI 
lJ,81CB 326288 309 STA SAVE 
lJ,81CE CD5782 310 CALL Bl 
lJ,81J)1 326388 311 SlA SAUE+l 
",,1D4 C9 312 RET 
U 313 RtnIi: 
lJ,81D5 ED5B7888 314 lJIEI) TEIPDE 
U81D9 3E1B 315 ""1 AtESC 
",,1])8 CD4182 316 CALL BO 
U611E 3E26 317 IfJI A,'&' 
lJ,81EO CD4182 318 CALL BO 
lJ,81E9 3E70 319 IfJI A,p' 
",,1~ CD4182 320 CALL BO 
lJ,81E8 3E32 321 IIVI A,T ~DRESSIFRCTU 
lJ,81EA CD4182 322 CALL BO 
l.UlED 3E64 323 IIVI A,'d' 
U81EF CD4182 324 CALL BO 
",,1F2 3E32 325 IIVI A,2' 
i.U1P4 CD4182 326 CALL BO 
U81F7 3E35 3Z7 IfJI A;5' 
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l.U1F9 Cl)4182 32& tAU. BO 
U81FC 3E36 329 1M A,'6' 
U!lFE CD4182 330 CAll BO 
U8201 3E57 331 1M A,II' 
Ua203 CD4182 332 CAll BO 
U8206 3E05 333 ,..,1 AtH 
ua2O& CD4182 334 CAIJ. BO 
UB20B Cl)5782 :m CAll Bl 
U820E 32648& 336 STA SN-J 
U8211 FE06 'm aI ta 
U8213 CAI982 33a JZ fIEXT 
U8216 C3D581 339 .II' RCmI 
U 340 !IEXr: 
U 341 ;DE POIHl'S TO LOCAnIM TO BE ElFfIED 
U8219 010001 342 LXI B,256 
U821C CIl748Z 343 CALL SEND 
U821F 3EU 344 ,..,1 A,DeI 
i.i.a221 CD4182 345 CALL BO 
U8224 CD5782 346 CALL BI ; RFJ!I) S IR F 
U8227 DADSaI 347 JC RCmI 
U&21Jl 326286 34& STA SAVE 
i.U22D.CD5782 349 CALL 81 ; RfJII) CR 
U8230 DADSaI 350 JC .RCmI 
U8233 32638& 351 STA SAVE+l 
iJ.8236 3A628& 352 IJ)A SeWE ;EITHER S IR F 
U8239 F£S3 353 aI 'S' ;RETIJlII WInt Z SET 1M St Z RESET 1M F 
uazJB C! 354 RZ 
i.i.82X ED5B7888 355 WED TEll'DE 
U8240C9 356 REf 
U 357 ;1111111 ... 11111 .. 11.111111 ... 11111.1111111 ... 11111111111 
u 356 ; ~1lJI'M~ 
U 359 ; CO MPUrS !lIE  rm! ACe TO'l'ERtIlHAL 
U 360 ; VIA n£ USART. ALL. REGIsmlS AHD FlAIS ARE 
U 361 ; PRESERVED, nE ~ IT MPUTS IS IN !HE ACe. 
U 362 ;1 ....................................................... 
U8241 P5 363 IKI: PUSH PSII 
U8242CS 364 PUSH B 
U8243 4F 365 IIPJ CtA ;SAVE A REG 
U 366 BOO: 
U824400 367 lIP 
U824500 36a lIP 
U8246 DBED 369 IN S8251A ;GEr USI!RT STAnlS 
U824a £601 370 ItHI TXRDYA ;am TRAHSltIT READY lUi 
U824A CA4482 371 JZ BOO ;NlT READY 
U824D00 372 lIP 
U824E00 373 iii' 
i.U24F00 374 lIP 
u.a25O 00 375 lIP 
U!251 79 376 IIPJ AtC ~Y TO TRAHSltIT , RESTIJ<E D!AR TO A REG 
U8252 DE 377 IIIf Da251A ;SEND IT 
U!254 C1 378 PIP B 
U8255 Fl 379 PIP PSII 
U8256 C9 380 RET 
U 381 , ............................. 1 ............................ 
U 382 ; ~ IIf'UT RWTlHE 
U 383 l BI DFUrS lIE oww:m rm! TEIi1'IIHAL INTO ACe 
U 384 ; VIA 1IE USART. nE FlAIS fIIi) !HE ACe ARE QW&ED. 
U 385 ; n£ 0WlACTER IT RIiADS IS RE'MHED 1M !HE ACe. 
U 3&6 ; IF III TDIEM 1I:ClfiS, !HE CARRY IS SET. 
U 387 ; IF TIIIlIIIf OCCIRS t !HE CMRY IS RESET. 
U 388 ; '!'HE D!AR READ IS REn.ftIED IN !HE ACe. 
U 389 ; ......................................................... 
w.zs7 00 390 B1: lIP 
i.U25a cs 391 PUSH 8 
U8259 01FFFF 392 LXI B,OFFFFH 
U 393 810: 
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U!25C os 394 OCX 8 
U825]) 78 395 IIlU A,B 
U825E B1 396 IlIA C 
U!25F CA6F82 397 J1. TIIEOOT 
U8262 D8S) 398 IN S8251A ;GET USART STAtuS 
i.i.a264 E602 399 ANI RXRDYA ;om RECIMR RfADY 
U8266 CA5C82 400 J1. 810 ; 
U8269 DE -01 IN 1l8251A ;GE'I' CHAR 
i.i.a26837 402 STC 
U626C ~ 403 DE 
U826J) Cl 404 PIP 8 
i.i.a26EC9 405 m 
i.i.a26FOO -i06 TDIEIl1T: lIP 
i.i.a270 37 407 STC 
i.i.a271 C1 It08 PIP B 
uazn C9 -i09 RET 
U8273 76 410 ILT 
U 411 SDII): 
i.i.a274 1A 412 IJ)A)( D 
U8275 CIl4182 413 CALL 00 
i.i.a278 13 414 DIX D 
UW9 OB 415 IlCX 8 
w.27A 78 416 IIlU A,8 
i.i.a27B B1 417 IlIA C 
Ua27t C27 <482 418 JIIZ SEMI) 
i.i.827P C9 419 RET 
U 420 STAtuS: 
i.i.a280F5 421 PU9I PSI! 
i.U281 ~ 422 PU9I H 
U8282 21PCa9 423 LXI H,sTAT 
ua2!5 3E18 424 ""I A,ESt ;START ESCWE SIDS£E 
U8287 CIl4182 425 CALL 00 
U828A 3E5E 426 /fJI A,'" 
U828C CIl4182 427 CALL 110 
U82aF 3E11 424 ""I A,1lC1 
U8291 CIl4182 429 CALL 00 
U8294 CD5782 G) CALL BI ;EAT ESC 
i.U297 CD5782 431 CALL II ;EATMCLSLASH 
UA29t\ CD5782 432 CALL BI ;BYTEO 
i.i.829I) CIlOB88 433 CALL CO 
LU2AO CD5782 434 CALL BI ;BYTE 1 
U82A3 CIlOB88 435 CALL CO 
U82A6 CD5782 436 CALL II ;BYTE2 
LU2I6 COOB86 437 CALL CO 
U82AC CD5782 43a CALL 81 ;BYTE3 
i.i.82AP CIlOB88 439 CALL CO 
U82B2 CD5782 4-iO CALL BI ;BYTE 4 
i.l.82B5 CIlOB88 441 CALL CO 
i.i.82B8 CD5782 442 CALL II ;BYTE 5 
U82BB CIlOB88 443 CALL CO 
U82BE CD5782 444 CALL II ;8YTE 6 
U82C1 COOB88 445 CALL CO 
U82C4 CD5782 446 CALL BI ;GEl' c! 
U82C7 CIlOB88 447 CALL CO 
U82rJ\ £1 448 PIP H 
U62CB F1 449 PIP PSI! 
U82CC C9 450 RET 
U 451 LC!\JST: 
U82CD F5 452 PU9I PSI! 
U82CE ~ 453 PU9I H 
ua2CF 3E1B 454 ""1 A,ESC 
U82J)1 CIlOB88 455 CALL CO 
~ 3£26 456 IPJI A,'&' 
i.i.82D6 COOB88 4S7 CALL CO 
U82D9 3E70 456 ""1 A,p' 
U82DB CIlOB88 459 CALL CO 
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i.U2DE 3E31 460 INI A/1' 
ua2EO COO:B88 461 CALL CO 
i.lA2E3 3m 462 INI A,'" 
U82E5 COOB88 463 CALL CO 
U!2E8 3£11 46<1 IfJI A,De1 
ua2EA CDOB88 465 CALL CO 
Ua2ED Cl5782 466 CALL II ;ESC READ 
iJ.62FO CD5782 4Iil CALL BI ;&aSlJt9i RF.AJ) 
ua2F3 Cl5782 46a CALL BI ;PREAJ) 
U82F6 Cl5782 469 CALL BI ;DEVICE CIJlE IIIGIT RFAII 
U!2F9 CD5782 .qO CALL Bl ;B'!TE 0 RF.AJ) 
ua2FC CD5782 .ql CALL Bl ;B'tTE 1 READ 
U32FF CD5782 472 CALL BI ;B'tTE 2 READ 
i.i.3302 CD5782 473 CALL BI ;CR RFAII 
ua:105 E1 .q4 PIP H 
ua306 F1 475 PIP PSI! 
U07 C9 .q6 REf 
U 477 
U 478 DElAY ()IE "ILLISEaH> 
U .q9 ; 
U 480 1100: 
i.i.83O& C5 481 PUSH B 
U83)9 F5 482 PUSH PSI! 
ua3M 019800 483 LXI 8,152 
i.L83)I) OB 4M DUISO: DCX B 
ua30E 78 485 IIJIJ A,I 
~ 11 486 (JUt C 
U8310 C20D83 487 JNZ D1I!SO 
i.U313 F1 488 PIP PSI! 
U8314 C1 489 PIP I 
U831S C9 4W RET 
UOO1B 491 ESC Ell) 1111 
UOOOD 492 CR Ell) 0IlII 
UOOED 493 5825111 mu Omi 
UOOEC 494 1)825111 Ell) OED! 
UOOO2 495 RXRDYA Ell! 031 
u0001 496 TXRDYA Ell) 01M 
UOOOA 497 LF Ell) OAH 
UOOOS 498 !HI Ell! 05H 
UOOO6 499 ACI IDl 06H 
UOOll 500 DC! Ell! 11M 
U8316 F5 501 QITR1: PUSH PSI! 
U8317 3E74 502 INI 11,0741 
U8319 D3DF 503 rur ODFII 
U831B 3210 504 IfJI II,TUJI 
i.U31D D3DD 50S rur ODDH 
ua31F 3t27 506 INI A,'lHIGH 
U6321 D3)J) 507 rur ODDH 
U8323 E3 soa xrHI. 
i.U324 E3 509 xrHI. 
U8325 F1 510 PIP PSI! 
ua326 C9 511 REf 
U8327 F5 512 arrRO: PUSH PSI! 
U8328 3E36 513 INI A,036H 
U832A D3DF 514 rur ODFH 
iJ.832C 3EOA 515 IN! A,OtVI 
U832E D3DC 516 rur 0IlCH 
i.U33O 3EOO 517 IN! A,O<I! 
ua332 D3DC 518 rur 0IlCIi 
U8334 E3 519 xrHI. 
U8335 E3 520 XTHL 
i.U336 F1 521 PIP PSI! 
U8337 C9 522 RET 
U 523 STINT: 
ua33a F5 524 PUSH PSI! 
i.U339 ~ 525 PUSH H 
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U 526 
U 5ZJ PUr '. BRF.Al<' IHST. AT LOCS INT75,IHT75+1.,IHT75+2 
U 52a 
i.U93A E3 529 !'lUI A,. 
(.U3OC 32E3PF 530 STA DI'I7S 
U833F 214P83 531 LXI H,BREAK 
U8342 22E4PF 532 SHLD IHT75+1 
U 533 
U 534 ; SE'Tlf 8214 ~ ~ 
U 535 , 
UI345 3B03 536 !'lUI A,03I ;BtT 7=0 PCR DE 0 
U 537 ;BIT 0 m 3 DEFINE IHmRIfT PRICfURY 
U 53& ;BIT 0 m 3 SET m 3, ENABLE 2 m 0 !JIL't 
U8347 D3D7 539 IlIr OD7H ; SEHD m 8214 
U 540 
U 541 ;; PUr zao 1M DITSlRIPf IIlDE 0 
U 542 
U8349 ED46 543 Ill) 
U8348 E1 544 p(p H 
U834C Fl 545 PIP PSI! 
U 546 
U 547 MH III DITERRlPT S'tSTEI! 
U 546 
i.U34D F8 549 EX 
U834E C'1 5SO REf 
U 551 
U 552 COtE HERE III TIIIml DITERRlPT 
U 553 ; 
U834F 00 554 1lREAI: lIP 
U8350 f5 555 PUSH PSI! 
ua351 E5 556 PUSH H 
i.i.8352 C5 ~ PUSH B 
ua:m DS 55& PUSH II 
U 559 
U8354 3A6186 560 LIlA FIItG 
ua357 31) 561 OCR A 
U8358 326186 562 STA FIlii 
U 563 
ua35B 3m 564 !'lUI A,OPFH ;WIlE rurrur OF 
ua35D D3E8 565 IlIr 0E8H ; !FRO WLTS 
i.a35F EIl5B5786 566 LDED SA'JEDE ;RES1'tRE rllFFER POIHTER m DE PAIR 
U8363 CD4A87 567 CALL TSTFllLL ;IS BUFFER EN'T't 
U 56a 
U 569 IF OO>=O.IiiD. 00{=9 RFJII) FAST OWlS IH) smm 
U 570 
U8366 CDC383' 571 CALL FAST ;coLLECT FAST MfA 
U 512 
U 573 IF 00 • 4 RFJtI) SLIII QWI£LS 
U 574 ; 
ua369 3A5E88 575 LIlA 00 
U836C FE04 576 ~I 4 
U836E C27483 577 JNZ 1IlT4 
U8371 CD2484 57& CALL SLIII 
U 579 1IlT4: 
U 580 
U 581 
U 582 IF 00=9 READ TM IiiJ) SLIII CW4MS 
U 5&3 
U8374 3A5E88 5&4 LIlA 00 
U8377 FE09 585 ~I 9 
U8379 C2A783 5&6 .lIZ IIJT9 
U 5a7 
U837t 213400 5&& LXI H,2126 
U837F 19 589 DAD D ;ADD 2t26 m DE PAIR m POIMY BE'tIIID 
U&38O 5D 590 IIJIJ E,L 
i.i.a381 54 591 IIJIJ DtH :PUr HI. 1M DE 
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U83a2 C!lCA8O 592 CALL DISI'UI't ;IF nm IS NlI'IIC PAIR READY I DISPI-"Y iiaGY 
uasas CDF4&4 593 CALL !RJPS ;THERE ARE nil am POllITERS t:II) crum:R 
U. 594 ; TO IPIlATE 
i.U3a6 CD5785 595 CALL till ;nc M CLOCI 
i.i.8J8B CD4D86 596 CALL PLIP ;1miLE LITE 3 
UB38E CD7A88 597 CALl. NIG 
U8391 CD3D85 598 CALL UMS 
i.U394 CD4785 599 CALL RMS 
;..;m7 ED5357U 600 SDED StNEDE 
U839B AP 601 XRA A 
u.a39C D3S8 602 II/!' 0E8II 
;..;mE CD9785 603 CALL STIITE 
~1 CD7aa6 604 CALL Dl'NJl)IC 
U83A4 C38983 605 oW N1DISP 
U. 606 ; 
U. 607 t«lT9: 
U. ooa ; 
Ul.3A7 CD7 A88 (1)9 CALL NIG ;A'S<AGE FAST CIWtIELS 
U83AA CD3Il&S 610 CALL UIHTS ;!PIlATE IHTERRIFT aDIT 
U. 611 
U83AD CD4785 612 CALL RMS ;RESET 1H'l'ERIU'T aDIT IHlH IEESSARY 
l.U3BO AP 613 XRA A ;MKE MPUT OF 
U83B1 D3E8 614 II/!' 0EaH ; FIVE VOLTS 
U. 615 
U. 616 
i.l.83B3 CD9785 617 CtiJ. STATE ; PLAY 1IIi!! PBS + LITES (JI COORIlL mIEL 
U83B6 CD7aa6 618 CALl. DlNJDIC ;LOOX P!R FIR nil DICIT PAIR 
i.l. 619 IGISP: 
U83B9 3E03 620 ""1 lI,o:JI 
i.l.83BB D3117 621 rur OD7H 
u.a3BJ) D1 622 PIP D 
i.l.a31IE C1 623 PIP B 
U83BF E1 624 PIP H 
i.l.83:O F1 625 PIP PSII 
i.i.8X1 Pi 626 EI 
i.i.83C2 C9 627 REf 
U. 628 FAST: 
u.a3 3EOO 629 I!\II 11,0 
i.i.8X5 CD6185 630 CALL AIlCO 
i.i.8D CDEB84 631 CALL S1tI!E 
i.l. 632 
ua:D 3EOO 633 ""I 11,0 ;DELE CIlLIIfi IlIAItIEL . 
uaD CD6185 634 CALL AIlCO ; REAl) Aile IlIAItIEL 
u.a:mo CDEB84 635 CALL S1tI!E M IN ll.IFF'm RAIl 
U. 636 
i.l.83D3 3E05 09 I!\II 11,5 ;THETAIlIlT IlIAItIEL 
i.l.83I)5 CD6185 638 CALL AOCO ; REAl) ADC IlIAItIEL 
U83D8 CDEB84 639 CALL STIllE M IN ll.IFF'm RM 
i.l. 640 
i.l.a3D1I 3FJ)7 641 I!\II 11,7 ;HZ -MRW. ACCEL 0wtIEL 
U8300 CD6185 642 CALL AOCO ; REAl) AOC CWHEl. 
i.i.83EO CDEB84 643 CALL S1tI!E M IN RAIl IlJml! 
i.l. 644 
l.i.83E3 3E08 645 ""I 11,8 ;DELA-ROOLL IIIEEL 
U83ES CD6185 646 CALL AIlCO ; REAl) ADC CIWtlEL 
i.l.a9E8 CDEB84 647 CALL S1tI!E ; M IN !WI ll.IFF'm 
U. 64a 
i.U3EB 3FJ)9 649 I!\II 11,9 ;DEIJHEDALS CHAItIEL 
U83ED CD6185 650 CALL AOCO ; REAl) ADC CIWtlEL 
i.i.83FO CDEB84 651 CALL STIJ(E M IN RAIl II.lPFPR 
U. 652 
i.i.a3F3 3EOB 653 ""I 11,11 ;BETA-SID£SI.IP CIWtlEL 
U83f5 CD6185 654 CALL AIlCO ; REAl) ADC CIWtlEL 
U83F8 CIlEB84 655 CALL S1tI!E M IN RAIl BUFFfll 
i.l. 656 
i.l.83FB 3EOD 657 I!\II 11,13 :P-ROIl RATE CIWtlEL 
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Ua3FD CD6185 l& CALL AOCO ; READ ADC C!wtEL 
U&4OO CJ)EB84 659 CAll. STIllE PI1f IN RM IllmR 
U 660 
U6403 3EOE 661 IfJI A,14 ;R-YAII RATE IlWtIEL 
U&405 CD6185 662 CALL AIlCO ; READ ADC IlWtIEL 
u&408 CJ)EB84 663 CALL STII!E PI1f IN RAti IllmR 
U 664 
i.U4OB 3SOP 665 IfJI A,lS ;HY -lATERAL ACCEI. CWiIEL 
UMlD CD6185 666 CALL AIlCO ; REAJ) AIle 0WftEL 
u&410 CJ)EB84 667 CALL STIllE PI1f IN RM IllmR 
U 668 
UM13 3E15 669 IfJI A,21 ;HX-LllGlnJDlHAL ACCEI. awtIEI. 
i.i.M15 CD6185 610 CALL ADCO ; RF.AI) AIle QWtIt1. 
u&418 CJ)EB84 611 CALL STIllE PI1f IN RM IllmR 
U 612 
u&41B 3£19 613 IfJI A,25 ;ALPHA-AI£E OF ATTACk IlWtIEL 
UM1D CD6185 614 CALL AIleO READ ADC owtIEL 
u&420 CJ)EB84 615 CALL STIllE PI1f IN RM IllmR 
u&423t9 616 RET 
U 677 SLIIi: 
U 618 
u&424 CJ)7E85 619 CALL IltIE ;" DISTAI«:E 
u&427 CDEB84 680 CALL STIllE ; PUT IN IllmR RM 
U 681 
u&42A 3EOl 682 IfJI A,l ;l)E!.T-MOTTI.E IWIDLE 
u&42C 06185 683 CAll. ADCO ; READ ADC CIWIIEL 
U842P CJ)EB84 684 CALL STIllE PUT IN RM IlJFFm 
U 685 
u&432 3E02 686 M A,2 ;DE!.F-PIJi ISJm owtIEL 
U8434 06185 687 CALL ADCO ; READ ADC IlWtIEL 
U&437 CDEB84 688 CALL STIllE PUT IN !WI !lJFFER 
U. 689 
u&43A 3E03 690 IfJI A,3 ;DELEr-ELEIJATIR '!RIM 0wtIEL 
u&43C CD6185 691 CAll. AIlCO ; READ AOC IlWtIEL 
U&43F CI)EB84 692 CALL STIRE PUT IN RAK IllmR 
U 693 
i.i.M42 B4 694 IfJI A,4 ;1HEl'A-PITCI HCU! DWtIEL 
U8444 06185 695 CALL ADCO ; READ ADC IlWtIEL 
U&447 CI)EB84 696 CALL STIllE PUT IN !WI IllmR 
U 697 
i.i.M4A 3E06 698 IfJI A,o ;V-IJELOCITY DWtIEL 
ua44C 06185 699 CALL AIlCO ; READ AIle DWtIEL 
i.i.M4F CDEB84 700 CALL STIllE PUT IN !WI aJFFER 
U 701 
u&452 3EOII 702 M A,lO ;PSI -HFltDDli ANiLE QWIIfJ. 
U&454 CD61a5 703 CALL ADCO ; READ ADC 0WieL 
U6457 CDEB84 704 CALL STIllE PUT IN !WI ~ 
U 705 
UM5A 3ECC 706 IfJI A,12 ;PHI -ROLL ANiLE IlWtIEL 
u&45C 06185 707 CALL ADCO ; READ AOC IlWtIEL 
U&45F CI)EB84 706 CALL STIRE PUT IN !WI IlJFFm 
U. 709 
u&462 3£10 710 IfJI A,16 ;DEIRT-RUDDER '!RIft IlWtIEL 
U&464 06185 711 CAll. AIlCO ; READ AOC IlWtiEI. 
u&461 CDEB84 712 CALL STIRE PUT IN !WI IlIFFER 
U. 713 
l.U46A 3£11 714 IfJI A,17 ;DELAT -AII.ER!II '!RIll IlWtIEL 
U846C 06185 715 CALL ADCO ; REAJ) AOC DWtIEL 
i.U46F CIIEB84 716 tAU. STIllE PUT IN !WI llJmI: 
U. 717 
u&472 3E12 718 M A,18 ;DELE-ELEIJATIR POSInIJl IlWtIEL 
u&474 CJl6185 719 CALL AIlCO ; REAJ) ADC CIWtIEL 
u&477 CDEB84 720 CALL STIllE PUT IN RAIl llJmI: 
U nl 
u&47A 3E13 722 M A,19 ;DE!.T-MOTTLE POSTIIJI CIWtIEL 
U647t CJl6185 723 CAll. AOCO : READ AOC CWHiEL 
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i.U47F C!lEB84 724 CALL S'i'tRE PUr IN RAI1 BUmR 
U ns 
ua4a2 3£14 726 l1li1 A,20 ;D£I.F-FIN POSIYI~ CIWfiEL 
U&484 CD61a5 72J CALL AOCO ; READ AOC CIW+IEL 
i.l.&487 CJlEB8.4 728 CALI. ST!RE PUr IN RI1I IlIFPER 
U 7'19 
-U84aA 3£16 730 l1li1 A,22 ;DELA-AILBRIJoj POSITI~ CIWtIEL 
U848C CD61a5 731 CALL ADCO ; READ ROC CIW+IEL 
U648F CDEB84 732 CALL STIllE PUr IH AAi'I B.IFFER 
U 733 
l.i.&492 3E17 734 l1li1 A,23 ;DELR-RUDDER POSITI~ CHAIIIEL 
l.i.&494 CD61a5 73S CALL ADCO ; REAl) AOC CIWtIEL 
l.i.&497 CDEB84 736 CALL ST!RE PUr IH AAtI B.IFFER 
U 737 
l.i.&49A 3£18 738 IfJI A,24 ;H1LOC -H1 LOCAI.ISER DWIIEL 
l.i.&49C CD6185 739 CALL ADCO ; RIW) AOC CIWtIEL 
l.i.&49F CDEB84 740 CALL STIllE PUr IH AAtI UFFR 
U 741 
U&4A2 lElA 742 l1li1 A,26 ;IILP!W'-P!In' AlPI¥I DMiEL 
U&4A4 CD61a5 743 CALL ADCO ; READ AOC CIWtIEL 
U&4A7 CDEB84 744 CALL ST!RE PUr IH RAI't BUFFER 
U 745 
l.i.&4M 3£1B 746 II\II A,27 ;AUWIS-STMBIWm ALPWI CIWtIEI. 
UWtC CD61a5 747 CALL ADCO ; RfJII) AOC CIWtIEL 
l.i.&4AF CDEB84 748 CALL STtRE PUr IH AAi'I BUFFER 
U 749 
U&4B2 3£1C 750 II\II A,28 ;LOCI!LS-IILS LlrJlLlZER CHIIItIEL 
l.i.&4B4 CD61a5 751 CALL ADCO ; READ AOC CIWtIEL 
l.i.&4B7 CDEB84 7S2 CALL ST!RE PUr IH AAtI Il.f'FER 
U 753 
l.i.&4B11 3E1l) 754 IIIII A,29 ;GSIIS-IILS GLIDE sun CIWIEL 
l.i.&4IIC CD61a5 755 CALL !lOCO ; READ AOC owtIEL 
l.U4BF CDEB84 7S6 CALL STIllE PUr IH RAI't UFFR 
U 7'Sl 
U84C2 3E1E 758 II\II A,30 ;L0CH2-N2 LlrJlLIZER DWIIEL 
U84C4 CD61a5 759 CALL ADCO ; READ ROC owtIEL 
Ua«:7 CIlEB84 76I:J CALL STIllE PUr IH IWIBUFER 
U 761 
u.&«:A 3E1P 762 IfJI A,31 ;ID£I.F-FIN C!JWH) DWIIEL 
U84CC CD6185 763 CALL ADCO ; READ AOC CIWtIEL 
U84CF CDEB&4 764 CALL STtRE PUr IH AAi'I BUFFER 
U 765 
U84D2 CD8385 766 CALL DIGII ;H 
l.i.&4D5 CDEB84 767 CALL STIllE PUr IH 11M Il.f'FER 
U 768 
l.U4D8 CIl8985 769 CALL DIGLI ;LIQITS 
l.i.&4DB CDEB84 770 CALL STtRE PUr IH !WI BUFFER 
U 771 
l.i.&4DE CD8D85 772 CALL DIQIlI) ;IGE SIIImlES 
l.i.&4El CDEB84 773 CALL STIllE PUr IH 11M B.IFFER 
U 774 
l.i.&4E4 CD9385 77S CALL DIGTIlI ;TIi1E 
U&4E7 CDEB84 776 CALL STtRE PUr IH 11M B.IFFER 
l.i.&4EA C9 m RET 
u 778 STIllE: 
U rn 
u 780 
U 781 TAKE COOBfTS IF HI. REGISTER 
U 782 STIllE AT IXlJBLE BYTE f1)IHTE!) 
U 783 Ttl BY DE REGISTER. 
U. 784 
t.L84EB F5 785 PtSI PSII 
l.U41lC 7D 786 !OJ A,L 
l.i.&4E11 12 787 STAX D 
l.U4EE 13 788 IMX D 
l.i.&4EF 7C 789 !OJ A.H 
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UMF012 790 STAX Il 
U84F1 13 791 IHX Il 
ua4F2 Fl m PIP PSII 
U84F3 C9 793 RET 
U 794 
U 795 ; 
U 796 UFIIUFS: 
U 797 
U 798 
U m ; 
u 800 MR: ME Nl POIIImiS 
U 801 I1ID (JI£ IllIIl'al 
U 802 TIl BE 1P1lATEJ) IIIS4 ~ 
U 803 llJFFER IS RILL. 
U 804 
U 805 NlICHB IS FRCtI 0 TO 9 
U 806 I!HI) IIIDlCATES THE CIJlR9IT ~ 
U 807 BElt«; FIlJ.EI) 
U eoa 
U 809 SAVE POINTS TIl THE BYTE OF 
U 610 TIlE ClIlRENT IlJFFER TIl BE FlIlEll . 
U 811 
U 812 RIWIIN CtJITAIHS tHE MJmfR 
U 813 OF lIIFIILS! mES IN ClIlREHf ~ 
U 814 
U84F4 F5 815 PUSH PSII 
U&4F5 FS 816 PUSH H 
U84F6 C5 817 PUSH B 
U84F7 2AS988 818 UILD RIWIIH ; 
U84FA 014COO 819 LXI B tBYTPERSEC ;B'tTPERSS: BYTES FIlJ.EI) PSI SImID 
UMFIl AF 820 XRA A ;CARRY:O 
U84FE ED42 821 DSIC B 
U8500 225988 S22 9Ii.Il RSWM ;RIWIIH=REI!mI-B'mERSEC 
U 823 
U 824 IS RDlAIH ): mPERSF.C 
U 825 ; 
u.a503 AF 826 XRA II .;CMRY~ 
U8504 ED42 8Z/ DSIC B 
Ua506 F23985 828 JP RID! ;11 S-o, II. ): lIC 
U 829 
U 830 
U 831 CAM lIlT FIT 
U 832 AI«ITHER BLOCJ:: OF BYtPERSa: mES 
U 833 IN !1IlREHT ~ 
U 834 
U4509 CI)9~ 835 CALL smw. ;IIARI CIJiRSlT IlJm'R RILL 
U 836 
W50C 210008 837 LXI H,2048 
ua50F 225988 83& 9Ii.Il RSWM ;RIWIIN'2048 
U 839 
ua512 3A5B88 840 LIlR AIIIDIB ;SWITOI TIl HEXT IlJm'R 
ua515 :J: 841 ~ II 
U8516 325B88 842 STII AIIIOIB 
ua519 FEOA 843 CPI 10 
U851B C22Il85 8+1 .lIZ SW 
U 845 
U 846 itT 
ua5lE 3EOO 847 ""I AtO 
U852() 325B88 846 STA NlIOIB 
U8523 110090 849 LXI 1l,1lIFFO 
U8526 ED537688 850 Sl)ED IlJIRElJF 
ua52J\ C33985 851 JIll RIDt 
U 8S2 ; 
U852D 2117688 8S3 911: W IlRRBt.f ;BASE ADDRESS IF CIJlREHT IU'FB! 
U8S3O 010008 854 LXI B,204& 
U8533 09 8S5 IlAII B : II«»l19Ir BY 204a 
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U3534 227688 850 SHI.D IlJlRWF ;IJ>DATED BASE ADDRESS SAVEl 
ua537 54 BS7 !OJ D,H ;~ PUT Itml 
ua538 S» a5a 101 E,L ; l!!E DE PAIR 
U. a59 ; 
U. 860 RaIl: 
U8539 C1 861 P!F B 
U!53A E1 a62 P!F H 
u.as~ Pi 863 P!F PSII 
u.as:J: C9 &64 REf 
U. 865 UIIITS: 
ua53I) f5 &66 PUSH PSII 
i.L853E 3A5E88 &67 lJ)A CHT 
U8541 3: 86& III! A 
u.a542 325E& 869 STA CHT 
U8545 PI 870 P!F PSII 
u.a546 C9 871 REf 
U. an RDITS: 
u.a547 f5 873 PUSH PSII 
iJ.a5.46 3A5E86 874 lJ)A CHT 
i.U54B FEOA a75 CPl 10 
u.a54D C25585 876 JKZ 1tlT10 
U3550 3EOO 877 IN! A,O 
U3552 325E88 876 STA CHT 
U. 879 1IlT10: 
i.U555 P1 aao P!F PSII 
u.a556 C9 &81 REf 
U. 8&2 lDl: 
U35'57 ~ &83 PUSH H 
U355& 2A5C88 &a4 lJiLD TIlt 
i.i.!55B 23 8&5 IHX H 
U355C 225C& &86 !KD TIll 
U355F E1 &87 P!F H 
i.U56O C9 &88 REf 
U. 889 AilCO: 
u.a561 3201~ &90 STA ADiW'+OlH 
u.a564 3E01 891 IIIJl A,01 
u.a566 32OOl) an STA ADIWI+OOH 
ua569 3t'IOO~ &93 BtSY lJ)A AI)~ 
U356C 07 &94 RLC 
u.a56D D26985 !95 oK BlS't 
u.a570 2A043O &96 IJiJ) ADDHI+04II 
u.a573 C9 897 REf 
U. m CllCOl 
u.a574 6F a99 l1l\I L,A 
U 900 
UlI575 2600 901 IIIJl HtO 
ua577 C9 902 REf 
U 903 BIlCO: 
ua576 6F 904 l1l\I L,A 
UtJS79 3I\5ES& 905 lJ)A CHT 
ua57C 67 906 l1l\I H,A 
U857D C9 907 REf 
U 906 1lIIE: 
ua57E 2EOO 909 IIIJl L,G 
ua580 2600 910 INI HtO 
ua582 C9 911 REf 
U 912 DIGH: 
U 913 IN! L,34 
U 914 IIIJl H,O 
u.as&3 DBE4 915 1M ALTPIRf ;ALTIJE1'ER WD!)G 
U8585 6F 916 iDJ L,A 
U3586 2600 917 INI H,O 
u.a5&8 C9 916 RET 
U 919 DIGLh 
U 920 INI L,35 
U 921 IIIJl H,O 
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ua589 21\5288 922 LHLD LIQft'S 
uasac C9 923 RET 
U 924 DIQIII): 
ua58D DE 925 IH PUIPIRT 
ua58F 6F 926 !OJ L,A 
ua590 2600 W IfJI H,O 
U 928 lfJI L,36 
U. 929 IfJI H,O 
ua592 C9 930 REI 
U 931 DIGTIII: 
U8593 2A5Ca8 932 UIJ) m 
ua596 C9 933 REf 
U 934 STATE: 
U 935 THISl!ACHDIE HAS TIll STATES 
U 936 STATE 0 THE IWlIDIE STAYS IN nils STATE F(R 30 sa:s. 
U rJ7 IIFml 30 SEtS. ELAPSE, IT MHS ~ THE fR{PER LIGH'f 
U 938 AlII) 9lIPTS TO STATE 1. 
U 939 
U 940 STATE 1 THE IWlIIHE STAYS IN STATE 1 LM'IL TIlE PR!FER 
U 941 f'USIB/TTI)I IS DSlRESSED. (LIGHI' X GOES WITH PB X, ETC) 
U 942 THE C£F.RESPIH)IN; LIGH'f IS MHEJ) OFF AND TIlE 
U. 943 !¥£IiIHE SlIIPTS TO STATE O. 
U!597 f5 944 PU9I PSI 
ua596 ES 945 PU9I H 
ua599 C5 946 PIS! B 
U859A 3A4EM 947 LIlA ST 
U859D ffl 946 ~ II ;SEr THE FIItGS 
i.U59E 12:185 949 JNZ STATE1 
U. 950 STATEO: 
U85A1 2121:01 951 LXI H ,THSEDY ;LIlAD TIlE IU!BF.R OF TItIS! CLIoo HEEDED ~ 30 SEt 
U85A4 AF 952 XRA A ;CLEM CMRY 
U85A5 ED4B508& 953 LIQ PTIII 
LU5A9 ED42 954 DSa: II 
u.85AB C2B785 955 ..Ill IFTlI! 
U45AE CIlIlA85 956 CALL 'nil. 
U85B1 CIl3D86 957 CALI. ~ ;STATE=1 
U8584 C3Il685 956 » Bfa 
U 959 1FTlI!: 
U85ffl 2A5088 960 UI.D PTlI! 
U85BA 23 961 IMX H 
U85BB 225086 962 9!LD Pm! 
U8SlIE C3D685 963 JIll Bfa 
U 964 STATE!: 
U&'SCl CD2586 965 CALL PI ;RETlIlH ~ STAtuS IN Z FLAG 
U85C4 C2D685 966 .-a Bra 
U 967 PBOiI 
U85C7 CDFB85 968 CALI. rom ;nRt OFF LITE 
U85CA CD4586 969 CALL TtfFS ;STATE=O 
U85CIl CIlIC&6 970 CALI. C'TlI! ;PrIll • 0 
i.i.85IIO CII5C86 971 CALI. SlHLITE ;SWITCH TO !EXT PUSHIlJT(II + LITE SEr 
U85D3 C3D685 rn JIll BtU 
U 973 BtU: 
U85D6 Cl 974 P(II B 
iJ.85I)7 E1 975 P(II H 
U85D8 PI 976 P(II PSI 
U85D9 C9 977 RET 
U 978 TIH.: 
U85DA f5 979 PIS! PSI 
U85DB 3A568II 980 LIlA BIlRY 
U85DE FEOO 981 CPI 0 
U85EO C2EF85 9a2 ..Ill 1112 
U85E3 31\5288 983 LIlA LIGII!S 
ua5E6 WE 9&4 ANI OFQI ; 
uasE8 D:E5 985 lIlT LlnP(RT ;BIT 0 PII!T B 5 WLTS 
U65EA 325288 986 STA LIQft'S 
U85ED P1 987 P(II PSI 
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u.asEE C9 988 RET 
U 989 00: 
U35EF 31\5288 990 LIlI\ LIGHTS 
U85F2 E6FD 991 ANI OFDH ; 
U85F4 D3:S 992 M LlnNn ;BIT 1 PIRT B S 1415 
uasF6 3252S8 m STA LIGHTS 
l.U5P9 F1 994 PIP PSI! 
uasFA C9 99S RET 
U 996 UFI.: 
UmB F5 997 PUSH PSI! 
U&5PC 3A5688 996 IJlI\ BI~Y 
uaSFF PEoo 999 CPI 0 
i.U601 C21086 1000 .lIZ 0FF2 
i.U604 3A5286 1001 LIlI\ LIGHTS 
i.U607 F601 1002 IJU om 
U&609 D3:S 1003 M LITEPIRT ;BIT 0 PIRT B 0 1AlL15 
ua60B 325288 1004 STA LIQfTS 
ua60E Fl 1005 PIP PSI! 
U860F C9 1006 RET 
U 1007 OFF2: 
U6610 3A5288 1008 LDI\ LIQfTS 
U6613 F602 1009 IRI 02H 
U6615 D3:S 1010 rur LlnNn ;BIT 0 PIRT B 0 '415 
U6617 325286 1011 81A LIGHTS 
U861A Fi 1012 PIP PSI! 
US61BC9 1013 RET 
U 1014 CPTIII: 
U661C ~ 1015 PUSH H 
US61D 210000 1016 LXI HtO 
i.U62O 225088 1017 !HJ) PTII! ;CLEAR PTII! 
ua623 El 1016 PIP H 
U8624 C9 1019 RET 
U 1020 PB: 
U8625 3A5688 1021 LIlI\ BDRY 
U6628 FEOO 1022 CPI 0 
U862A C23586 1023 .lIZ PB2 
U862D DBE5 1024 IN P\JStf'an' ~81AtuS 
U862F 325488 1025 81A IIlDES 
U&632 8601 1026 IlHI om ;BIT 0 Pan' B 
U8634 C9 1027 RET ;STAtuS REMHW IN Z FLItG 
U 1028 PB2: 
U8635 DBE5 1029 IN P\JStf'an' 
UM37 325488 1030 STA IIlDES 
ua63A 8602 1031 IlHI 02H ;BIT 1 PIRT B 
U86:I: C9 1032 REl' 
U 1033 TIllS: 
i.U63D F5 1034 PUSH PSI! 
U863E 3EOl 1035 IWI AtOlH ; 
U6640 324E88 1036 8111 ST ;STATE:l 
Ua643 Fl 1037 PIP PSI! 
U8644 C9 1038 RET 
U 1039 TOPPS: 
U6645 F5 1040 PUSH PSI! 
U&646 3EOO 1041 IWI AtO 
U664& 324E88 1042 STA ST 
U664B Fl 1043 PIP PSI! 
ua64C C9 1044 RET 
U 1045 FLIP: 
U 1046 ;TOOGLE LIGHT 3t m;&I.E LIGHT 4 TtIiEMr( 
U664D F5 1047 PUSH PSI! 
U864E 3AS28a 1048 LIlI\ LIGHTS 
UM51 EE04 1049 J(RI 04H ;FLIP BIT 2 
US653 EE03 1050 J(RI 08H ;FLIP BIT 3 
UM55 325286 1051 STA LIQfTS 
U8658 D3:S 1052 rur LITEPan' 
U865A P1 1053 PIP PSI! 
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i.l.a65B C9 1054 REf 
U 1055 SlPBLlTE: 
U 1056 IF YIlJ ARE USIIC PBO NIl) LITEO, 
U 1057 USE PBl ItHD LITEt. 
U 1058 IF 'tOO ME USIIC PBI AND LlTE1, 
U 1059 USE PBO AND LITEO. 
U 1060 
u.wc F5 1061 PUSH PSII 
U865D 3A5688 1062 LDA BDRY 
U8660 EEOI 1063 lIRI OlH 
i.i.a662 325688 1064 STA BDRY 
i.U665 Fl 1065 PIP PSII 
U8666 C9 1066 REf 
U 1067 eTD!: 
U8667 E5 1068 PUSH H 
i.i.M6a 210000 1069 LXI H,O ;11.=0 
U866B 225C88 1070 SHIJ) TIl! ,srIDII) crurrER = 0 
u.a66E E1 1071 PIP H 
U660F C9 1072 RET 
U 1073 SErCIlIG: 
U 1074 
U 1075 SET DICIT crurrER CllTl)IG 
U 1076 
U&670 F5 1077 PUSH PSII 
U&671 3EOO 1078 tm: A,O 
U&673 324D88 1079 STA CllTl)IG ;CIITI)IC=O 
U&676 F1 1080 PIP PSII 
U8677 C9 1081 RET 
U 1082 IHNJI)IC: 
U&678 E5 1083 PUSH H 
U&679 C5 1084 PUSH B 
U&67A D5 1085 PUSH D 
U 1086 ;CIEI TO SEE IF THER£ IS 
U 1087 ;A TIll DIGIT Df\Jf READY 
U 1088 ; 
U 1089 ;IF THER£ IS lIlT, 
U 1090 ; REMH IIITH Z SET 
U 1091 ; 
U 1092 ;IF THER£ IS, 
U 1093 ; RETIRI IIItH Z RESEr 
U 1094 
U 1095 ; 
U&67B CDB186 1096 CAIJ. DI ;1iEf DICIT IF IlAITDG 
U867E CMD86 1097 JZ DFUrR ; IF Z SET, IIJTQIIIC IlAITDC 
U 1098 
U 1099 
U 1100 ;Z lIlT SET I SO DICIT 1M ACe 
U86al E60F 1101 MIl OFH ;CIIfJrm A9:I1 DICIT TO BINARY DIGIT 
U 1102 CAIJ. IW 
U 1103 CALl. au.F 
U8683 '57 1104 l1l\I D,A ;SAVE DIGIT IN D 
U86a4 3A4D88 1105 LDA CllTl)IC ;CIITI)IG IS DICIT crurrER 
U86a7 :J: 1106 Ill! A 
U868a 324D88 1107 STA DlTDIC 
U868B FE02 1108 CPI 02H ; 
U868I) 1:119&86 1109 JZ lIfIUTE ,IF Z SET, CIlM' IS 2 
U 1110 
U 1111 
U 1112 ;iIIWE III'UT IN I), SAVE IN II 
U8690 7A 1113 l1l\I A,I) , 
U8691 324B88 1114 STA III'UTS ,SAVE FIRST Df\Jf DICIT 
U8694 AF 1115 :iRA A ;Z IS SET 
U8695 C3AD86 1116 .. DflI!R 
U l1V DfUTE: 
U8698 3A4B8& 1118 LDA III'UTS ;fDJE FIRST III'UT DICIT IN fa. 
U869B 07 1119 RLC 
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ua69C 07 1120 RLC 
U!69!) 07 1121 or .. 
""" ua69E47 1122 !OJ B,A ; (Bl =8*( DfUl'Sl 
i.i.!69F ~B&a 1123 LIlA Ilf'IJ'1'S ; 
ua6A2 til 1124 t\!)l) A ;(Al=211(DfUTSl 
i.U6A3 80 1125 ADD B ;(Al=2f( lIf'IITSli6!1(DfUl'Sl= lOll( ItfUTSl 
U86M 82 1126 ADD D ;AD» IN SECI»iI) IIflIr »IGIT 
U&6A5 324C8& 1127 STA NlDIG 
Ua6A8 3EOO 1128 IfJI A,O 
U86M 3241)88 1129 STA atTDIG ~TIE~ 
U 1130 IJIIUtR: 
i.i.&6AD D1 1131 p(p D 
U86AE C1 1132 f{f' B 
i.U6AF E1 1133 p(p H 
ua6BO C9 1134 RET 
U 1135 »1: 
U 1136 ACt AND FlItGS ARE ~ 
U 1137 GE!' IJofUT IF WlITIK> 
U 1138 OTIf.RIIlSE RE1WI WITH Z SET 
U 1139 
U 11-40 SEE IF IJofUT IS ADrIIIW. DIGIT, 
U 1141 IF 1m REMH WITH Z SEt 
U 1142 
U 1143 IF IJofUT IS A Dm:I1W. DIGIT, 
U 1144 EDtJ IT AND RETUlH Di ACt 
U 1145 
U 11~ 
ua6B1 DID 1147 1M 58251 
ua6B3 &602 1148 Mil RXRDY ; IS THERE III'IlT DATA Y£T 
Ua6B5 ca 1149 RZ ;IP Z IS SET, RE!I.IIH 
U. 1150 
U. 1151 RiAl) TIlE CWIR 
U. 1152 
i.W-B6 DEa: 1153 1M D8251 ;Gk'T CWIR 
U.&6B8 Wi' 1154 Mil 07PH ; DIP OfF ?MIrY 
U 1155 
U 1150 mY ~ DIGIT FRIJt 0 TO 9 
U 1157 
Ua6BA PE30 1158 (PI 30H ; Cllf'ME WITH ASCII 0 
i.i.!6I£ Fta86 1159 JII DOODIG ; .lW IP LESS 'THAN 
U86llF FE3A 1160 (PI 3NI ;CIII'ARE WITH ASCII COUll 
ua6C1 F2C886 1161 ~ DOODIG ; .up IF CREAm III IDIRL 
u.a6C4 CIlOB&a 1162 CAIJ. co ;IiWE I.B:AL DIGIT IN All; t Z IS RESl.'T 
WJIO C9 1163 RET 
U 1164 
U 1165 ; 
U. 1166 DOODIG: 
i.U6C8 {Ii 1167 XRA A ;Z IS SET 
U&6C9 C9 1168 RET 
U 1169 DISPLAY: 
u.a6CA f5 1170 PUSH PSII 
l.U6CB E5 1V! PUSH H 
i.Ul£t C5 1172 PUSH B 
u 1173 ;DISPLAY imOY LOCATItII 
U. 1V4 ;CIIIRESPOOIHG TO TWIII)IG IiIlDRESS 
U 1VS ; 
u.&6CI) 3A5E88 1176 LIlA DIl' ;IHrERRIFI' CWIT l.!W)EJ) IN ACe 
u.&6l)() FE09 1177 (PI 9 ; IS THIS THE NINTH nm:RRIP1' 
ua6D2 C2F386 1va JIIZ DISPLAYR ; REruiH IF 1m HINE 
U 1V9 
U. 1180 ; 
i.l.86I)5 3A4C88 1181 LIlA NlDIG ;LOAD TIKI DIGIT IUlBER 
U86De FEOO 1182 (PI 0 IF IT IS ZERO, ImHIHG TO »ISPLAY m 




i.l.&6OO 87 1186 ADD A ;Fte! BYTE OFFSET IN ACe 
t.U6DE Il602 1187 SUI 2 ; IIALIJE Of 1 IS iii 0FFSEr OF ZERO 
i.i. 1188 ; 
i.i.86EO 2600 1189 1M H/O ;/'OJE ACe 0FFSEr 
iJ.36F.iZ ~ 1190 IIlV L,A HI. ~ ACC 0FFSEf 
i.i.86E3 El>4B5788 1191 LIK:D SAUEDE BASE Al>1lRESS OF ~ STtIlAGE DI Be 
u.&F:l 09 1192 IlAD B ADDED TO 0F!'SEl' TO PIR'i POIHm! TO 
i.i. 1193 ieGY LOCATIIII 'till lWIT TO SEE 
i.i. 1194 
i.i.86Ea CD21187 1195 CALL CRLF 
Li.&6EB CDF786 1196 CALL HDI'f2 
i.i. 1197 
U 1198 
U 1199 CALL CRLF 
U 1200 LIlt\ lIllDIG 
U 1201 CALL .-
U 1202 CALL CRLF 
U 1203 LXI H,SAUEDE 
U 1204 CALL '-2 
U 1205 ; CALL CRLF 
u.a6EE 3E()() 1206 INI AtO ;ZERO 
U86PO 324C88 1207 STA MIlIG ; 1IIJI)IG 
i.i. i208 
U 1209 
U 1210 DISPl.AYR: 
i.i.86F3 C1 1211 p(JI B 
i.i.86F4 E1 1212 p(JI H 
U86F5 Pi 1213 p(JI PSI! 
i.i.86F6 C9 1214 RET 
U 1215 ; WP TI!E CMEIITS OF I!IlIIRr IN HEX 
U 1216 ; H IIlLDS STMTltt: Al>DRESS OF DtIP 
U 1217 ; A RBi IS USED IN HWf 
i.i.86F7 P5 1218 HDI'f2: PUSH PSI! 
i.i.W8 liS 1219 PUSH H 
i.i.86F9 23 1220 IHX H 
i.i.86FA 7E 1221 IIlV A,II 
U86FB CD0987 1222 CALL lOP 
U86FE 2B 1223 DCX H 
i.i.a6FF 7E 1224 IIlV A,II 
U8700 CD0987 1225 CALL .. 
U8703 r:JtJN,7 1226 CALL CRl1 
U8706 E1 1227 p(JI H 
U8707 F1 1228 p(p PSI! 
U8708 C9 1229 REf 
U 1230 ; !lIP lEES TI!E A REG 
U8709P5 1231 !lIP: PUSH PSi! ;5IWE ACe 
U870AFS 1232 PUSH PSI! ; MCE 
U870B E6FO 1233 f4HI 0FCIt ;I9lJlTE TI!E HIQ! I:RllER H'tBBLE 
U870D OP 1234 RRC 
U870E OF 1235 RRC 
U870F OF 1236 RRC 
U8710 OF 1237 RRC ;HI DIG !IIIFTED RIQIT BY 4 
U8711 CD2287 1238 CAll BIIt!E ;PRIK!' HIGH !l!DER DIGIT 
U8714 CDOB88 1239 CALL CO ;PRINT ASCII F!RI OF HIGH DIGIT 
U87V PI 1240 fill PSI! ;RESTORE THE ACe TO VALUE AT ENTRY 
U8718 E60P 1241 IiII OAI ;I9lJlTE ntE WI !l!DER H'tBBLE 
U871A CD2287 1242 CALL BItflE 
U871D CDOB88 1243 CAll CO 
U8720Fl 1244 fill PSI! 
U8721 C9 1245 RET 
U8722 C630 1246 BIIt!E: ADI 3011 
ua724 FE3A 1247 (PI 3AII 
U8726 ))8 1248 RC 
U8727 1:607 1249 ADI 7H 
U8729 C9 1250 REt 
i.i. 1251 CRLF USSS oo.y '!HE MEG 
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i.U72AF5 1252 CRLF: PI.lSH PSII 
U872B 3EO» 1253 IfJI A,OIlH 
u.a72J) CDOB88 1254 CALL CO 
U8730 3EOA 1255 IfJI A,OI'ii 
U8732 CDOBBa 1256 CALL CO 
ua735 FI 1257 PIP PSII 
U8730C9 1258 RET 
U 1259 ;lll\TIOAU: 
U 1260 ARE IE FIWN: FASTER nIAII WE ARE EIf'T'iDIO 
U 1261 PI.lSH PSII 
U 1262 PI.lSH 8 
U 1263 IJ)A BIIICHB 
U 1264 IIJIJ B,A 
U 1265 IJ)A NlICHB 
U 1266 CIP 8 
U 1267 JKZ »1 
U 1268 DATA IlIImlRIJI 
U 1269 1M A,'O' 
U 1270 CALL 1m 
U 1271 ; HLT 
U 1272 ;D1: 
U 1273 PIP B 
U 1274 PIP PSII 
U 1275 ; RET 
U 1276 ;'JAI.IDIIF1 
U 1277 I.E! THE FIWlI rATaD IIITII 9fT'!FR 
U 1276 PIlSII PSII 
U 1279 PI.lSH 8 
U 12!0 LIlA FIIJ.IHl 
U 1281 CPI 0 
U 1282 JKZ 111 
U 1263 ;!lIE Illmll tw; lIlT m BEEN FILLED 
U 1284 ;1J2: LIlA NlICHB 
U 1285 CPI 0 
U 1286 IfJI A,'II' 
U 1267 CALL CO 
U 1288 JZ. IJ2 
U 1289 ;(tIE IUFER ~ BEat FILLED 
U 1290 1M A,l 
U 1291 ; STA FIWIIE 
U 1292 ;VI: 
U 1293 ;lIME SlRE FIllER STAYS AIIEAJ) OF SFT'tER 
U 1294 IJ)A BllICHB 
U 1295 IIJIJ B,A 
U 1296 LIlA NlICHB 
U 1297 CIP 8 
U 1296 LIlA NlICHB 
U 1299 AD! 30H 
U 1300 CALL CO 
U 1301 JZ. 111 
U 1302 PIP B 
U 1303 PIP PSII 
U 1304 ; RET 
U 1305 IItI1SEM: 
U 1306 ;HMI ALL lllFFERS ElF\"! 
U8737 F5 1307 PI.lSH PSII 
U873a C5 1306 PI.lSH B 
U8739 £5 1309 PI.lSH H 
UN.lA 216Aaa 1310 LXI H,SEIVIPIm 
U873I) 060A 1311 1M 8,10 
w;np 3645 1312 51: IfJI ",'E' 
U8741 23 1313 DIX H ;ADDRESS NEXT ~ 
Wil4205 1314 10 8 ;1Hi LESS SElIIPIm TO IHITIALISE 
U8743 C23Fa7 1315 JKZ 51 ;RPPEAT lIiTIL ALL SEH~ ARE INITIALISED 
U8746 £1 1316 PIP H 
Wil47 Cl 1317 PIP 8 
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i.W48 Fl 131& PO> I'SW 
i.dil49 C9 1319 RET 
U 1320 TSTFIILL: 
U 1321 ;WAIT ltITIL ~ EIFT't UHFIHITE UXP!) 
i.W4AF5 1322 PISf I'SW 
i.dil4llCS 1323 PISf B 
i.dil4CES 1324 PISf H 
i.dil4D 216A&8 1325 LXI H ,SEIVI'I6E 
U&7SO 3A588& 1326 LDA NlICHB 
U&753 0600 1327 M B,O 
U&755 4F 132& II]IJ CtA 
U8756 09 1329 DAD B ;CIL>:= ~+CPllfiCHB) 
ua7'S7 7E 1330 JUIJ: II]IJ A,i1 lCA):: (~CFlliICHB)l 
ua75& FE46 1331 IFI 'F' ;SCE IF ~ FW. 
ua75iI CC61&7 1332 cz IMUI ;WAIT TIL EIFT't 
U&75D E1 1333 P(JI H 
i.W5E Cl 1334 P(JI B 
i.U75F Fl 1335 P(JI I'SW 
i.dilf:tJC9 1336 RET 
U 1337 IM!IJI: 
i.dil61 3E4F 133& M A(O' 
i.dil63 CDOB&& 1339 CALL CO 
i.dil66 3E56 1~ IfJI A(V' 
i.dil6& COOB&& 1341 CALl. CO 
i.dil68 3A5B&& 1342 LDA FlliICHB 
ua76E C641 1343 ADI 'A' 
U&770 c0088& 1344 CiILL CO 
ua:m C30000 1345 JIF . 0 
U 1346 TSTEIFlY: 
U 1347 ;WAIT I.tITIL llJFFER PULL 
U&776 F5 1348 FIS! PSW 
UA777 CS 1349 FIS! B 
U&77& ES 1350 fISI H 
Wil79 216A8& 1351 LXI H,sEIWIIRE 
U&77C 3A6&&a 1352 LM ElltICHB 
U&77F 0600 1353 IfJI B,O 
i.dil&1 4F 1354 II]IJ CtA 
i.dil82 09 1355 JW) B 
i.W&3 7E 1356 SFTYh 101 A,!! ;CA) :oCSBII!fIDE+(ElltIOIB» 
i.dil&4 PE45 1357 IFI 'E' ;SEE IF llJFFER EII1'Y 
UD&6F5 1356 FIS! PSW ;SNJE Z FIJi; 
i.dil&7 3A6&&a 1359 LM ElltIDIB 
UDM C630 13f:tJ ADI '0' ;IlIW!T m AS:II 
u 1361 CALL CO 
LWBC P1 1362 P(JI PSW ;RIlST(I!E Z ~ 
UD8D CiI&3&7 1363 JZ SFTYl ;WAIT ltITIL PULL 
i.W9O E1 1364 P(JI H 
LW91 Cl 1365 P(JI 8 
U6792 Fl 1366 P(JI PSW 
U&793 C9 1367 RET 
U 1366 SEmI.L: 
U 1369 ;1!Ml htr.ll FULL 
LU794 F5 1370 FIS! PSW 
U&795 CS 1371 FIS! B 
LU796 ES 1372 FIS! H 
UIil97 216A8& 1373 LXI H,sEIWIIRE 
i.U79iI 3A5B&& 1374 LM NlICHB 
i.U79D 0600 1375 IfJI B,O 
util9F 4F 1376 101 etA ;CIE>::(FlliIDIB) 
UD~ 09 1377 DAD B ;CHL) ::~+CFlliIOIB) 
UDAl 3E46 1378 IfJI A,'F' ~ IT FW. 
U87i13 77 1379 II)IJ ",A ; (SB!APIIR£+CPllfiCHB) ):: 'P' 
ua7M El 13&0 PIP H 
i.dili15 C1 1381 PIP B 
UDM F1 1382 PIP PSI! 
UEli17 C9 1383 RET 
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U 1384 SEm'f"iY: 
U 1385 ;i'IARK rumR EIPft 
U87AS FS 1386 PUSH PSW 
ua7A9 C5 1387 PUSH B 
ua7AA ES 1388 PUSH H 
ua7AB 216A88 1389 LXI H ,SEIW'HII\E 
iWAF. 3A6888 1390 IJ)A MIDiS 
ua7B1 0600 1391 I'PJI S,O 
U8m 4F 1392 !OJ C,A ;(BC) :=(EIIH!DlB) 
ua7B4 09 1393 DAD B ;(I!L):=~+{EWHICHB) 
ua7BS 3E45 1394 IfJI AtE' ;IIARJ( IT l:l'I'TY 
ua7B7 77 1395 IIIV II,A ; (SEl'1Af'ImE+(EIIIIDlB) h= 'E' 
u.a7BS E1 1396 PIP H 
U87B9 C1 1397 POP B 
U87BA F1 1398 PIP F'SII 
ua7BB C9 1399 RET 
U 1400 DlITRE: 
ua7BC CD7086 1401 CALL SETCDIG ;ZFJlO D IGI! CWITER, CHTD IG 
ua7BF CD2783 1402 CALL om .. o 
U87C2 CDl683 1403 CALL DlTR1 
U87C5 3EOA 1404 IfJI A,10 
ua7C7 326188 1405 STA FLAG 
i.WCA 3E80 1406 IfJI A,aoH ;FIR'W\T 8255 AS KlDE 0, 
U87ec D3EB 1407 rur _ OEBH ; AU. TIm PffiTS OOTPUT ON J-2 8004 
ua7CE 110090 1408 LXI D,WFFO ; SAlJEDE POINTER = 
WilD1 ED535788 1409 SDED SAVEllE ; SET TO BASE ADDRESS OF AU. TEN IlUFFERS 
i.W'D5 3£00 1410 IfJI A,OOH ; POINTER iWlT TELLS IIlIO! EUFFFJl 
WilD7 325BB8 1411 STA FllHICHB ; IS BElt«; FIllED : 0 
i.WDA 210008 1412 LXI H,2048 ;~ TO TELL IOj lUll 
WilDD 225988 1413 SH1.D REllAIH ; OF A lUFFER IS OO'IllED. 
ua7E0 110090 1414 LXI D,WFFO ; POINTER TO BASE ADDRESS OF ~ 
ua7E3 210000 1415 LXI H,O ;ZERO rur 
ua7E6 225E88 1416 SH1.D CKT ; IIITERRIPT ~ 
ua7E9 ED537 6aa 1417 SDED ~ ; BlIFFER BEI~ FIllED 
U 1418 IfJI A,O ; 
U 1419 STIt FILLI)IE ;FILLI)IE=O, /lEANS AU. BUFFERS ARE El'f'TY 
U 1420 ; OF DATA. 
i.i.87ED 3E8O 1421 IfJI A,OSOH 
U87EF DXl 1422 rur LITECTRl. ;FIR'W\T LIGHTS 
U87F1 3E9B 1423 IfJI A,09l1H 
ua7F3 D3E7 1424 rur Jl8004 ;I'I»IAT PUSH!lJTT(JIS. 
ua7FS 3EFF 1425 IfJI A,OFFH ;TlRH OFF LIGHTS 
UNFl D3:5 1426 rur LITEP!li1' 
ua7F9 325288 1427 STA LIGHTS ; SAVE LIGHT STATUS 
uarn: CD4586 1428 CALL TOFFS ;STATE=O 
U87FF CD1C86 1429 CALL cpun ;PTHI=O 
uaao2 CD6786 1430 CAL!. crIll ;CLW SB:OOl crum:R 
U8805 3E00 1431 IfJI AtO 
uaao7 32S688 1432 STA BDRY ;B~Y=O, PBO NIIl LITEO FIRST 
U8aOA C9 1433 RET 
U 1434 ;1I .. IIIIIIIIUIl ..... II .... II .... III.IIIIII .... I.IIII1 .. 
U 1435 ; _ 0iWtCTER OOTPUT ROOTlHE 
U 1436 ; CO M1'UTS IH 0iWtCTER Fm1 Ace TO mlI'IIlW. 
U 1437 ; VIA THE USiIRT. AU. REGISTERS NIIl FLAGS ARE 
U 1436 ; PRESaMD. THE ~ IT rumrrs IS III THE Ace. 
U 1439 ;11111111 .. 11 .. 111 ... 1111111.111111111.11 .. 11 .. 11 .. 111*** 
uaaoI< FS 1440 CO: PUSH PSW 
uaao: CS 1441 PUSH B 
uaaO) 4F 1442 !OJ CtA ;SA'JE A REG 
i.i.88~:: 1)0 1443 COO: tf.P :I'::!A'i 
U880? c: 1444 KF 
.:.LeSiO E:: 1445 IH ~31 ;:;s, i£;..:.-i 5if,rus 
i.i.e31~ s, j 1 1446 AliI n: .. ,y ;a:::':K TFJ>-~m F;FJJ)Y r!i-~ 
l..:,[-: ~ ~ .... -:. 1447 JZ C-,', , -- ' --
~.~::i Coo 1448 I-i.l" 
,~~~ 
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UM19 00 1450 lIP 
U88lAOO 1451 lIP 
U881B 79 1452 IIJIJ A,c ;READ'! TO TIWISIIIT , RESTtRE CHAR TO A REG 
U881C DXC 1453 wr Da251 ;SEND IT 
UY1E C1 1454 p(p B 
U88lF FI 1455 p(p PSW 
U8820 C9 1456 RET 
i.i. 1457 DIITUSMT~ 
i.i.&821 CI)2B88 1453 CAll RUSMT ;MSm RESEr SEIlJKE 
i.i.8824 cn:a8 1459 CAJJ. IIlSMT ;SET ItlDE IN USART 
i.i.!827 CD4388 1460 CALL CIJ!Wn' ;SET ctJMoII) IH USART 
l.l.WA C9 1~1 RET 
i.i.&82B 3E&O 1462 RllSMT: INI A,aoH ;RESEr 8251 
i.i.WD DXD 1463 wr C8251 
ua82F E3 1~ XM 
U8830 E3 1465 XM 
i.i.&831 ~D 1466 wr &8251 
i.i.M33 E3 1467 XM 
i.U834 E3 146& XH 
uaa35 3E4O 1~9 INI A,-4OIi 
i.i.a837 DXD 1470 wr &8251 
i.i.&839 E3 1471 XTHL 
i.i.883A E3 1472 XTHL 
i.i.&83B C9 1473 RET 
i.i.MX 3&4E 1474 1IlSMT: 1M: A,IlSIIIDE 
i.i.883E DXD 1475 wr C8251 
u.a84O E3 1476 XM 
i.i.8841 E3 1477 XTHL 
i.i.&&42 C9 1478 RET 
i.U843 3E37 1479 1lSART: 1M: A,ustI!D ;REST PRRIJ! ruGS 
i.i. 1480 SIIIBI.E TRAHSi1IT 
i.i. 1481 EHAIlLE RECIM 
i.i. 1482 READ'! !)IITA SET 
i.i. 1483 
i.i. 1484 ; 
uaa45 DXD 1485 wr C8251 ;GlYE aJIWID 
uaa47 E3 14M X'M. 
i.i.U48 E3 1487 XM 
i.i.M49 C9 1486 REf 
i.i.a&4A C9 1489 REf 
U 1490 ; 
UOO4C 1491 mPERSEC EIlI 2*3& ; l1li IIAHr BYTES PER srI: OF !)IITA 
i.i.012C 1492 tHSEIIY: DJ 300 ;IUIBER OF TIIIFR CUCXS HEEDED ~ 30 DELAY 
i.i. 1493 ;300 RR .1 srI: TII'iR CLICKS 
U 1494 ;150 FIJI .2 srI: TIllER CLICKS 
UOOI0 1495 TLIII BIl 010K ; 
UOO27 1496 1'IItCH BIl 027H ;27101t-10000D 
U 1497 ;TLIII lDI 020H ; 
i.i. 149& ;THICH EIIJ 0481 ;4E2OIt:20000D 
UOO4E 1499 ISIJJ)E: EIIJ 04EH 
UOO37 1500 1.EiDII: DJ 037H 
U864B 00 1501 DFUrS: DB 0 
uaa4C 00 1502 TlDIG: DB 0 
i.i.884D 00 1503 CHTDIG: DB 0 
UOOCD 1504 58251 BIl OCIII 
UOOCD 1505 1:8251 IDl 88251 
UOOCC 1~ 1)8251 IDI OCCII 
UOOO2 1507 RlIRDY IDI 02H 
UOOOl 1508 TXRD'! IDI OlH 
i.i.884E 0000 1509 ST: IIW 0 
UM50 0000 1510 PTIII: IIW 0 
i.i.8852 0000 1511 LIQf!S: IIW 0 
ua854 0000 1512 DES: IIW 0 
Ua&56 00 1513 BIN!'!: DB 0 
UMS7 0090 1514 SAVEDE: 011 UFO 
ua659 oooa 1515 IIBVIIN: IIW 2048 
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ua85B W 1516 NUOlh DB 0 ;FI!.!. !!!!c!! 1I!rnR 
uaasc 0000 1517 TIll: DW 0 
U8m 0000 151a 00: IlII 0 
u.&6O 00 1519 FIl.LIJIE: I)B 0 
uaa61 00 1520 FLH:: DB 0 
l.U862 0000 1521 SAVE: IlII 0 
uaa64 0000 1522 SAY: IlII 0 
U8866 0000 1523 ERFMIlh IlII 0 
ua&6& 00 1524 BIIICHB: DB 0 ;BI'TY 1lUD! UFER 
UAa69 00 1525 TSW: DB 0 
i.U86I\ 4545454545 1526 5E1W11RE: DB 'EESSEFFses' ;TBI UFER SEHIPIGES ftLL 'E' 
U 4545454545 
UW4 0000 1527 1DIIRU:1lII 0 
UW6 0090 1528 1lRUlJP:1lII IlIFFO 
uwa 0000 1m mfI)i!:1lII 0 
U 1530 1iJG: 
UWA F5 1531 PUSH PSII 
i.i.WB !5 1532 PUSH H 
uwc cs 1533 PUSH i 
UWD 1)5 1534 PUSH I) 
uat.7E DDE5 1535 PUSHX 
uaaeo FDtS 1536 PUSH\' 
UW2~ 1537 LI)A Oft 
uaaas FEOO 153& [PI 0 
Uaea7 C296&& 1539 JiIZ Allia 
u 1540 1M A,1' 
U 1541 CALL CO 
ua&aA CDB386 1542 CALL PMT1 
ua&8I) nE1 1543 PIFt 
ua&8F I)D£! 1544 f'(fX 
l.U&91 1)1 1545 PIP D 
U8a92 C1 1546 PIP B 
U!&93El 1547 PIP H 
i.i.Sa94 F1 1548 PIP PSII 
U!&95 C9 1549 RET 
U8a96 FE09 1550 1II,11il: [PI 9 
uaa9a C2A7aa 1551 JMZ IM:l. 
i.U&9B CDFABa 1552 CALL PMr3 
i.i.Sa9E FDEl 1553 PIFt 
UaMO IIDE1 1554 P!PX 
U88A2 D1 1555 PIP D 
UaM3 C1 1556 PIP B 
U88M El 1557 PIP H 
U.B8II5 F1 155& PIP PSII 
i.U8A6 C9 1559 REf 
i.i.BM7 CDJIC88 1560 ~: CALL PfIRT2 
U.&8M FDE1 1561 P!PY 
i.U8tC DIlE1 1562 PIfX 
UWE 1)1 1563 PIP II 
i.UMF C1 1564 PIP B 
Ua880 El 1565 PIP H 
i.i.MBl F1 1566 PIP PSII 
ueaB2 C9 1567 RET 
U 1566 PMT1 
U&aB3 21A6&A 1569 LXI H,A32 
U8886 013000 1570 LXI B,4& 
uaaB9 CllF4&9 1571 CALL a.FAR 
U 1572 1't!RT2: 
U. 1573 1M A,2' 
U 1574 CALL CO 
U 1575 ow. CRI1 
U88I: /II 1576 XRA A 
uaaBD 32!8M 1577 STA 1m 
U 1576 TPl: 
U 1579 ow. POn'AIFF 
UM:O 00215758 15&0 LXIX MA16 
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U6eI!4 FD21a&eA 1581 Lm Im 
Ua8G8 CDBF89 1582 CALL LD2BCDE ;(IDE>:=A16<Im) 
u 1583 rJIU. IIDE ;IUf' a:DE Ra;ISTSlS 
U 1584 
UMCB CD4Jl89 1585 CALL DSTACI ;PUr(BCIlE) 11m) 32 BIT STACI 
i.i.88CE DD21A6SA 1586 LXIX A32 
i.U8D2 FD21888A 1587 Lm 1m 
u.aaJ)6 CD8B89 15M CALL L&«DE l(IDE) :=A32<ITER) 
U 1539 rJIU. IIIDE ;1lIIf IlCDE Ra;ISTERS 
UMD9 CD4D89 1590 CALL DSTACI 
U88DC CIl7189 1591 CALL FIXAIlD 
U8&DF CIl5F89 1592 CALL UDSTta ;(BCIlEh=RSJI.T OF 32BIT ~ AIlD 
U 1593 CALL IOO)E ;DIJt> BCIlE Ra;ISTERS 
u.!8E2 OO21A68A 1594 LXIX A32 
U&8E6 FD21888A 1595 LXIY 1m 
ua8EA CDA3a9 1596 CALL ST41lCDE ; (A32<ITER» :=(IDE) 
U 1597 IJ){! ITER 
U 1598 CALL HIIfP 
U 1599 CALL CRLF 
u.aeED 3A8WI 1600 LIlA 1m ;OEIllITERAnlJ4 aurr 
J.i.a8FO 3C 1601 DR A 
LU8F1 32a&8A 1602 STA mR 
U88F4 FEOC 1603 CPI 12 
ua8F6 C2C088 1604 .lIZ TP1 
U 1605 CALL ftRTAIJI 
ua8F9 C9 1606 REf 
U 1607 PMr3: 
ua8FA (If 1606 XRI\ A 
U88FB 32888lI 1609 STA ITER 
U 1610 TP2: 
U88FE 00215788 1611 LXIX MA16 
U8902 FD21888A 1612 LXIY ITER 
U8906 CIlBF89 1613 CALL lJ)2lOE ; (BCDE>:=(A16<ITER) ) 
U8909 CH\l89 1614 CALL OSTta ;(IDE) (JftIl II BIT STta OF T9511 
U890C OO21A6SA 1615 LXIX A32 
U8910 FD21888A 1616 Lm ITER 
U8914 Cll8B89 1617 CALL lJ)4BCDE ;(IICJ)S):=(A32<ITER) ) 
U8917 CD4Jl89 1618 rJIU. OSTACI ;(BCIlE) 11m) 32 BIT STACI OF T9511 
U891A CIl7189 1619 CALL FIXAIlD ;ADIl 32 BIT IHTECERS TIRnIB! 
U891D llMOO 1620 LXI D,10 
U8920 010000 1621 LXI 1,0 
U8923 CHIl89 1622 CALL DSTfICK 
U8926 CIl7Ea9 1623 rJIU. PIXDIII ;DllIIDE BY TEN 
U8929 CIl5F89 1624 CALL UDSTta ; (BCDE) HAS AW!AGE !IF TEN VALUES 
U892C DD215788 1625 LXIX MAl6 
U8930 FD21888A 1626 Lm 1m 
U8934 CDD989 1627 CALL ST2BCDE ;(BCIlE>:o(Al6(ITER» 
U8937 3A8WI 1628 LIlA 1m ;OEI ITERAnlJ4 aurr 
U893A 3C 1629 DR A 
U8938 3288811 1630 STA 1m 
U893E FEOC 1631 !PI 12 
U8940 C2PE88 1632 .lIZ TP2 
i.i.8943 C9 1633 RET 
U 1634 T95fIISY: 
U8944f5 1635 PISf PSi 
U8945 DBD5 1636 T95IIJSY1: IN T9511C1Rl.P(Rr ;IIftlT THE STATtS IOU 
U8947 B7 1637 IIb\ A ;SET II' FLACS 
U8948 FM589 1638 JII T95aJSY1 ;BIT 7 SET I£lVoIS T9511 IS BUSY 
U894B PI 1639 PIP PSi 
U894C C9 1640 RET 
U 1641 OSTia: 
U8941) f5 1642 PUSH PSW 
U894E CD4489 1643 CALL T95lllSY ;\/AI T IHrIL T9511 lIlT BUSY 
u.a951 7B 1644 IUJ fi,E ;LS8 TO STta 
u.a952 D3D4 1645 IIIr T9511DATAP!RT 
U8954 7A 1646 IUJ A.D :NEXT BYTE TO STta 
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u.&955 D:m4 1647 Il.!! '!9511!lA!AP!R! 
~ 79 164& !OJ A,e ;MEXT SIG BYTE TO STACK OF 19511 
l.U958 D3J)4 1649 lIlT 19511DATAPIm 
U!95A 78 1650 !OJ A,B ;HSB BYTE TO STACK OF 19511 
i.l.895B ])31)4 1651 lIlT 19511DATAPIRT 
i.iA95D F1 1652 PIP PSII 
i.l.895E C9 1653 RET 
U 1654 IIlSTACI: 
i.l.895F P5 1655 P\S! PSII 
i.l.8960 CD4489 1656 CAU. T95IfJSY ;III\IT IIITIL 19511 I«JT IUit 
i.l.8963 DB\)4 1657 IN 19511DATAPIm ;IIS8 FRIll STACI OF 19511 
i.l.8965 47 165& !OJ B,A 
U!966 DBD4 1659 IN 19511DATAPIm ;HEXT BYTE PRa4 STACI OF 19511 
i.l.896& 4F 1660 !OJ CtA 
i.l.8969 DBD4 1661 IN 19511DATAPIm ;HEX! BYTE FRIJt STACI OF 19511 
i.l.896B ~ 1662 !OJ D,A 
i.l.896C DBD4 1663 IN 19511DATAPIm 
i.l.896E 5P 1664 !OJ BtA 
i.l.896F F1 1665 PIP PSII 
i.l.8970 C9 1666 REf 
U 1667 FIXADD: 
t.U971 F5 166& PIJSII PSW 
i.l.8972 CD4489 1669 CALL T95aJS't 
U8975 3E2C 1670 IfJI A,02CH ;32 BIT FIX POINT ADD 
WR77 D3D5 1671 lIlT ODSH 
Wffl9 CIlFC89 1672 CALL STAT 
u.am Fl 1673 PIP PSII 
i.l.897D C9 1674 RET 
U 1675 FIXDIV: 
i.l.897E F5 1676 PIJSII PSW 
U!r7F CD4489 1677 CALL T95aJS't 
i.l.89a2 3E2F 1678 IfJI A,02FH ;32 BIT FIX POINT DIVIDE 
u.a984 D3D5 1679 lIlT ODSH 
U8986 CDFC89 1680 CALL STAT 
U8989 F1 16&1 PIP PSI! 
i.l.8981\ C9 1682 RET 
U 1683 1.D4BCDE: 
U 16&4 ; 
U 1685 ;tllIS !iJBWfDIE LOADS A 32 BIT ~'( m.EI!EHT INTO 
U 1686 ;M RB:ISTms JOE. RF.CIsmt B HAS IflST SIGMIFlrMr BYTE, 
U 1687 ;REGIsmt B IMS M WST SIGHIFlrMr Bm. 
U 1688 ; 
U 16&9 ;tllIS SlBR!lJTINE HAS A CAIJ.DoC SEIlIKE 
U 1690 LXIX A32 
U 1691 LXI't ITER 
U 1692 CALL IJ)4BCDB 
i.l.898B P5 1693 PIJSII PSII 
i.l.898C £5 1694 PUSH H 
U 1695 
U!98Il F»6EOO 1696 IIMft L,O 
U!990 FD6601 1697 lIMn H,l ; (IL) :=CIIIrEHTS(ITER) 
U 1698 
i.l.8993 29 1699 DAD H 
i.l.8994 29 1700 DAD H ; (1L):=41C!Jo1TBHrS<ITER) 
u 1701 
i.l.8995 DDBS 1702 P\SfX 
i.l.8997 C1 1703 PIP B ;(~):=(IX) 
U 1704 
U8998 09 1705 DAD B ;(HL):=A32(ITER) 
u 1706 
U 1707 
U8999 5E 1708 it7J E,II 
i.l.899A 23 1709 INX H 
i.l.899B 56 1710 !OJ D,II 
U899C 23 1711 INX H 
U899D 4B 1712 !OJ Coli 
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U8m 23 1713 IHX H 
U899F 46 1714 iVJ B,II ;(ItI)Eh=(4 BYTES OF A32<I» 
iJ. 1715 
U8'HtJ E1 1716 PIP H 
U&9Al F1 1717 PIP PSI! 
U89A2 C9 1718 R£T 
iJ. 1719 ST4DE: 
iJ. 1720 ; 
iJ. 1721 ;THIS SUIRllfIHE snJmj THE RBilmRS IDE Itmi II 32 BIT ARRAY ELEtiEHf 
iJ. 1722 ; RBiISTER B IW3 PIJST SICHIFICIM mE, 
iJ. 1723 ;RBiISTER E !Wi THE I.FJIST SIGMIFICIM mE. 
iJ. 1124 1 
iJ. 1725 ;THIS S\iRIlIrIHE IWi II CfII.LIIIG SEIlI9I:E 
iJ. 1726 ; LXIX A32 
iJ. 1727 LXIY ITFR 
iJ. 1728 CALL ST4iCDE 
U89A3 F5 1729 PU9I PSI! 
U49M ~ 1730 PU9I H 
U89A5 C5 1731 PUSH B 
U89A6 D5 1732 PUSH D 
iJ. 1733 
iJ.89A7 FD6EOO 1734 IIMrf L,O 
U89M FD6601 1735 IIMrf H,l ;(HL):-atmNrS<I!B!l 
iJ. 1736 
U89AD29 1737 DAD H 
U89iIE 29 1736 !lAD H ;(HL):'4ICIJI!'9ITS<Im!) 
iJ. 1739 
i.i.8W DDE5 1740 P\StX 
i.U9B1 C1 1741 P!P B ;(Bel:=(IX) 
iJ. 1742 
U89II2 09 1743 !lAD B ;(HLh=A32<Im!) 
iJ. 1744 
ua9II3 Dl 1745 P!P D 
Ll.89B4 73 1746 !OJ II,E 
U89B5 23 1747 IIIX H 
U89B6 72 1748 !OJ II,D 
U&9B7 23 1749 INX H 
iJ. 1750 
U89II6 C1 1751 P!P B 
iJ.89B9 71 1752 iOI 1I,t 
Ll.89B11 23 1753 IIIX H 
U89B8 70 1754 !OJ II,B 
iJ. 1755 
U89IlC E1 1756 P!P H 
U89BD Fl 1757 P!P PSI! 
U89BE C9 1756 REf 
iJ. 1759 
iJ. 1760 lJI2BCDE: 
iJ. 1761 ; 
iJ. 1762 ;THIS SUIRllfIHE LIIADS II 16 BIT ARRAY ELBBIr IJmI THE RBiImRS iCDE. 
iJ. 1763 ;RB:ISTER Be IW3 16 BIT ZERO 
iJ. 1764 ;REGISTS! DE !Wi THE 16 BIT IHrEGBl. 
iJ. 1765 ; 
iJ. 1766 ;THIS URIlJTIHE ~ A CALLItt; SEIlI9I:E 
iJ. 1767 LXIX PNTA16 
iJ. 1768 LXIY ITER 
iJ. 1769 CALL LD2I£DE 
iJ.89BPF5 1770 PU9I PSI! 
UMCO ~ 1771 PU!II H 
iJ. 1772 
i.U9C1 Dll6EOO 1773 iIMIX L,O 
U89C4 1lD6601 1774 IOIRX H,l ;(HL) :=AIlDR(A16) 
iJ. 1775 
U&9C1 EB 1776 XDG ;(DE) :~llR(1I16) 
iJ. 1777 
ua9Ca FIl6EOO 1778 IIJJRY L.O 
82 
U89CB 1'D0601 1779 I'DJRY H,l ;(H!.)~(mRj 
iJ. 1780 
U89CE Z9 1761 IlAD H ;(11.) ::2taJIl'IMS( ITER) 
U 17&2 
U&9CF 19 17&3 DAD D ;(11.) :=IIIlDR(A16)+2*1l1mln'S(ITER) 
U 17M 
U 1785 
U89DO 5E 17M !OJ E," 
U&9Dl 23 17&7 DIX H 
U89D2 56 17M !OJ D," ; (DE) UlADED IIITH 16 BIt IHm:f.R 
U 1789 ;IIIISE IIDDRESS IS IN (11.) 
U 1m 
i.U9D3 010000 1791 W BtO ;(1£) SET TO 0 
U 1792 
iJ.89I)6 E1 1793 PIP H 
U89D7 P1 1794 PIP PSW 
iJ.&9D& C9 1795 RET 
iJ. 1796 ST2I'QE: 
iJ. 1797 ; 
U 1796 ;tMIS 5UIIiIlJTIHE IJIADS THE REGISTERS IICDE INTO A 16 BIt ~y. ELEI'!EH1'. 
iJ. 1799 ;REGISTER 1£ !¥IS 16 BIt mo 
u 1&00 ;REGISTER DE WIS THE 16 BIt IH1'ECm. 
U 1801 ; 
U 1802 ;nIlS SUIIRruTINE HAS A CALLItii SEIlJEIU 
iJ. 1&03 LXIX OOA16 
iJ. 1804 Lxrt ITER 
iJ. 1805 CALL LD2I(DE 
i.U9D9 F5 1806 f\ISII PSW 
U&9IlA E5 1807 f\ISII II 
iJ.&9DB C5 180& PUSH B 
umc IS 1809 PUSH D 
iJ. 1610 
iJ. 1811 
iJ.&9DD IID6EOO 1612 IOJRX L,O 
u.mo 1lD6601 1613 IOJRX H,l ; (11.) :=AIlIlR(A16) 
U 1614 
iJ.49E3 EB 1815 XDt: ;(J)E>:=ADDR(A16) 
iJ. 1816 
U&9E4 FD6EOO 1617 I'DJRY L,O 
U69E7 FIl6601 1616 IDIRY 11,1 ;(lL):=CIIImI!SUTER) 
u 1619 
U8~ Z9 1820 IlAD II ;(HL) :z2ltClJfmftS<IYER) 
U 1&21 
i.U9EB 19 1822 IlAD D ;(HL) :z2lClJlTlllrS<ITER)+ADDR(A16) 
U 1&23 
iJ.a9EC Dl 1824 PIP D ;RESTIm DE PAIR AS It WAS ()4 &rmUM: 
U 1825 
U 1&26 
iJ.49ED 73 1&27 !OJ ",E 
iJ.69EE 23 1&28 IHX H 
iJ.69EF n 1629 !OJ II,D ;(DE) STlJIED AT ADDRESS IDITAlHED 1M (11.) 
U 1630 
iJ.a9FO C1 1&31 PIP B ;RESTIJlE 1£ 
uam E1 1832 PIP H 
iJ.&9F2 P1 1693 PIP PSW 
uam C9 1834 RET 
iJ. 1835 CLEM: 
iJ. 1636 ; 
U. 1637 ;THIS SI.BIWTIIIE HAS II CAIJ.DIi SEIlEII:E 
U 1636 LXI H,A32 
U 1639 W B,46 
U 1&40 CALL CLEM 
U IMl ; 
U 1M2 ;THIS SUBRruTIHE CWRS AN MAAY OF 32 BIT ELSeIT'S. 
U 1M3 ;II. IS THE BASE ADDRESS 




ua9F4 54 1647 II)IJ D,H 
U39F5 5D 1646 II)IJ E,L 
U&9F6 13 1649 DIX D ;<DEl ::OL>+l 
i.i. 1850 
U39F7 3600 1851 IfJI II,OOM ;ZERO INITIAL LOCATIIII 
uam EDBO 1652 LIIIR ;lGI ZERO ALL 48 BYTES 
U 185a 
i.U9FB C9 1854 REf 
U 1855 STAT: 
U39FC F5 1&56 PISI PSII 
U39PD E5 1857 PISI H 
ua9FE DBD5 1856 STAT2: IN 0D5H 
U8AOO B7 1859 eRA A 
uaAOl PAFE89 1860 JII STATZ 
U8A04 E61E 1861 fill OlE!! ;ISIll.<\TE BIT 4,3,2,1 
uaA06 CIIOEIlA 1&62 Jl. STATl 
U8A09 3E54 1863 ""1 At'!, 
U8AOB CDOB8& 1664 CAlJ. CO 
U 1865 STAn: 
uaAOE E1 1866 PII' H 
uaAOP Fl 1867 PII' PSII 
uaAlO C9 186& REf 
U 1869 ALIGN: 
uaAllF5 1670 AS! PSII 
uaAl2 3E01 1871 I'JI A,OlH 
uaAl4 D3Il4 1-872 rur 0D4H 
uaAl6 3EOO 1673 I'JI A,OOM 
uaAl8 D3D4 1874 rur OM! 
uaAlA 3E1D 1875 M A,OlDll 
uaAIC B3D5 1676 rur ODSH 
uaAIE CD4489 1877 CALL T95lUir 
U 1678 III: 
uaA21 DIID4 1879 IN 0J).4H 
UM23 FE01 1880 0'1 OlH 
i.i.M25 CA218A 1881 Jl. III 
U8A2a F1 1882 PIP PSII 
uaA29 C9 1M3 REf 
i.i. 1884 01: 
i.i. 1885 lImE IIESSAGE 01 
i.i.M2A D5 1M6 PUSH D 
U8A2B I1F68A 1887 LXI O,OIAY 
UaA2E C!*M 188& CIIU IS 
U8A31 CD2M7 1889 CAll. CRL1 
i.i.aA34 Dl 1690 PIP D 
UM35 C9 1691 REf 
i.i. 1&92 DIllE: 
U 1893 lImE KESSAIiE DIllE 
UM36 D5 1694 PUSH D 
i.J.tItgJ I1FB8A 1695 LXI D,DIIIEE 
l.i.M3A CD4A8A 1896 CALL IISG 
UM3II 01 1697 PIP D 
uaA3E C9 1696 REf 
i.i.IISf 3W 1&99 M At'O' 
UM41 CIIOBaa 1900 CALL CO 
UM44 3E4B 1901 M A,I' 
U8A46 CIIOBaa 1902 CALL CO 
UM49 C9 1903 REf 
i.i. 1904 , ..... 11 .. 11111 .. 111 ..... 111.111111111.1.11111 ••• 1 •• 11 •••••• 
U 1905 
i.i. 1906 
U 1907 PRINT AI!ESSAGE III !DIiIILE. 
U 190& D-RECI5m POINTS TO BYTE ClJfTAIHDC I.K'IlI 
U 1909 OF IIESSAGE. ~ IS IH TIlE BYTESfOLL(IIIII: 




U 1913 CItIJ.DI; SEIIJEIa 
U 1914 
U 1915 LXI D,IlIIIE 
U 1916 CALI. I'ISG 
U 1917 JOE': DB LGTI!,. DIllE' 




U 1922 ; .. 1I.1I .................... 1l ........ 11 ............ 1I .............. 
UM4iI P5 1923 I'ISG: PUSH PSW ;!iWE STAnIS fH) A ~ 
U8MB E5 1924 PUSH H 
UM4C OS 1925 PUSH D 
uaMD 1A 1926 LDAX D ;GET ~ OF IIESSAGE 
uaME 67 1927 lIl'J H,A ;SAIJE IT IN H 
UM4F 13 1928 DIX D ;POIHT TO FIRST mE OF IIESSAGE 
U 1929 ; '10 MPU'f 
U8A5O lA 1930 lISCO; LDAX D ;Bm OF I!ESSAGE INfO A 
UM51 COOB&& 1931 CALI. m ; IlJTPU'f ~ 
i.i.M54 13 1932 1M)( I) ;POM TO NEXT mE 
UM5S 25 1933 Ix:R H . ~ OF 0iMS TO BE IlJTPU'f 
• U 1934 ; DlJUKIHD BY (H 
U8A56 C250M 1935 JNZ lISCO ;llIWDI IF nm ARE 
U&A59 1)1 1936 PIP I) 
UMSA E1 1937 PIP H 
UM5B F1 193& PIP PSW 
UWC C9 1939 REf 
U 1940 IIIDE: 
u.eA5J) F5 1941 PUSH PSI! 
U8A5E 78 1942 lIl'J A,B 
WI6F CD09&7 1943 CALL Ht)III 
UM62 79 1944 lIl'J A,c 
UM63 CD09&7 1945 CALL Ht)III 
UM66 7A 1946 lIl'J A,D 
UM67 CD09&7 1947 CALL .. 
UM6A 7B 1948 IIlU A,E 
UM6B CIlO987 1949 CALL Ht)III 
ueA6E CJ)2A87 1950 CALL CRLF 
i.l.M71 F1 1951 PIP PSI! 
i.Wil2 C9 1952 REf 
U 1953 1MI1PIJ!TA: 
i.l.M73 F5 1954 PUSH PSI! 
i.Ult74 3F.aO 1955 
""I A,oeoH i.l.M76 D3EB 1956 IlIf OEIIII 
i.l.M7& Pl 1957 PIP PS¥ 
i.l.M79 C9 195& REf 
U 1959 POn'AIII; 
i.l.M7A P5 1960 PUSH PSI! 
i.i.&A7B 3EOO 1961 ""1 A,oIII 
i.l.M7D D3E8 1962 IlIf 0E8II 
i.l.M7F F1 1963 PIP PSW 
UM80 C9 1964 RET 
U 1965 PlmAllFF: 
U&Aa1 F5 1966 PUSH PSW 
UW2 3m 1967 IfJI A,OFFH 
U8A84 D3E8 196& IlIf 0E8II 
UW6 F1 1969 PIP PSI! 
UBNil C9 1970 REf 
UaA8& 0000 1971 ItER: DW 0 
UM8A 0000 1972 1: DW 0 
UM8C A68A 1973 MA32: DW A32 
i.i.BISJ 1974 MAU; IDJ SAlJEDE 





































atl T=O.53r.M5 09:23:38 
L 
Al2: DS 4*20 
T9511CTR1Jl(Rf EW 0D5H 
T9511llATIiIRT EIlJ OD4H 






6, 'IOIE' ,cR,LF 
9000H 
2048tl0 
GENERIC TRAJECTORY (B.2) 
FILE: GTRAJ 1 FORTRAN A1 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM 
c 
C 
COMMON/COMIC {2 OOO} 
COMMON/DEGREE/DUMMY2 (5) 
COMMON/RK/CUMMyq (112) 












SUBROUTI NE MYRUN 
COMMON/COMIC (2000) 
COMMON/RUNCUT/DAN 
COM~ON/S"IN AV/ XST (7) , YST (7) , ZST (7) ,DTR EQ (7) , ISTD[1E, ISTVCR 
1 ,Rl (40) ,NOYES (40) ,SIGMA(!H}) 
COMMON/DOUBLE/DSEED,DDS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED#DDS 
EQUIVALENCE (C(203},TIME) , (C(207)#NSTEP) 
EQUIV ALENCE (C (211) I TIMPR) , (C (212) , TlMPLT) , (C (213) , TIM TTY) 
EQUIVALENCE CC (241) ,J 1) , (C (2~4) # !IMSOF) 
C**************TEMPORARIIY: 
DO 259 1=1,40 















C***NOISE HAS TO BE DRAWN FROM RANDOM GIN FOR RACH CHANN EVERY DT IND 




























































































COMMON/DEGREE/lET 0, QO (50) , PSIOJ, PHIOJ, wPOJ (50) ,lI ROJ (50 ) 
COMMON,/PROG/'1ACCX (50) ,TACCY (50) ,TACCZ (50) , TPRCG( 50) , 
1WPC(50),WRC~O),WQC(50),N'lIME,TSWTCH(lS) , ISWTCH 
COMMON/COM/C(2000) 
COMMON/ALEET/XBETA,ZBETA, XALPHA, YALPHA 
COMMON/STNAV/XS~(7),YST(7),ZS7(7) ,DIREQ(7) ,ISTDME,ISTVOR 
1,&1 (40) ,NOYES(40) ,SIGMA(40) 
COMMON/DCOBLE/DSEED,DDS 
DOOELE PRECISION DSEED,DDS 
EQOIVALENCE (C(202),NRATE) 
EQOIVALENCE (C (214) ,DTPR), (C(21S) ,DTFLT), (C(216) ,D'ITTY) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(220),IPR), (C(244),TIMSCF) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (341) ~HO), (C (347) ,XEO), (C (348), YEO) 
EQUI VALENCE (C (277) , US PEDO) , (C (278) # VSP fDO) , (C (279) .. WS PEDO j 
DA'IA H 0/ 116./ ,1'I MSOF/60. /, T.ETO/1 0./ ,PS IOJ/O./, P RIO J/ 12.7/, 
lNTIM.E/1S/ ,USPEDO/125./ ,VSPEDO/O./ ,WSPEDO/ 12 .. / 
2,TPROG/O.,60.,61.,100.,101.,160.,16l.,43*600./, 
6QO/2*.6", 2*0 .. ,,2*. 6,44*0 .. 1, 




DTACCZ/2*-1.00 3,2*-.994,2*-1.003, 2*-.985,42*-1. / 
DATi NRA TE/2 0/ ,DT PR/400. /, D'l:PL '1/400 .. / ,DTTT Y/ 1. /, 
lIPE/11 
2, Xlii ETA/O./ ,ZEETA/O • ./,X AL PHA/O./, Y ALP EA/O./ 
3,X5'1/7*120000 .. / 
4,YST/7*120000./ 
5.ZS1/7*0./ 
6 1 DIREQ/7*32./ 
7.ISTDME/l/,rSTVOR/l/ 















































































COMMON/DEGREE/TETO,QO(50) ,PSIOJ,PHIOJ,WPOJ (50)I~ROJ(50) 
COMMON/PRCG/1ACCX(50) ,TACCY(50} ,!ACCZ~O) ,~PHOG(50), 
liPC (50) ,WRC (50) ,WQC (50) ,NTIME,TSWTCH (15) ,ISWTCH 
COMMON/ALBE1/XBETA,ZBE1:A,XALPHA,YALPHA 
COMMON/STNA V/IST (7), YST (7) , ZST (1) ,DI BEQ (7) ,ISTDf1 I, ISTVOR 
1,R 1 (40) ,NOYfS (40) .,SIGMA (40) 
COMMON/DO UELE/DSEED, DDS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED,DDS 
EQUIVALENCE tC~02),NRATE) 
EQOIVALENCE (C(214) ,DTPR), (C (215) ,DTFLT), (C(216) ,DTTTY) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (220) ,IPE:) , (C (243) ,IF2), (C (244)" 'IIMSOF) 
EQOIVALENCE (C(341) ,HO), (C (347) ,XEO), (C (348), YEO) 




2, XBETA, ZBETA ,IAL PHA, Y ALPH A 
3,XST,YSi,ZST,DIREQ,ISTDME,ISTVOR 
4,TSWTCH,XEC,YEO 
NAtlELIST/P ARM/NEATE, OTT'!' Y ,DT PR, DTPLT ,IPR, DSEED, DCS, NO YES, SIG MA 
DATA NAME/4HINCN,4HPARM,4B ,4B 
CO NTINUE 
PR! N~ 502 
PORMAT(lH ,'TO CONTINUE INTER F,TO 
READ 503,SCF 
FORMAT (L 1) 
IF (SO F) STOP 
PRIN'! 500 
FOR MAT (1 H " ENTER DESIRED FILES IN 
RE AD (5, INP) 
IF l=FILE (1) 
IF 2=.FI LE (2) 
IF 3=F ILE (3) 
IF4=F!LE (4) 
IF5=P ILE (5) 
IF 6=FILE (6) 
DO 220 1=1,2 
LNUIE (I}=NAME (I) 
CON'!! NUE 
IF (I.Fl.EQ.5)PRINT 501,LNAME 
,4 H ,4 H ,4 H ,4H 
STO P EN i ER T • ) 
N AMEIIST INP t ,1) 




504 FORMAT(lH ,'TO RUN ENTER 1,TO MODIFY INFOT 
READ 505,GO 
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FILE: GT RAJ 1 FORTRAN A1 PRINCE!ON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSfEM 
505 FORMAT (11) GTE 
IF (GO. NE. 1) GCTO 235 GTF 
RETURN GTE 
EN t G'T f, 
SUEROUTINE INIT GTf 
DIMENSION IPl(100),IPD(100) GTE 
COMMON/COMIC (2000) GTE 
COMMO N/DEGREE/TETO ,QO (50) , PSI OJ, PHI OJ, iiPOJ (50) , W ROJ (50) G'::.R 
COMMON/PROG/TACCX(50),TACCY(SO),TACCZ(50) ,TPROG(SO) ,WPC(SO), GTF 








EQUIVALENCE IC(201) .• N) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C{202) ,NRA'rE) I (C (203) ,TIl!E), (C (204) ,TIMED) G'IF 
EQUIV ALENCE (C (205) , DT) , (C (207) , NSTE F) GT F 
EQ [] I V AL EN C E (C (2 1 1) I T I I'll? R ) , (C (2 1 2) , T I t1 P L T) , (C ( .2 1 3) , 'I HI. TTY) G T B 
EQUIVALENCE (C (214) ,DTPR) , (C (21S) ,DTPLT), (C (216) ,D'!TTY) GTF 
EQUIVALENCE (C(2l7) ,LINE), (C (218) ,NPRIN'f), (C (219) ,NPLO'I) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C{222),NSQ2) GTR 
EQUIVALENCE (C (242) ,CRAD) ,(C (370) ,GBAV1) , (C (319) ,J:HE!'O} GTB 
EQUIVALENCE (C (318) ,PRIO) I (C (320) ,PSIO) GTE 
GRAV1=32.17 
ARK (1)=.5 




BRK (2) = 1 __ 
BRK(3)=1. 
BRK(4)=2. 
CRK (1) =ARK (1) 
eR K (2) =ARK (2) 
CR K (3) =ARK (3) 
eRK (4) =ARK (1) 
DO 229 1=1,100 







DO 248 I=l,NTIME 
WPC (I) =WPOJ tI} ICRAD 
WQC(I)=QO(I)/CRAD 
248 iRC (I) .=WROJ (I) /CRAD 
IPI (1)=203 
IPD (1) =204 
N=1 






































































SUBBOUTINE ERROR G~ 
PRINT 501 G'I 
501 FORMAT(1H ,'RUNNING NCliJ,/) G'! 
HE'IURN G'1 
END G'1 
SUBROUTINE DYNAMI G'1 
DIPJENSION 1PL (100) 6IPD (100) G'I 
COl'lMON/COM/C (2000) G'1 
EQUIVALENCE (C(201),N) G' 
EQUIVALENCE (C (205) , DX) G"l 
.E QUI V A L EN C E (C (3 11) , T ET) , (C (3 19) , 'fH E TO) , (C ( 3 12) I F HI) G'I 
EQUIVALENCE (C (318) .. PHIO) , (C (310) .. PSI) , (C (320), PSIO) G'1 
EQUIVALENCE (C(334) ,IE}, (C (335) ,YE), (C(336) ,ZE) G'J 
EQUIVALENCE (C (3!J 1) c,HO), (C (343), HM) , (C (3Q7) .. XED) , (C (348) ,YEO} G'l 
EQUIVALENCE (C(211),DSPEED),(C(277).USPEDO), (C(272},VSPEED) G1 
EQUIVALENCE (C~78),VSPEDO), (C(273) ,iSPEED),(C(279),WSPEDO) G1 
C G~ 
N=N+l G'1 
1PL (N)=310 GJ: 
IPD (N)=314 G1 
N=N +1 G'1 
1PL(N)=311 G'J 
IPD (N)=315 G'l 
N=N+l G'1 
1PL (N)=312 G'I 
IPD{N)=316 G'l 
N=N+ 1 G'I 
IPI(N)=271 G:1 
IPD (N)=274 G'I 
N=N+1 G'] 
IPL(N)=212 G'l 




N= N+ 1 G'! 
IPl (N)=334 G'T 
IPD (N) =337 G'1 
g,l 


















asp .EtD=USPEI: 0 
VSPEED=VSPEDO 
WSPEED=WSPEtO 
DO 111 I=2,N 




























SUEROUTINE LOGIC GTR 
CO lHJON/CCIVC (2000) GTE 
COMMON/PROG/lACCX (50) ,TACCY (50) ,TACCZ (50) , TPBOG ( 50) , GTR 
1 WPC (50) ,WRC (50),i QC (50) "N 'lIME" 'ISWTCH (15) ,ISWTCH GT II 
EQUIVALENCE (C (302) ,WQ), (C (303) ,WR) , (C (301) , WP) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C (531) ,ACCX) , (C{532) ,ACCY), {C (533), ACCZ) G'1'E 
EQUIVALENCE (C(203) ,TIME) '# (C (311) ,TET) GTE 
EQurv ALENCE (C (312) , PHI) , (C (27 2) , VSP.EED) , (C (205), DT) GTR 
IF{TIME.LT.TSWTCH(ISW~CH»G010 11 GTE 
IF(ISWTCH.EC.l)GOTO 12 GTE 
IF(ISiTCH.EQ.~GO~O 13 GTE 
PHI=O. GTR 
1ET=- .. 174S' GTE 
ISW!CH=ISWTCH+l GTR 
GOTO 11 GTE 
13 PHI= 12. 7*.01745 GTE· 
TET=.174S GTR 
ISWTCH=LiW£CH+l GTE 
GOTO 11 GTR 
12 PHI=O. GTE 
TE'I=.096 GTR 
IS WTCH=I SW TCH + 1 GT E' 
11 CONTINUE GTE, 
C***FOR THIS N. L. MODEL TRANSITION BETWEEN COMPUTATION ALLY PR EDICTFD GT B 
C***STEADY SlATES WILL ANYWAY BE ARTIFICIAL. THUS, THE TSWTCH-OPTION GTE, 
C***IS DEFFERRED AND ONLY THE FIRST SQUINT-SEG~ENT IS USED IN EACH RUM. GTR 
C***R£SUL1:5 OF Al.L RUNS APPEND Te EACH OTHER eN F1LE 10C'DISP MOD1- GTE· 
C***OPTION OF FILEDEF-BEFORE THE CONSECUTIVE RUNS OF THE JOB). GTR 
C***THE CREATED FILE HAS ALL DA'fA-VARIABLES OF A GIVEN INSTANT AS A GTE. 
C***BECORD.I1'S COMPATIBLE WITH APL-LINPLOT(3LANKS EETWEEN VALDES), GTR 
92 
FILE: GTBAJ 1 FORTRAN Al PRINCETON UNIVERSITY lIME-SHARING SYSTEM 












ACCZ=SQUINT (TIME,TPROG,TACCZ, NTIME, 1) 
RETURN 
ENt 
SUBRO UTI NE IIMAM 
COM~ON/COM/C(2000) 
(C (30 2) , W Q) , (C (3 11) IT ET) , (C (3 1 5) , O'! E 'I) 
(C (321) , VX), (C (323) , VZ) 
(C(334), XE), (C (336) ,ZE) , (C (337) ,XED) , (C (339) ,ZED) 
(C(351),CEB11) 


























FQUIV ALE NeE 
EQUIVALENCE 
EQUIV ALENCE 
(C (310) , PSI) , (C (312) I PHI) I {C ( 3 14) # DP 51) , (C (316) , DP HI) G'1 
(C (301), WP), (C (303) liR) G~ 
(C (322) , V I) , (C (335) I Y.E) , {C (33 S) , Y ED) G'I 
(C (439) ,CSF), (C(440) ,SNF), (C(441) ,CST), (C (442) ,SN'i') 
(C (352) .I CEB12) , (C (354) ,CEB21) , (C (355) , C£822) 
(C (356) ,CE823), (C(358) y CEB32} 
(C (531) ,ACCX) I (C (532) , ACCY) I {C (533) , ACCZ} 
(C (271) ,USPEED), (C(272) I VSPEED), (C(273) ,WSPEED) 
(C (274) , OUSPED) , (C (275) ,tvs PED) , (C (276) , OW SP ED) 
(C (370) ,GRAY1) 
DPSI= (Wa*CSF+WQ*SNF) /CST 
DTET=WQ*CSF-iR*SNF 
DPHI=WP+DPSI*SNT 
































DW SPED=HiQ* USP EED-wP*VSP EEO+GRAV 1 *CS1 *CSF+ ACCZ *G EA Y 1 
HE'IURN 
END 
SHERO UlINE FINIS H 











EQUIVALE.NCE (C(203) ,TIME), (C (217) ,LINE), (C (218), NPIUNT) G'l 
EQUIVALENCE (C (219) ,NPLOT), (C{220) ,IEB} I (C (243) ,IF2) r (C(242) ,CRAD) G'I 
EQUIVALENCE (C (212) ,TIMPLT) G'.l 
G'I 
ENTRY FI N'r G" 
"' W R 1'1 E (IF 2 , 5 16) G'J 
516 FORI1AT (1H ,'TIME IS OYERt.,//I) Gl 
93 





IF (NPLO'I.LT.2) GOTO 518 GTR 
DO 121 I= 1, NPLOT GTE 
121 WRI'IE(10,531) (A3(I,J),J=1,16) GTR 
531 FORMAT (lH ,16 (PS.2,X» GtE 
ENDErLE 10 GTF 
WRITE (IF2,S17)NPLOT GTF 
517 FOEI1A'f(lH ,115) GTF 
518 CONTINUE GTR 
RETURN GTB 
ENt GTR 




DIMENSION RtME(7) ,VOR(7) GTb 
COMMON/ALBE~/XBETA,ZBETA#XALPHA,YALPHA GTB 
COMMCN/STNAV/XST(7) "YST(7) ,ZST(7) ,DlREQ(7) ,ISTDME,ISTVOR GTR 
1,R1{40} ,NOYES(40) ,SIGMA(l+O) GTF' 
EQUIVALENCE (C(336),ZE) GTR 
EQUlV ALENC E (C (203) , 'rIME) , (C (211) ,tIMPR) ., (C (212) ,T!.MPLT) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C (213) ,TIMTTY) , (C (214) ,tTPR) , (C (21S), tIPLT) G?R 
EQ 01 v ALE NC E (C (216) ., DZ~rY) , (C (217) , L I tiE) , (C (218) , N PRI N'l') G~~ F 
EQUIVALENCE (C(219) ,NPLOT), (C(242) ,CEAD), (C(243) ,IE2) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C (302),IIQ), (C{321), VX)" (C(323), VZ) f (C (334) ,XE) GTE 
EQUIVALENCE (C(343) ,HM), (C(311) ,TET) GTE 
fQUIV ALENeE (C (31 0) , PSI) , (C (312) , PHI) GTE. 
E QUI V ALE NC E (C {3 0 1} , Ii P) , (C (3 03) , Ii R) , (C (3 2 2) , v Y) , {C (33 S) , Y E ) G'1' F 
EQUIVALENCE (C(531) ,ACC!) ,(C (532) ,ACCY), (C (523), ACCZ) GTD 
EQUIVALENCE (C(271),USPEED),(C(272},V3PIEt), (C(273),WSPBED) GTF 
WPJ=CHAD*WP+NOYES (1) *SIGl'IA (1) *R1 (1) 
WQJ=CR AD*W Q+ NOYES (2) *SIG M A (2) *R 1 (2) 
WRJ=CRAD*iB+NOYES(3)*SIGMA(3)*R1 (3) 
PS IJ=CRAD*PSI+NOYES (4) *5IG£1A (4) * R 1 (4) 
THETJ=CRAD*:rET+NOYES (5)*SIGMA(5) *R1 (5) 
PHIJ=CRAD*fHI+NOYES(6)*siGMA(6) *R1(6) 




BETAJ=CRAD*BETA+NOYES(8) *SIGMA(B) *B 1 (8) 
WQR=W SP EED- \liQ* IALPHA+WP* YALPEA 
ALP H A=ATAN2 (WQR,U SPD) 
lL PHAJ=CRAU* ALPHA +NO YES (9) *SlGMA (9) * B 1 (9) 
HM=-ZE+NOYES (10) *SIGMA {10} *R 1 (10) 
DO 301 I=1,ISTD~E 
301 RDME (I) = SQR'I ( (XE- 1ST (I) ) * *2+ (IE-YST (I) ) **2 + (Z E-Z ST (I) ) **2} + 
1NOYES{10+:) *SIGMA(10+I)*R1 (10+I) 































FILE: GTBAJ 1 peRTBIN Ai PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYS~EM 
RUNITY=SIN (EEQ) 
VCOS=ABS ( (X VCR"'R UNI'!X+YVO R-RUNI'lYj /SQR'J' (X VOR~*2+ YVOR**2) } 
RVOR1=ARCOS(VCOS) 
RVO R=C HA t*RVCR 1 +NOYES (10+! S'lDM E+1) *5 IGM A ( 10 +lS'l'D ~lH I) * 
181 (10+ISTDME+I) 











ACCZ=ACCZ+NOYES(l O+ISTDME+ISTVOR+3) *SIGMA (10+ISTDME+IS TWOR.3)* 
lR1(10+ISTD~E+ISTVOR+3) 
C***NOW, IF TRIGGERED-CONTAMINATION BY NOISE;IF ~OT-BYPASSED. 
C 
C***OUTPUT OPTIONS: 
c*** 1. SHORT (TEIH'l!NAL) PRINTOU'I; 
c*** 2.LCNG PRINTOUT OF FIRST BUNCH,SECOND OB BO~H; 
c*** 3.CREATION CF lSEC-INTERVAL-FILE OF EA'!A (SAME AS FLIGHt PILE)-
c*** -'IO BE PRINTED,PLOTTED OR FURTHER PROCESS!t. 
C 









































GT WRITE (IF2,S08) 









lYE PSIJ THETJ BETAJ')GT 













A3 (NPLOT,3) =i QJ 
A3 (NPLOT, 4) = wRJ 
A3 (NPLOT,5) =ACCX 
A3(NPLOT,6)=ACCY 































13 (NPLOT, 14)=BDME (1) 
A3(NPIO~,15)=ALPHAJ 
A3 (NPLOT,16)=BETAJ 
TI MPLI='!I MPLT+D'r PLT 
241 IF (TIME.LE.TIMTTY)GOTO 240 
IF(TIME.IT. (1.5*D~TTY)JPRINl 510 
510 FORMAT(lHl,' TIME VAIR GAMVJ 
1 HM' ) 
PRIN~ 513,lIME,VAIR,GAMVJ,GAMHJ,X!,YE,HM 






SA'l'F=SIGN (AMINl (ABS(ll1) , XM11) ,Xl1} 
RE'rURN 
END 
SUBRO UTI NE Be'l' AT 
COMMCN/COM/C (2000) 
GlIMHJ 
EQUIVALENCE (C(311),l'ET), (C(351),CEE11},(C(353},CEE13) 
EQUI'ILENeE (C (357) ,CEB31) , (C (359) ,CEBJJ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C~41),CST), (C{442),SNT) 
XE 
E QUI V ALE N C E (C (3 1 0) , PS I) , (e (3 1 2) , PHI) , {C ( .3 5 2) , C E E 12) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(354) ,CEB21), (C(355) ,CEB22} I (C(356),CEB23) 
EQOIVALENCE (e{3S8) ,CEB32), (C (443) ,CSF), (C (444), SNP) 
iQUIVALENCE (C (439),CSF), (C(440) ,SHF) 






CE E 11=CST*CSP 
CEB13=-SNT 
CEEJ 1= +SNT*CSF*CSP+SNF*SNP 
CEB33=C5!*CSF 
CEB12=CST*SNP 











































































1 XO, YO ,ZO) 






DIMENSION IPL(100) ,IPD(100) 
CO~M(;N/CGM/C (2 000) 
COMMON/RK/ARK(4),BRK(4),CRK(4),QRK(100) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(201) ,N) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (205) ,H), (C (241) ,J) 
DO 100 1= 1, N 
IL=C (I) 
ID=C ( 100+1) 
Xl=C(ID)*B 
X2= (X l-BBK (J) *QRK (I)) *ARK (J) 





DIMENSION !AEX(NTIB) ,TABY(NTAE} 








BE 'I URN 






5 F lIC'IOR= (X-TABX (N»/ {TABX {N+ 1} -TABX (N» 
SOUINT=(TABY{N+l)-TABY(N» *FAC'IOR+'IABY{N) 
BE 'lORN 
























































1000 FORMAT(lH ,10('$'),'SQUINT UNI:ERFLOW - INPU? =',E15.B,' LESS'i:HAG'l' 
IN FIRS'! A.EG. TABLE EN'IRY ( • ,E1S. 8 ,. ) • ) G':' 
10 PEINT 20CC,X,rABX{NTAB) G~ 
Y= SQR T (- 1. ) GT 
97 
FILE: GTBAJ1 FCE1RAN A1 PRINCE!ON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM 
STep 
2000 FORMAT(1H ,10('$'), 'SQUIN~ 
1 THAN LAST IRG. TABLE 
END 
OVERFLOW -INPUl :' .£15.8 y' 







OPTIMAL FLIGHT PATH RECONSTRUCTION (B.3) 
FILE: OPTFILT FORTRAN ~ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARING 
c* 
C*OPTIMAL FILTERING PROGRA~ 
c* 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-$j 
REAL*4 PREDCT (6) 
DIMENSION SUM(6),H112(11,6),Rl11(6,6) 
COMMON/DATO/S2LIAC v S2XYZR, TI MS-OP, xOO (11) , S2WIND, S2iNDZ ,S2liNDY 
l,S2V,S2ALP,S2BET,S2H,S2D~E,S2VOR,S2BDHE,S2ZR,PERCNT,OMEGA,AGLOBE 
4,OUTL1,OUTL2,S2QA,S2QB . 
2,EPS2,TLAl!O,S~EilO,XST,YST,ZST,OIREQ,~DME(20) ,NDME1 (20) ,NOriE2 (20) 
3, KDl1 E2 (20) ,NXl?, NRATE, NSTEP, ID.GT, ISTDl!E, IS-TVOR~SO-P 
LOGICAL GO,SOF 
NAHELIST/INP/FILE 












-2, EPS2, ISTDl!E, ISTVOR, XST-, YST, ZS-T ,DIREQ, KDME, NDtiEl, NDHE2 ,S2WIND 
3,TLAMO,Sl!EWO,S2WNDZ,S2BDME,S2ZR,S2WNDY,KDHE2 
DIMENSION P(11,11),PO-(11,11),HB(6,11),XO(1-1),XOUT(11) 
l~RES (6) ,RR(G,G) ,HBT(11,.G) ,PHT(11,6) ,HPHT(6,6) , HPH.TR (6,6) 
2, HPHTRI .(6,6) , WKAREA (l1-o.) , CKALl!. (11,6) ,DELX (11,1).- ,R-ES1 (6,1) 
3, XPL US (11 ) ,AIDER (11, 11.)., CH ( 11 ,--11) , U NMKH ( 11, 11) , PPL US' (11, 11) 
4, CKALl!T (6,11) , UNftKHT (11,11) , STABK 1 (-11, 11) ,STABK2 (11,11) 
S,STABK3 (6, 11) ,STABK4 (ll, 11) 
·DIMENSION XST (1-) , YST (7) ,ZST (7) ,DIREQ (1) 
1-,x'ST7 (7) , YST7 (7) , ZST7 (7) ,DIREQ.1 (7) 
DEFINE FILE 12(60,2112,L,KSTEPA) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 1002 







PORHAT(lH ,'TYPE &DAT DATA= &END') 
READ (INF1 ,DAT) 
IF (SOP) GOTO 92 
PRINT 1003 







DO 331 I=1,6 




























































~ILE: OPTFILT FORTRAN A 
CRAD=180.0DO/PI 
. DO 11 I=l,NIP 
17 10 (.1) =XOO (I) 
KSTEP=O 
KSTEP1=0 
DO 101 1= 1 , NIP 
DO 102 J=l,NXP 




DO 109 I=l,NXP 
109 AIDEN(I,I)=1.0DO 
DO 104 1=1,6 








RK (6,6) =S2Dl!E 
C*** 
DO 461 1=1,1 
XST} (I) =XST (I) 
·YST1 (1:l=YST (1:) 





















DO 817 1=1,NXP7 
































































PILE: OPTFILT FORTRAN A 
807 CONTINUE 
C* 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SH1RIN{ 
IF(KDME2(IDME2) .GT.KSTEP) GOTO 827 . 
DO 8 28 1= i , iiX P 7 







827 CONTINUE ( 
c* . ( 
C*CALLING THE PROPAGATION-BETWEEN-MEASUREMENTS SUBROUTINE ( 
C*** ( 
CALL PROP27(TIMS7,PERCNT,OMEGA,AGLOBE,EPS2,S2WNDY,TLAMO ( 
1,SMEWO,S2WIND,S2WNDZ,XO,PO,XST7,YST7,ZST7rDIREQ7~S2ZR,S2BDME ( 
3,OUTL1,OUTL2,S2QA,S2QB ( 
2 r S2LI7,S2XYZR,XOUT,P,HB,RES,IFLAG,NRAT7,NXP7,ISTDM1,ISTV07,KSTEP) ( 
·00 201 1=1,6 C 
·00 202 J=l,NXP C 
202HBT (J, I) =HB (I,J) C 
201 CONTINUE ( 
CALL V~ULFF(P,HBT,NXP,NXP,6,RIP,RXP,PHT,NXP,IEB1) C 
CALL VMULFF(HB,PHT,6,NI.P,6,6,NIP,HPHT,6,IER2) .: C 
DO 211 1= 1,6 ... ~ C 
DO 212 J=1,6 C 
212 ·HPHTR(I,J)=HPHT(I,J)+RK{I,J) C 
211 CONTINUE C 
C*** .. C 
DO 341 1=1,6 C 
341 SUM (I}=SUM (I) +HPHTR(I,I) C 
C*** C 
CALL LIRV1F(HPHTR,6,6,HPHTRI,IDGT,WKAREA,IER3) C 
CALL VMULFP (PHT, HPHTRL,.RIP, 6, 6.,.NXP, 6,CKALM,NXP, I.ER4). (J 
DO 221 1=1,6 ....... ... C 
221 .RESl (I, l)=RES (I) C 
·CALL VMULPF{CKALM,RES1,NXP,6,1,NXP,6,DELX,NIP,~ER5) C 
DO 231 I=l,NXP (] 
231 ·IPLUS (I) =IOUT (I)+DELX (I, 1) a 
CALL VMULFF(CKALM,HB,NXP,6,NXP,NXP,6,CH,NXP,IER6) C 
DO 241 I=l,NXP a 
DO 242 J=l,NXP a 
242 UNMKH (I, Jl.=AIDEN (I ,J) -CH (I, J) a 
241 CONTINUE a 
C-OLDCALL VMULPF(UNMKH,P,NXP,NXP,NXP,NXP,NXP,PPLUS,NXP,IER7) a 
DO 281 I=1,NXP a 
DO 281 J=l,NXP a 
281 UNMKHT(J,I)=UNMKH(I,~ 0 
DO 283 ·1=l,NXP 0 
. ··00 283 J=1,6 0 
283·CKALMT (.J., I) =CKALM (I·, J) 0 
.. CALL VMULFF(P,UNMKHT,NXP,NIP,NXP,NXP,NXP,STABKl r HXP,IER7) 0 
CALL VMULFF(UN~KH,STABK1,NXP,NXP,BIP,Nxp,Nrp,STABK2,NXP,IER8) 0 
·CALL VMULFF(RK,CKALMT,6,6,NXP,~,6,STABK3,6,IER9). 0 
101 
FILE: OFTFILT FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIMZ-SHARING 
CALL VMULFF(CKALM,STABK3,NXP,6,NXP,NXP,6,STABK4,NXP,IER10) OP 
DO 282 I=l,NXP OP 
DO 282 J=l,NXP OP 
282 PPLUS(I,J)=STABK2(I,J)+STABK4(I,J) OP 
c*** OP 
c*** OP 
IF(KSTEP1.LT.5) GOTO 253 OF 
KSTEP1=O OP 
DO 251 I=l,NXP OF 
DO 252 J=l,NXP OP 
IP(I.LE.J)GOTO 252 OP 
PPLUS(I,J)=.5DO*(PPLUS(I,J)+PPLUS(J,I») OP 
PPLUS(J,I)=PPLUS(I,J).. OP 
252 CONTINUE OP 
251 CONTINUE OP 
·253 CONTINUE OP 
C****** OP 
DO 741 I=l,NXP OP 
741XO(I)=XPLUS{I) OP 
DO 742 I=l,NXP OP 
DO 742 J=l,NXP OP 




WRITE (12' KSTEPA) (XPLUS (I) ,1=1 ,.NIP) OF 
1, (XOUT (I) ,I=l,NXP)., «PPLUS (I,J),I:::::1,NXP) ,J=l,NXP). OF 
2, «(P(I,J) ,I=l,NXP),J::;l,NXP) OF 
C*** OF 
IF(KSTEP.EQ.NSTEP}GOT.O 311 OP 
C*** OF 
GOTO 301 OF 
C*** OP 
·311 CONTINUE OP 
C*** OP 
IP(NSTEP~GT~60}GOTO 1 OP 
DO 342 1=1,6 OP 
342 PREDCT (I) =DSQRT (SUM (I) /59) OP 
PREDCT(2)=57.3*PREDCT{2) OP 
PREDCT(3).:57.3*PREDCT(3) OP 
PRINT 343. (PREDCT(I),I=1,6) OP 
343 PORMAT(' • ,F12.0,2F12.1,JF12.0) OP 
c*** OP 
GO TO 1 OP 
92 CONTINUE OP 
STOP OP 
·END OP 
BLOCK DATA OP 
·I8PLICIT-REAL*8(A-H,0-$) OP 
COMltON/DATO/S2LIAC,S2XYZR,TIMSOP,IOO(11) ,S2WIND,S2WNDZ,S2WNDY Ol? 
1,S2V,S2ALP,S2BET,S2H,S2DME,S2VOR,S2BDME,S2ZR,PRBC.T,0MEGA,AGLOBE OP 
4,OUTL1,OITTL2,S2QA,S2QB ... OP 
2, EPS2, TLAMO, SMEWO, IST, YST, ZST, DIREQ, KOME (20) , NOME1 (20) , NDME2 (20) OP 
3,KDl!E2(20),NXP,NRATE,NSTEP,IOGT,ISTDME,ISTVOR,SOF OF 
DIMENSIONXST(7) ,IST(7),ZST(7) ,DIREQ(7} OP 
102 
FILE: OPTFILT FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING 
LOGICAL SOP «] 




4,NSTEP/60/,IDGT/3/,S2XYZR/25.0DO/,S2ZR/.l0DO/ - c 
6,ISTDME/2/,ISTVOR/2/,S2BDME/.000025DO/,S2iNDY/-.10DO/ C 
7,XST/.703DO,.6985DO,5*.706DO/ c 
8, YST/-1. 297DO, -1. 2985DO., 5*-1. 294DO/ C 





DATA PERCNT/.000001DOI C 
. 1 ,KDME2/1, 19*2600/ c 
. 2,OUTL1/20000.0DO/,OUTL2/20000.0DO/,S2QA/.81DO/,S2QB/.81DO/ C 
END C 
103 
PILE: OPTPROPG FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARING 
C* Of 
C***STATE AND COVARIANCE ~ATRIX PROPAGATION BETWEEN MEASijREMENTS. OI 
m C* 




IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-$) OI 
EQUIVALENCE (IC(202),NRATE1), (C(311),TIMSF) 01 
DIM ENS I O·N PO (11 , 11) , 10 ( 11) , PO 1 (11, 11) , P 1 ( 11 , 1.1) , B B 1 (8, 11) , IO 1 ( 11 ) OI 
EQUIVALENCE (C(467),S2LI1), (C(373) TS2XYZ) 01 
E QUI VA lEN CE (I C (25 1), NI P 1) , (C (55 1) , 10 1 ( 1) ) , (C( 5 9 3) , POl ( 1 , 1» OI 
EQUIVALENCE (C (993)., HB 1 (1,1) ) , (C (793), P 1 (1,1» OI 
DIMENSION HB(6,11) ,lOUT ell) ,P(11,11) ,nES(6) ,Z(11),ZCAL(8) 01 
EQUIVALENCE (C (469) , IE) , (C (4 71),IE), (C (473) , ZE) .. .. Ot 
EQUIVALENCE (C(l~81) ,USPEED), (C(483) ,VSPEED), (C.(485) ,WSPEi:D) 01 
EQUIVALENCE (C (571) ,Z (1) )., (C (1235) , ZCAl (1» at 
DIMENSION IST(7),YST(7) ,ZS~(7)rDIREQ(7),IST1(1),rST1(7),ZST1(7) 01 
.1,DIREQ1(7) Ot 
·EQUIVALENCE (C (1257) ,XSTl (1» , (C (1271) ,rSTl (1» . 01 
... EQUIVALENCE .(C (1299) ,DIREQl (1)-), (C (1285) ,ZSTl (1» . Ot 
EQUIVALENCE (IC (252) ,ISTDl'Il) , (IC (253) , rSTV01) . Of 
EQUIVALENCE (IC.(259) ,KSTEP1) OE 
EQUIVALENCE (C(505),0~EGA), (C(S07),AGlOBE), (C(509),EPS2) OE 
EQUIVALENCE .(C(511),TLAHO), (C(S13~,SHEWO) 01 






























.- EQUIVALENCE (C (482) , WX) " (C (484) • WY) , (C (486) , liZ) 




-. EQUIVALENCE (C(312),PERCNT), (C'381),S2ZR),(C(382),S2BD~E) 
.1, (C (494) , BDME 1) , (C .(498) ,.BDHE2)..,.. (C.(4 74) , S2liHDI) 
C*** 
2, (IC (26.1) ,IFLAG) , (C (502).,OUTt 1)., (C (504) ,OUTL2) . 


























DO 61 I=1,NXP1 
61 101 (I) =XO (I) . 
DO 62 1=1 ,NIP 1 
DO 62 J=l,NIPl 
PO 1 (I, J) =PO (17 J) 
62 CONTINUE 
DO 64 I=1,7 
ISTl (I) =XST (1) 
YST1 (I)=YST (I) 








DO 101 I=1,IfXP1 
DO ·102 J=1,NXP1 
IF(I.LT.J)GOTO 101 








lOUT (7) =WX· 
lOOT (8) =WY 
lOUT (9)=ilZ 
XOUT(10)=BDliEl 
lOOT ( 11 ).=BDME2 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIM2-SHARINI 
C***K-TH VECTORZ TRANSFERRED FROM INlT AND VECTOR.ZCAL--FROH OUTPT 
DO 111 1=1,6 
C* 





DO 52 1= 1 .. HIPl 
DO 52 J=1.MIP1 
52 P(I,J)=Pl(I,J) 
·00 63 I=·:1 .. 6· 

















EQUIVALENCE (C (305) ,TIltE) , (IC (207) , NSTEP) 
EQUIVALE.NCE (IC (241) '7 J 1).~ (C (311) ,-TIMSF) 
.. 2q2 CONTINUE 
c 
C 






















IMPLICI~ REALl!r8 (A=H,~$). 
REAL*4Z1 (11) ,Xll (6). 




EQUIVALENCE (IC (251) , NXP 1) , (C (467) ,52111) , (C (373) , S2IYZ) 
cmtM'ON/PQ/FB (11,11) , QB (11,11 ) .. -
EQUIVALENCE (C (993) ,HBl (.1,1» ,. (C (571) , Z (1» 
DIMENSI.ON ·HB 1 (8,11), XA (6) ,Z (1 t). 
E,QUIVALE.NCE (IC (259) ,KSTE1?l) 
EQUIVALENCE (IC(201),N) 
... EQUIVALENCE (IC (202) ,NRATE1), (C (305) ,TIME) , (C (30-7) ,TIMED) 
-EQUIVALENCE (C (303) ,DT) , (IC (20.7) , NSTEP) 
~QUIVALENCE (C(309),CRAD),(C(301}~GRAV1) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(493),ACCn,(C(495) ,ACCY), (C(497),ACCZ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (313) , liP) , (C (315) , ilQ) ,. (C (317), WR) 






























































E Q [J I V ALE II C E (C (35 1) , C ED 11) , (C (3 53) , C E B 1 2) , (C (355) , C E B 1 3) 
EQUIVALENCE{C (357) ~CEB21) I (C (359) ,CEB22), (C (361) ,CEB23) 
EQUIVALENCE (C{363),CEB31), (C(365),CEBJ2) ,(C(J67) ,CEB33) 
EQUIVALENCE (IC (1 j , IFt (1) ) , (IC (101) , IPD (1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(468) ,52WIND), (C(470) ,52iNOZ) 
1, (C(3S1) ,52ZR), (C{382) ,5280ME), (C(4.74) ,S2iNOY) 
2, (IC(261},IFLAG), (C(502) ,OUTL1),(C(504),OUTL2) 





- - ARK(4)=1.0DO/6.0DO 





·CRK (2) =ARK (2) 
·caK (3) =ARK (3) 
--. CRK (4) =ARK (1) 
DO-229-1=1,100 
229 QRK(1)=O .• ODO 
PI=4.0DO*DATAN(1.0DO) 
CRAD=180.0DO/P1 
1PL (1) =305 










DO 306 I=l,NIPl 
DO 307 J=l,NIPl 
307 FB(1,J)=O.QDO 
306 CONTINUE-
DO 308 I=1,8 






DO 311 I=l,NXPl 




















DO 314. I= 1,2 
314 QB(I,I}=S2XYZ 
QB(3,3)=S2ZR 
QB (7,7) =S2WIND 
QB (8,8) =S2WNDY 
QB(9,9)=S2WNDZ 
QB(10,10)=S2BD~E 
- . QB (11,11) =S2BD}lE 
C*** 
'. C***READ IN S~pOTHED VECTOR X OF MODEL· A AND VECTOR Z AT K-TH TIME 
'C***POINT.Z COSTITUTES.OF· IHPUT(ACCELMEASUREMERTS) AND MEASUREMENT 
'. C***i1:ATRICES .. FIRST NEEDED IN DINAH ANDSECOND--IN MAINe 
·C 
IF(KSTEP1.EQ.2)GOTO 319 
READ (10) (IAl (I) ,1=-1,6) 
319 CONTINUE 
READ (9) (Z 1 (I) ,I= 1,11) 
Z (5) =Zl (-5) /CRAD 




Z (7) =Zl (7) 
Z·(8) =Z 1 (8) 
Z (9) =Zl (9) 
C*** 
.. . . liP=!A 1 (1) 
C* 
VQ=!! 1 (2) 
WR=IA 1(3) 
PHI=XA 1 (4). 
TET=XA 1 (·5)· 
PSI=X! 1 (6) 
CALL ROTAT 
ACCX=Z 1- (.1) 
ACCY=Zl (2) 
ACCZ=Z 1 (3) 
.~C* IFLAG=5 FOR FIRST STEP 
IF (IFLAG. NE. 5) GOTO-a37 














































































IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, 0.,..$) 
DIMENSION IPL(100),.IPD{lnO) 
. - . COMMONICOMIC (2000) ... ... . 
-- COMl!ON/INCOlf/IC (500) . 
C*** 
DIMENSION X01 (11) ,POl (11, 11) ,Fl (11,11) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(337) ,CS1").,.(C(339) ,SN1"), (C(341) ,.CST), (C(343) ,SNT) 
1, (C (505) ,01!EGA) , (C (507) ,AGLOBE) , (C (509) ,.EP.S2). .. 
2,. (C (511)., TLAMO) 
3, (C (351).,CEB11), (C (352) ,CEB12) , (C (353) ,CEB13) .. 
4, (C (354) , CRB21) II (C (355) ,CEB22) , (C (356) , C-EB23). 
5,(C(357),CEB31),(C(358),CEB32),(C(359),CEB33) -
6, (C (494) ,BDME1), (C (498} ,-BDM.E2), (C (312) ,PERCNT) ,. (C (311) ,TIKS"F) 
7 , (C (3 13) , il?) , (C (3 15). .. if Q ) .. , (C (3 1.7) ,. W. R) . 
COKMON/PO/FB (11,. 11) ,QB (11,. 11) 
DIlIENSION .B60.(1.1,. 11). .. FKD·T (11,11) ,SUlfE (11,11) , S{JMEl (11,11) 
1,TMAT(11,11),'llfATT(11,11),PTMATT(11,11),~KPTM'l(11,11) 
EQUIVALENCE .(IC (251)-" NXP1} , (C (551) , XOl (1) ), (C (593) , PO 1 (1,1) ) 




EQUIVALE·NCE (C (303)., DT) .... - ... 
EQUIVALENCE (C (327) ,'lET) ,(C (325).,.PSIl, (C- (329) , PHI) ( 
EQUIVALENCE (C (469) , IE) ,.(C (471.) .. TE) ,.(C (4.73), ZE) . ( 
. EQUIVALENCE (C(481),USPEED),(C(485),ifSPEED),(C(483),VSPEED) ( 
. EQUIVALENCE (IC (l),IPL(l})., (IC(101) ,IPD(l» .. ( 
.EQUIVALENCE (C (482) ,11%) , (C (484.),.iY), (C(4.86), WZ) .. ( 
.N=N+l 
.- .- 1FL (If) =469 
.. IPD (N) =475 
I=N+1 
1FL(N)=471 





·IPt (If) =481 
IPD (N)=487 
li=N+ 1 . 
· IPL (N) =483 
· IPD (N) =489 
N=N+1 



























. IPt (N) =484 
IPD(N)=490 
N=N+1 
.. 1Pt (N) =486· 
IPD(N)=492 
c* 
" .. - .. N=N+1 
.. IPt (If) =494 
IPD (If) =.496 
N=N.1 
IPl(N)=498 




·-ZE=IO 1 (3) 
C 
USPEED=XOl (lJ) 
. VSPEED=XO 1 (5) 




WZ=XOl (9) . 
c* . , 
'- .. BDriEl=I·Ol (10) 
BDftE2=X0.1 (11) 
c*** 
DO 201 I=l,NIPl 
201 P·l(I,1)=P01(I,1) 
DO 202 ];;:::2,NXPl 
202 Pl(I,2)=P01(I,2) 
-DO 203 ·1=3, HIP 1 . 
203 Pl(I,3)=POl (1,3) 
DO 204· 1=4., HIP1 
204 Pl(1,4)=P01(1,4) 
.. DO 2051=5, NIPl 
205 Pl(1,s)=POl (l~s) 
·00·206 1=6, NIPl 
206·Pl{I,6)=P01{I,6) 
DO 201 I=7,HIPl . 
207 Pt(I,1)=P01{1,1) 
DO 208 .1;:8, IIXP1 
208· Pl(I,8}=P01(r,8) 
... ·DO 209 1=9, HXPl 
208 Pl(I,9)=P01(I,9) 
... DO 210 I=10~NIPl 
A 

































































FILE: OPTPROPG FORTRAN A PRINCETON uNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARI~( 
"",.... 41'\1 T_1 uvn1 UV IV I J,.- I, {lAC I 



















I CJ41=Cll2*EPS2*SI~2T ! 
C56=OHBGA*(CEB11*COST-CEB1J*SINT) 











C48=2* (+iR*CEB22-WQ*CEBJ2).-C413 _ .. 
C49=2* (+iR*CEB23-WQ*CEB33) .. -0lIEGA*CEB12*COST 












































































C4 111= (C.1111*COS2T+. SDO*EPS2*SIN2T*SIN2T) *OMEGA*OlSEGA 
C4112= (C11l1*SIN2T- .: EPS2*SIN2T*COST*COST) *OMEGA*OMEGA 
C41=(WSPEED*C412-VSPEED*C4ll)/AGLOBE 
1 .. CEB11*C4111+CEB 13*C4.112+COST 1.* (iX*CEB 12-WY*CEB 11) +SINT1* ( 
2· WY*CER13+WZ*CEB12) . , 
CS1= (tJSPEED*C411~WSPEED*C4 13) /AGLOBE 
1-CEB21*C4111+CEB23*C4-1.12.+COST1.*(WX*CEB22-WY*CEB21) +SINT1 * ( 
2 WY*CEB23+ WZ*CEB22) .- -.. '. 
C61=(VSPEED*C413~tJSPEED*C412)/AGLOBE 







FB (2, 1)=C21 
FB(3,l}=C31 
PB{4,1)=C41 
FB(5 .. 1)=CSl 






·FB (5,3) =CS3 
FB (6, 3) =C63 
FB (1 ,4) =CEB11+C 14 
FB (2, 4,) =CEB 12+C24 -
·1'B (3,4) =+CEB13+C34 
PB(1,5)=CEB21+C1S. 






























































PILE: OPTPROPG FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARIN( 







PB (3, 9) =1. ODO 
PB (2, 1)·:C27 
PB (3,1) =C31 































CALL CSTl!(FB,PERCBT,TIl!SP,Tl'!AT,B60,PKDT,SUf!E,SUME1,NXJ?1,NTERMS) { 
DO 600 I=1,NXP1. C 
DO 600J=1,NXPl ( 
Tl!ATT(J,I)=Tl!AT(I,J) ( 
DO 610· I=1,NXPl . , ( 
DO 610 J=l,NXPl . ( 
Tl!PTaT(I,~=Pl(I,J}+QB(I,J) ( 
CALI. VlHJLPF (T!!PTHT, TmlTT ., NXP 1, NXP1,NXP1, NXPl ,HXPl ,PTHATT, NXP1,I 1) ( 





COKMON/COft/C.(2000.) .... - .. 1 
COlUION/INcoa/IC (5{)Q.) . 


























COlUION/PO/FB (11,11) ,QB (.ll ,.11) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (.494) ,BDME1)., (C (496) ,DBD!!!l) 
1, (C (498)- ,BDBE2) , (C (500) ,.DBDlfE2). 
... EQUIVALENCE (C (793) ,Pl (1,1» .. - .. 
EQUIVALEHCE (C(401),DPll).(C(402),DP21) ,(C(403),DP31) 
.·EQUIVALE.NCE (C (404) ,DP4-1) , (C (405) .. .,D.P51) ,. (C(406)-, DP6.1) 
.. ·.EQUIVALENCE (C (401),DP71), (C(408J-"I'DP81), (C.(409) ,DP9.1) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(410) , DP22} , (C (411) ,DP32) ,.(C(412),DP42) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (413) , DP5.2) , (C (414),DP62), (C(415),DP72) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(416),DP82),(C(~17) ,DP92) 
EQUIVALE·NCE (C (418).,DP33.), (C (419.). , DP-43) , (C(420) ,DP53) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(421) ,DP63), (C(422) , DP73) ,.(C(423) ,.DP83) 
EQUIVALENCE (C{424),DP93) 
.. EQUIVALENCE (C (425) ,DJ?44) , (C (426) ,DJ?54) , (C (421),DP64) 
_. EQUIVALENCE (C(428),DP74), (C(429},DP84), (C(430),DP94) 
















EQUIVALENCE (C(~37),DP76) ,(C(438},DP86),(C(439),DP96) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (~40) , DP?7)., (C (441} , DP87) , (C (442) , DP97) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(443),DP88) ,(C(4~4) ~DP98),(C(445),DP99) 
EQUIVALENC! (C(319),WP~,(C(321),WQD),(C{323),WRD) 
01 It ENS ION D P It ( 11 , 1 1) , FP ( 11-, 11) , P 1 (11, 11) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(482) ,WX), (C(484) ,iY) , (C(486) ,iZ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (488) ,OWX) , (C (490) rDWY) f (C (492) f DWZ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(315) ,WQ) , (C(327) ,TET), (C(333) ,DTET) 
EQUIVALENCE .(C (499) , VX) , (C (503)-, VZ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (469) , IE) , (C (413). ,ZE) , (C (475) , XED) , (C (q 19) , ZED) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(351) ,CEB1.1) 
·EQUIVALENCE (C(35S),CEB13) ,(C(363),CEB31),(C(367),CEB33) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (325) ,PSI) , (C (329) , PHI) , (C (331) , DPSI) , (C (33S) , DPHI) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (313) ,iP), (C (317) ,iR) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(501) ,VY),(C(471) ,Y~,(C(477),YED) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(337),CSF), (C(339),SNF),(C(341),CST) ,(C(343) ,SNT) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (353) ,CEB 12) , (C (357) , CEB21) , (C (359), CEB22) . 
EQUIVALENCE .(C(361) ,CEBZ3}, (C (365) ,CEB32) .... ' 
EQUIVALENCE (C (493) ,ACCI) ,.(C (495) ,ACCY) ,(C (~91) ,ACCZ) 
·EQUIVALENCE (C (481) , USPEED) , (C(483) ,.VSPEED) • (C (485) • 'iSPEED) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (481) , DtJSPED) , (C(489) ,DVSPED) " (C (49.1)., DiSPED) 
EQUIVA·LENCE (C (301) ,GRAV1} 
. EQUIVALENCE (C (5.11) , TLA!fO) . 
EQUIVALENCE (C(505) ,O~EGA),(C(507),AGLOBE),(C{S09},EPS2) 
CALL DBTOI(USPBED,VSPEED,iSPEED,CEBll,CEB12,CEB13 
1, CEB21 , CEB 22, CEB23, CEB31, CEB32, CBB33,. VI,.. VT ,VZ) 
DO 101 I=l,NIPl 
DO 102 J= 1, NXP1 
IF(~.LT.J)GOTO 101 








ell11.:: 1. ODO -ZE/A G:LO B E-_ SDO*E PS2*COS 2T 
C 112= l/C 111-1 _. . .. ... . 
··C141=C112* (ZE/AGLOBE+. S*EPS2*COS2T) 
·ell1= (CEB ll*USPEED+CEB21*VSPEED.+CEB31*WSPEED+WX) /AGLOBE 
e2l1= (CEB12*USPEED+CEB22*VSPEED+CEB32*llSPEEDHlY) /AGLOBE 
. C241=..,.C112*YE*TANT/AGLOBE 









































































C57=2* (-WR*CEB 11+WP*-CEBJ.l) +O~EGA*CEB22*SIHT 
C58=2*(-WR*CEB12+WP*CEB32)-C412 
C59=2*{-WR*CEB13+WP*CEB33)-OMEGA*CEB22*COST 










1 +C45.VSPEED~C64*WSI?EED. . 


















Il!PLICIT· RE·AL*8 (A-8,0-$) 
COlUtoIf/CO!/C (2000) . 
CO~l!ON/INCO~/IC.(500) 

















































DI~ENSION XST1(7),YST1(7),ZST1(7) ,DIREQt(7) ( 
EQUIVALENCE (C (1251)7XST.1 (1) } ,.(C.( 121.1) , YSTJ (1) ) , (C (1285) , ZST 1 (1» ( 
EQUIVALENCE (C (1299}.DIREQl (1») ,.(IC (252) ,ISTD(11), (IC (253) ,ISTV01) ( 
EQUIVALENCE (C(993},HB1(1,1» ( 
EQUIVALENCE (C(1235),ZCAL(1» ( 









EQUIVALENCE (C (315) , iQ) ,.(C (499) , VI) , (C (503) , VZ) f (C (469) 6 IE) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(327) ,TET) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(32S),PSI), (C(329) ,PHI) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (313) ,iP), (C (317) ,WR), (C (501) ,VY). (C(471), IE) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(493),ACCI) , (C(495},ACCY) , (C(491) ,ACCZ) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(481) ,USPEED), (C(483),VSPEED),(C{485),WSPEED) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(501),AGLOBE)r(C(509) ,EPS2) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(511),TtA!0),(C(513),SMEWO) 















COST=DCOS (TLAM) OP' 
SINT=DSI·N (TLAl!) OP' 
TANT=SINT/COST OP' 
.SlfE-W=SMEWO+YE/AGtOBE/COST OP' 
- .SIN2T=2~SINT*COST - OP' 
COS2T=COST*COST-SINT*SIN.T OP' 
C1111=1.0DO-.5DO*EPS2*COS2T-ZE/AGLOBE OP' 
·AC1111=AGLOBE*Cl111 - ..... - OF' 
COSS=DCOS (SMEll) .. OP' 
SIBS=DSIN (S!!EW) Ok" 
RX1=EPS2*SIB2T*COST*COSS-Cl111*SIlIT*COSS-Cl111*TANT*SINS*Y'E/AGLOSEO!?' 
RX2=EPS2*SIlf2T*COST*SINS.-Cl111*S:IHT*SINS+c:1111*TANT*COSS*YE/AGl.OBEOP· 
RX3=EPS2*SlN2T*SlNT+C 11\1.1 *COST. .' . .. OP' 
e. OJ?' 
··C***VECTORS X OF !lODEL A lHD Z (K-TH TI!lE POINT) OF !lODEL B (WITHOUT OJ?' 
·.C***·ACCEL) .TRANSFERRED FRO!! 111'1' . - ... - - OP' 
·C t;JlP' 
VAIR2=USPEED**2+VSPEED**2+iSPEED**2 . OP' 






.. DO 301 I=1,ISTDl!1 .. OP' 
ID!!E (I) =AC1111*COST*COSS-DCOS (XST-1 (I).) *DCOS CYST1 (I» * op' 
1·· (-ZST1 (I) +AGtOBE* (1. 0.DO-.5DO*EPs'2*DCOS (.2*XSTl (I»» OP' 
YDME (I}-AC111·1*COST*SIBS:-.DCOS (XST 1(1) ) *DSIN {YST 1 (I» * OP' 
1 (-ZST1(I) +AGLOBE*-(.1.0Do.-:_5DO*.EPS2*DCOS(2*XST1 (I»» OP' 
·-Z.D!!! (I.) =AC 1111*'S1:HT , .-DSIN(XSTl (In* - OP' 
.. 1 (-ZSTl (I) +AGLOBE* (1. ODO~. SDO*EPS2*DCOS (2*XST1 (I» » OP' 
C*.*IST·, YST ARE LATITUDE AND .LOHGITUDE-- ..... Opt 
...... 301 ·RDliE (I) =DSQRT (XDRlE (I)**2.f...YD!E (.:1:) **2+ZD!lE (I) **2) OP' 
C ... ;.. . ..... - OP' 
-C*301 RDlfE (I) =DSQRT ( (XE-XSTl (I) ) **2+ (YE-IST1 (I) ) **2+ (ZE-ZSTl (I) ) ** 2) OP' 
--C OP' 
'. ·DO 302I=1,ISTVOl OPt 
302VQR(I)=1. opr 
C*** OP' 
zeAL (1) =VAIR OP~ 
ZCAL(2)=ALPHA OP~ 
116 







zeAL (5) =RD5E (1) 
ZCAL (6) =RDliE.(2) 
ZCAL (1) =VOR (1) 
ZCAL(8)=VOR(2) 
HBl (5, 1) = (RX1*XDME (1) +RX2*YDME (1) +RX3*ZDME (1}) IRDME (1) 
HB1(6,1)=(RX1*XDME(2)+RX2*YDME(2)+RX3*ZDME(2)}/RDME(2) 
HB 1 (5,2) :: (-c 1111*SINS*IDllE (1) +.Cl111 *COSS*YOME (1) ) /RD l!E (1) 





HBl (1,1) =- (YE-IST1 (1» I (R-DME (1) **2- (ZE-ZSTl (1) ) **2} 
HBl (8,1) =- (YE-YST1(2» I (RDME (2) **2- (ZE-ZSTl (2) ) **2) 





HBl (1,5) ::VSPEED/VAIB . 
HB1(3,5)=USPEED/(VAIR2-WSPEED**2} 
HB1(1,6)=WSPEED/VAIR 










Il!PLICIT REAL*8 (A-..H,O-$) 
CO!MON/COft/C(2000) 
EQUIVALENCE (C(327),TET), (C(351),CEB11), (C(355)rCEB13) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (363) ,CEB3.1)..,.(C (361) ,CEB33) .. '" 
EQUIVALENCE (C(341),CST},(C(343),SNT) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (325) ,PSI), (C (329).,PHI)., (C (353) ,CEB12) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (3S7),CEB21), (C (35.9) ,C.EB22), (C (361) ,CEB23). 
EQUIVALElfCE (C (365),C-EB32) , (C (345) ,CSP) ,.(C(341.) .,SlIP) 
·EQUIVALENCE (C (331) ,CSP), (C (33.9), SliP) 
SNT=DSIN (TET) 
CST=DCOS(TET) 

































































DI!!ENSION IPL (100)., IPD( 1.00) 
COHHON/COll/C(20nO) 
CO!!!!ON/RK/ARK(4).,BRK{4)~C~K{4),QRK.(100) 
COllMO N/INCOft/IC .(50 0) .. .... . .... 
EQUIVALENCE (IC(201),N) 
EQUIVALENCE (C (30.3) ,8) I' (IC (241) ,J) 
. EQUIVILE.NCE (IC (1) ,IPL (1.» , (IC(tO.1) ,.IPD (1) 





.. C (11.) =C (IL) +X2 
















































FILE: OPTS500T FORTRAN A PRINCETON uNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARING 
c* 
C*OPTIMAL SMOOTHING PROGRAM 
c* 
Il1PLICIT REAL*e (A-H,O-$) 




INTEGER FILE (2) 
NAMELIST/OK/GO 






DEFINE PILE 17{ 150,368,L,KSTEPG) 
DEFINE PILE 12( 150,2112,L , KSTEPA) 
DIMENSION XPK12(11).,XMK12.(11) ,PPK.12(ll, 11) ,PMK12(11, 11) 
DIMENSI~N XPK1(6),XftK1 (6),XPK(6) ,XMK(6) 




5,AKDELP.(6 ,6) ,ADPAT (6,6), PS (6,6.)-
6,PMK2(6,6) 
DIMENSION B60(6,6} ,FKDT(6,6) ,SUME.(6,6) ,SUMEl (6,6) 
1 CORTINUE 
PRINT .1,002 
1002 FOaMAT(lH ,'TYPE SINP'FILE= SEND') 
READ (5., liP) . 
INF-l=l"Il.E (1) 
INP2=l"ILB (2) . 
. -PRINT 2000,FILE 
2000 -PORMAT (.21 to) 
.. . ·PRINT t.004 
1004 ·PORMAT(lH ,'TYPE SDAT DATA= SEND') 
.. READ (IHFl ,DAT) 
IP(SOF)GOTO 92 
. PRINT 1003 
100-3 FORMAT (lB· ,. 11" EVEBYTHING O. K •.. TIPE saK GO=. TRUE. SEND') 
..... GO=.TRUE. 
. READ (5. OK) 
... ·IF (GO) GOTO 10 



































































FILE: OPTS~OOT FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY Tl~E-SHARING S 
c*** 
READ(10) (IAS(I,l) ,1=1,6) 
REA D ( 12 • KS TEPA) .( X P K 12 (I) , 1= 1 6 11) 
1, (XMK12 (I) .,1=1,11) , HPPK12 (I ,.J),I=l, 11) ,J=l, 11) 
2,«P~K12(I,J),I=1~11}~J;1,11) 
c* 
DO 431 I=l,NXP 
XPK 1 (I) =XPK12 (I) 
. 431 I~Kl (I) .::X~K12 (I) 
DO 432· I=l,NXP 
DO 432 J=l,NXP 
PPK1(I,J)=PPK12(I,J) 
432 P~Kl (I,J.) =P~K12 (I, J) 
c*** -_. 
.. -···00 581 I=l,NXP 
581 XS(I)=XPK1 (I) 
-. DO 582I=1,NIP 




109 151 (1)=X5(I) 
DO 110I=1,NXP 
DO 110 J=l,IIP 
110 PS1(I,J)=PS(I,J) 
IS1 (1) =IPK12 (1) 
ISl (8) =XPK12 (8) 
1St (9) =XPK12{9) 
DO 801 X=1.,9. 
DO 801· J=1,9 
801PS1(:I,J)=PPK12(I,J) 
DO·S02 1=1,6 
DO 802 J=1,.9 
802 PS1(I,J)=PPK12(I,J) 
c***· - - - .. 
. - ·-IS1 (10)=IPK12 (10)- . 
-XS1(11)=XPK12(11) .. 
WRITE (17' K5TEPG) (151 (1)-,1=1,11) 
1, ( (PS 1 (1-, J) ,X=1,9.) ,J=1 ,-9) 
c*** 
DO 591 X= 1, NXP 




_. 301 CONTXNIlE 
KSTEP=K5TEP-l 
1P(KSTEP.tT.t)GOTO 311 




READ(10) (lAS (I, 1) ,1=1,6) 
READ (12' KSTEPA) (IPK 12(1) ,1= 1,11) 

























































FILE: OPTS~OOT fORTRAN A 
2, (Pl!K12 (I"J) "I=l ~ 11) ,J=l" 11) 
C$ 
DO 441 I=l wNIP 
IPK (I) =IPK12 (l) 
441 X!K(I)=X!K12(I) 
· DO 442 1=1, NIP 
















- SNP=DSni (PSI) 
· ·CSP=DCOS (PS'l) 





· ·CEB22=SNP*SNT*SNP+CSF*CSP . 


















. ~ .. S:tNT=DSIN (TLA K) 
~ ..... TANT=SIHT/COST 
.. ,. SIli2T=2*S1NT*COST 
., COS2T=COST*COST-SINT*SINT 
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHAHINI 
., Cll11=1.0DO-ZE/AGLOBE- •. 5DO*EPS2*COS2T 
C* 
·c* 
· C 112 = l/C 1111 . . . .. 
121 
) 









































- .. C34=C341*CEB11 
















































































2 WY*CEB23+WZ*CEB22) . 
C6l= (VSPEEO*C413-USPEEO*C412)./AGLOBE. 
l-CEB31*C4111+CEB33*C4112+COST1~(WX*CEB32-WY*CEB31)+SINT1*( 




F K ( 1 , 1) =C 11 
PI{ (2, 1) =C21 
FK (3, 1)=C31 
PK ~4, 1) =C41 
PK (5, 1 )=C 51 
FK (6,1) =C61 
FK(2,2)=C22 
PK (1 ,3)=C13 
PK (2, 3)=C23 
PK(3,3)=C33 
.. . FK (4, 3)=C43 
·PIt (5,3) =C53 
PK(6,3)=C63 
· Pit (1, 4) =CBB 11 +C 14 
FK(2,4)=CBB12+C24 
PK(3,4)=+CEB13+C34 






· PIC (5,4) =-WR+C54 
· PK (6, 4) =WQ+C64 
PK(4,5)=WR+C45 
.. FK (6,5) =-WP+C65 
- PK(4,6)=·-WQ+C46 
. ". FK (5,6) =WP+C56 
.~ C*CALLIHG THE SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTATIOB OE' THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX ( 
,·c**-*· . . .. '.... -..... - .. 
~. CALL CSTM(PK,PERCHT,DT,THAT,B60,FKDT,SU!E,SUME1,NXP,HTERMS) 
DO 600 1=1, NIP ..... ' 
· DO 600 J=1 7 NIP 
600 T8ATT(J,I)=TMAT(I,J) 
C*** 
DO 701 I=l,NXP 
DO·701 J=1,NXP 
701 PftK2(I,J)=P~K1 (I,J) 
·c*** 
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DO 601 I=l,NXP 
DO 601 J=l,NXP 
601 AKT(J,1)=AK(I,J) 
DO 602 1=l,NXP 
602DELX(1,1)=XS(1)-XHK1(1) 
DO 603 1=l,NXP 
DO 603 J=l,NXP 
603 DEI.P (1,J) =PS (I, J) -PMK 1 (I,J) 
CALL V~ULFP(AK,DELX,NXP,NXP,1,RXP,NXP,DELIES,NXP,IER4) 




·00 605 I=l,NXP 





. DO 251- 1=l,IIP 
DO 252 .J=l,NIP 
1!'(I.LE .. J)GOTO 2.52 
PS{1,J)=o5DO*(PS(I,J)+PS(J,I» 





..... DO 111 1=l,NIP 
11-1 ISl (I) =IS (I) 
.. ·00 712 I=l,NXP 
DO 112. J=l,NIP 
712 PS1(I,J)=PS(I,J) 
KSTEPG=-KSTEP 
IS1 (7) =XPK12 (7) 
XSl (8) =-XPK12 (8) 
%Sl(9)-=XPK12 (9) 
DO 803· 1=1,9 
.... DO 803 J=l, 9 
803 PS1(I,J)=PPK12(I,J) 
.. :. DO 80q.· 1=1,6 
.. -DO 804 J=7.,9 
8~~PS1(I,J)=PPK12(I,J) 
151 (lO)=XPK12 (10) - ... 
ISl (11) =XPK 12 (11) I 
WRITE (17.' KSTEPG} (%Sl (I) ,I=l, 11) 
1,.«PS1 (1,J) ,1::1,9) ,J=.1,9) 
C***COpy K-AREAS INTO {K~l)-AREAS I.E. -INTO 'PREV10US' .. AREA, 
.. C***--GOING FROM END TO BEGINNING OF FILE. 
~.. DO 631 I=l,NXP 
DO 631 J=l,NXP 

























































PILE: OPTS~OOT FORTRAN A 


























FILE: OPTSaPR FORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARING 
C***THIS PROGRA~ CREATES A NON-DIRECT-ACCESS-DATA-FILE FOR XAS OR 




DIMENSION J(15} ,Z(ll) 
1 ,RDME(7) ,XD~E(1) ,YDME(7) ,ZDME(1) 
COMMON/DATO/SOF,J,NSTEP,N,NAMES?TLAMO,AGLOBE 
1 ,EPS2,S~EWO,ISTDME,XST(7) ,YS~(7) ,ZST(7) 
INTEGER FILE (2) 
DIMENSION NAMES (38) ,NAMESl (38) ,IS (11) ,PS (9,9) jlSUM (14) eSTDZ (10) 






DEFINE FILE 10(60,368,L,KSTEP11 
·1 ·CONTINUE 
.. PRINT 1002 
1002 PORMAT(lH ,ITYPE &IMP PILE: SEND') 




2000 FORMAT (2110) .. 
. . ·PRINT 1004· 
100ll FORMAT(lH ,ITYPE SDAT DA.TA= SEND') 
·READ (IN.F·l , DAT) 
IF (SOF) GOTO 92 
·PRINT 1003 
1003 FORlUT(lH· ,IIF EVERYTHING O.K •. TYPE SOK GO=.TRUE.SEND') 
GO=·. THU·E •. 
READ (5,OK) 
-IF (GO) GO TO 10 
~GOTO 1 
10-·CONTINUE 
C*·*~ - .. 
DO 331 I=l,ll1 
·SUHl (I) =0. 
331· SUM (I) =0. 
c*** 
DO 991 Jl=l,NSTEP 
KSTEP1=Jl 
·READ (10 I KSTEP1) (IS (I) ,I=l, 11) 
1, «PS (1:,J7),I=1,9)-.J7=1,9) 
C*** 
C*** 
COST=COS (TLAftO+XS (l)/AGLOBE) 
15,(2) =IS (2) ICOST 
DO 302 1:=1,9 
DO 302 ..18=1,9 
IF(PS(I,J8).LT.O.)PS(I,J8)=100. 



























































FILE: OPTSnPR FORTRAN A PRINCETON ITNIVEHSITY TIME-SHaHIN 




Ii R I T E (12" 9 0 3) J 1 , (X S (I) , I = 1 , 6) , (P S .( I , I) , I = 1 , 6) 
903 FORMAT(' ·I10,l2F10.3) 
.IiBITE(l2,90S)J1. (XS(I) ,1=7,9), CPS(I,I) ,1=7.9) 
905 FORl1AT(' ',110,6:'20.3). 
·92-3 CONTINUE 






- -YE=XS (2) *COST 





















Cl1tl=l.~. S*EPS2*COS (2*TLAH) 
AC1111=AGLOBE*Cl111 
. DO 30t-I:1 ,XSTDlIJE 
XDlIJE(I}=AC1111*COST*COSS~(-ZST(I)~AGLOBE*{1.~_S*EPS2*COS(2*XST(I»1 
1» *COS (1ST (I» *COS-CYST (-I» - -_.-.-
YDlIE(I)=AC1111*COST*SIBS-(-ZST(1)~AGLOBE*(1.-.5*EPS2*COS(2*XST(I»1 
1)) *COS (1ST (1» *SIN (YST (I» --. -- ---
-. ZDKE (I)=AC1111*SINT. - (-ZST (X) +AGLOBE* (1.-.S*EPS2*COS (2*XST (I» I 
.-l»*SIN(XST(I» -.. ---- -- I 
- BDl!E (I)=SQRT{XDl!E (I)**2+YDlfE (I) **2+ZDME (I) **2) , 
RDl!E (I)=SQRT «IE-1ST (I» **2+ (YE-YST (X) ) **2+ (ZE-ZST (I» **2) 
, -301 CONTINUE 
c*** -, 
- iRITE(15~912)Jl,Z(.).VAIR,Z(5),ALPHA,Z(6).BETA,Z(7),Hl! 
1,Z(8) ,RDl'iE(l),Z (9) .RDM.E(2) ,XS (7) ,IS(8), CPS (I,I-) ,I::;::1,6) 
C*****PRINT 911,Jl,Z(4),VAIR,Z(5),ALPHA,Z(6),BETA,Z(1),HM 
'-- C****t. , Z (8) , ROllE (1) , Z (9) , RDKE (2) ,IS (7}-,IS (8) 
, ,9 11 PO R l'i AT (14 , F 4. 0 , F 4. 0 , 4 F 4. 1 , 2 F 6 .0 , 4 Fa • 0 , 2 F 4. 0 l 
,912 FORl'1AT ('.,' ,IS,2F5 •. 0,4F4.1,2F6.0,4-F8.-0,2F4.0,4X,3F6.0 ,4X,3F5 .. 1) 
127 
PILE: OPT5~PR PORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI~E-SHARING 
c*** OF 
TE~P( 1)=Z( 4)-VAIR OF 
TE~P( 2)=Z( 5)-ALPHA Of 
TE~P( 3)=Z( 6)-BETA OF 
TE~P( 4)=Z( 7)~ff~ Of 
TE~P( ~=Z( 8)-RD~E(1) Of 
'l'EMP(10)=Z( 9)-RDr!E(2) Of 
TE~P( 5)=IS(7) Of 
. TEMP ( 6) =IS (8) Of 
TEMP( 7)=X5(10) or 
TElfP ( 8) =IS (11) Of 
DO 951 151=1,10 Of 
.5U~t (I51}=StJl'!1 (151) f-TEl!P(I51) Of 
951 ·StJlf (I51)=5UM (I51)+TE~P(I51)**2 or 
-GOTO 922 Of 
·921 CONTINUE or 
- WRITE(15,913)Jl,Z(4) ,VAIR,Z (5) ,ALPHA.,Z (6) ,BETA,Z(7) ,HM Of 
1 , Z (8) , IS (1} , Z (9) , x S (2) , x S (7) , 1.5. (8) . 0 f 
·913 PORl!AT(··~I5,2P5.0,4P4.1,2P6.0,4F8_0,2P4_0,4X,18X,4X,151) Of 
C**.**PRINT 911,J1,Z(4),VAIR,Z(5),ALPHA,Z(6) ,BETA,Z(7),HM. OE 
.-.C**-*.l ,Z(8.) ,IS(l) ,Z(9) ,15(2) ,X5(7),15(8) or 
9.22 CONTINUE DE 
c**** Of 
·C*****PRINT 996,Jl, (15(1),1=1,6) Of 
·996 FORMAT{' .. ',I1,6Pl0.3), Ot 
C*****PH~NT 997,Jl, (XS(I),1=7,9) or 
·997 FOR-lfAT (. • ,17, 3P20.3) (II 
·991 CON·TINUE. or 
. c*** Ot 
IP(NSTEP.GT.60)GOTO 953 OE 




952 STDZ(I)=SQRT{TEr!P2) Of 
.BIASe 9)=SUM1( 9)/60 Of 
.BIAS(10)=SU!1(10)/60 DE 
TEMP3=SU!·( 9)/59-(BIAS( 9)+BIAS(7»**2 Of 
TEf!P4=SUli (10) /59- (BIAS (10) +BIAS (8».**2 Of 
IP (TEMP3. LT. 0.) TEMP3=100. . . .. . . .. Of 
Il(TEltP4.I.T.0.)TElfP4=100.. Of 
5TDZ( 9)=SQRT(TEMP3) Of 
STDZ (10) =SQRT (TEf!P4) . Of 
WRITE (15,914) (PS (1,1) ,1=1,6) , (STDZ (11) ,11=1,.4) ,STDZ (9) ,STDZ (10) 01 
·914 PORMAT (0' ., P1 0.0, 2F 10. 1-, 3F1 O. O-y.4X y lt.o. 0, 2F-1 0.1 ,3F1 0.0) Of 
.-PRINT 915, (BIAS(I),I=1 r 4'-,BIAS(9.),B1A5(10)-, (STDZ(.Il) .. 11=1,4) Of 
. 1· ,5TDZ(~,STDZ(lG) Of 
915.FORf!AT(·· ',P6.0,2P'6.1,3F6..0,7X,.P'6.0,2F6.1,3P6 ... 0) Of 
·953~ ·CONTINUE- Of 
.. -- . ·ENDP'1I.E 12 Of 
. -ENDFILE 15 OF 
C*** .. ; OF 
'.. .,. PRINT 995, (PS (1,1) ,1=1,6) OF 
99S-·-F-OR.r!AT(' ·,6P10.3) OF 
C**- IS ·THERE ANOTHER RUN TO BE GENERATED? OP 
128 
FILE: OPTS~PR PORTRAN A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING 
GOTO 1 C 
92 CONTINUE C 
STOP C 
END C 
BtOCK DATA C 
COMMON/DATO/SOP,J,NSTEP,N,NA~ES,TLAMO,AGtOBE C 
1 ,EPS2,SMEWO,ISTDME,IST(7) ,YST(7),ZST(7) C 
DIMENSION J(1S),NAMES{38) ( 
LOGICAL SOP C 
DATA SOPI ~PAtSE. /,J/38,2,23,5,26,6,27,14,24,15,25,29,18,2*O/, C 
ANSTEP/60/, N/131 ( 
B",TLA!O/. 700/ ,AGLOBE/20940000./ C 
C,ISTDME/2/,XST/.703,.6985,5*.706/,YST/-l.297,~1.2985,5*-1.294/ C 
0, ZST/1*O./ ,EPS2/. 0067/, SMEWO/-l. 300/ C 
1 ,NAMES/' OMEl', 'CLDE',' Q I, I NZ ',' WHOA' ,. PEDR' .' BETA' " P C 
2,' B', t NY t I'" HX ',' ALPA', 'OME2', 'BAOT', 'LEDP', 'TRDE','THET' C 
3,'" V .·,'PSI ','PHI ',·.TRDR'.'TROA~,"·PODE·,~.PODT','PODF','PODA' ( 





COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR PREPROCESSING 
AND POST-FLIGHT DATA REDUCTION 
post-flight data handling begins using the HP 1000 
digital computer located at Princeton University's Gas 
Dynamics Laboratory. The raw data is transferred to a 
9-track, 1600 BPI magnetic tape that can be processed 
on either the IBM 4341 or the IBM 3033 computer. The 
following block-diagram summarizes the described procedure~ 
SPIFR flight records on 
DCIOOA digital data cartridges 
~ 
Transfer from cartridqes to 
9-track 1600 BPI magnetic tape 
(HP 1000 digital computer) 
J 
• f I Data reduction & analysis II l(Data reduction & analysis 
(IBM 4341 digital computer) (IBM 3033 digital comput~~ __ ) 
Figure C-l. Data Reduction Procedure. 
The FORTRAN program CAT9 controls the transfer from the 
DClOOA cartridges to the 9-track magnetic tape. The FORTRAN 
program RAWYl converts 16-bit binary-formatted data into 
IBM-compatible decimal integer format and arranges the data 
in physical time vectors. The FORTRAN program SPIFYl completes 
the preprocessing by converting the decimal integer time 
vectors into voltage and then into engineering units, also 
130 
converting Indicated Air Speed (IAS) to True Air Speed 
(TAS) • 
The SPIFR data storage policy is to preserve both the 
raw flight-test data and the preprocessed data on magnetic 
tapes (9-track, 1600 BPI), which makes it compatible for 
further analysis on both the IBM 4341 and the IBM 3033 
machines. Thus, two copies of the raw integer data (RAWYl 
output file) and one copy with engineering unit time-vectors 
(SPIFYI output file)-for further processing (analysis, 
tabular printouts or plotting) are preserved. 
131 
TRANSFER FROM CARTRIDGES TO TAPE 





















































PROGRAM CAT9C3.99). VERSION OF 4 JUNE 1981 
PROGRAM TO COPY BINARY DATA FROM CASSETTE TO IBM COMPATIBLE 
TAPE DRIVE. 
LOADING THE PROGRAM 
:RU.LOADR.*F4X.7.CAT1 
RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
:RU.CAT9.P1.P2 
WHERE PI - IS THE LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF YOUR TERMINAL 











47 FORMATe I 10) 
CHECK FOR END OF FILE 
IFCIAND(ISTAT.200B) .EQ. 2008) GO TO 22 
CHECK FOR END OF TAPE 
IF(IAND(ISTAT.40B) .EO. 40B) GO TO 22 
CHECK FOR END OF DATA 
IFCIANDCISTAT.2).EQ.2)GO TO 22 
C***WRlTE TO TAPE 
CALL EXECC2. 100B+MTLU. IBUFF. 128) 
NBLCK=NBLCK+l 
WRITE(LUCRT.31)NBLCK 
31 FORMATe 17) 
GOTO 21 
22 CONTINUE 





23 FORMATe' PLUG IN NEXT CARTRIDGE AND TYPE 1· OR IF LAST-TYPE 0') 
READ(LUCRT.*)IMORE 
IF(IMORE.EQ.l)GOTO 21 





PREPROCESSING - STEP I 




lNl'EGER*2 A3 (1200) ,A2 (1700,38) 
INjEGER*2 tA!A(128) 
LOGICAL*1 [ALOG(256) 
LO G I CAL * 1 S )4 LO G ( 2 56) 
INTEGER*2 tATA1(128) 
IN 'l.EGER* 2 EAT A 2 (128) 
EQUIVALENCE (DATA(l).DALOG(l»,(SWLOG{l),DATll(l» 




1 CO N'II NU E 
PRIN'I 1002 
1002 FOR!'lAT (1H,''IYPB &INP FILE= SEND') 
liE AD (5, INP) 
INF1=FILE (1) 
IN F 2=FILE (2) 
PRINT 2 000 ,FTLE 
2000 FOBMAT(2I10) 
PRINT 1004 
1004 FO EMAT (1H , f 1YPE SDAT DA.T 1= SEN D t) 
REAt (IHF1,DA!) 
IF (SO F) GCTC 92 
PRIN'! 1003 
1003 FORMAT (1il ,'IF EVERYTHING O.K. lYPE &OK Go=.'rRUE.SEND') 
GO= .. 'IR OE. 
READ (5,CK) 







READ (15, 17) CATA 







DO 30 1=1,128 
30 D A 'I A 2 (I) = D 11 'I.1I 1 (I) 
READ(15,17,END=100) DATA 
17 FORMAT (128A2) 






































































00 421 M= 1, 128 
M3= M + (I 1- 1) * 128 
421 A3 (M3) =DATA 1 (M) 
GO'IO 99 
417 DO 418 M=1,92 
M3=lH (I1-1) * 128 
418 A3(M3)=DATA1 (M) 
C***M3=1- (128*8-36) ;I1=O-8;I2=NO. OF 20Q8-BYTE BICCKS, 
C***READ FROM TAPE INTO A3 (EACH OVERWRITING ,rBE PREVIOUS). 
12:12+ 1 
K1 =26* (12-1) +1 
K2=Kl+25 
C*K HAS A SPAN OF 26 AS 1024=38*26+36 
C*** 
J1=0 
DO 431 K=K1,K2 
IF (K.GT.NB)GOTO 431 
DO 432 J=1,3 6 
432 A2 (K,J)=A3 (J7+J) 
J1=J1+38 






441 FORMAT(lH ,'EOT;DECREASE NE AND RERUN AS A NEW JeB') 
c*** 
437 CON TIN DE 
KSGF=K-1 
27 FOIiMAT(lH ,110) 
PRINT 27,KSOF 
DO 531 J= 1, 38 

































































PREPROCESSING - STEP II 
FILE; SPlfY 1 FORTRAN Al PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 1IME-SHARING SYSTEM 
CO M~ON/DAT GIS OF, V SLOPE, VCON S:f, PHSLOP, PHCONS, N 11, DPNS'£D Sf 
IN'EGER FILE(2) Sf 
DIMENSION 13 C1700838)~PHSLOP(55)6PBCCNS(55J Sf 
IN'I.EGER*2 A2(1700,38) Sf 




1 CONTINUE SP 
PRIN:!: 1002 Sf 
1002 FOBMAT(lH ,'TYPE &INP FILE= &END') SF 
RRAD(5,INP) Sf 
INE l=FILE (1) SP 
INF2=FILE(2) Sf 
PRINT 2000,FILE Sf 
2000 FOR MATt2 11 C) :3 E 
PRINT 1004 51: 
1004 FORMAT (lE ,'TYPE SDAT DATA: SEND') SF 
READ(INF1,DA~) SE 
IF (SCF)GOTO 92 SF 
PRIN'.!: 1003 SE 
1003 FORMAT(lH ,'IF EVERYTHING O.K. TYPE SOK GO=.TROE.&END') SP 
GO=.TRUE. Sf 
READ (5,OK) SP 
IFCGC)GOTO 10 SI 
GO'IO 1 SE 
lOCO NT I NO E :3 E 
C*** SE 
DO 501 J = 1 , 3 a SF 
501.READ(9)(A2(I,J),I=1,Nl1) SP 
C***NOW-INTO REAL PHYSICAL DATA. SP 
DO 512 1=1, N 11 S P 
ISIGN=O SE 
IF (A2 (I,l).L'I.O)ISIGN=l SF 
C***65535=2*4Q6-1,EECAUSE IF L.EFTMOST OF TEE 16-ZEROS-AND-ONES-FIELD SF 
C***IS ON!,IT ITSELF IS INTERPRE~IED AS MINUS AND EACH OF THE OTEER SP 
C***15 BITS IS CEA~GED(ONES TO ZEROS ANI ZEROS TO CNES). SF 
C***THUS,E.G.,A 16-0NES-FIELD IS INTERPRETTED AS -0 INS!EAD OF 2**16-1 SP 
C***A ND A ONE FOlIC\/ED BY 15 ZEBOS IS - (2 * * 15-1) INST EAD OF 2** 15 SF 
512 A3(I,1)=A2(I,1)+ISIGN*65535 SF 
DO 502 1=1,N11 SF 
DO 50 J J= 2, 12 S P 
ISIGN=O Sf 
IF (A2 (I,J) .. LT. 0) IS 1GB= 1 SP 
503 A3 (I,J)= (t (A2(I,J) +ISIGN*65535) *VSLOPE/16.+VCONS'I)*PHSLOP (J) + SF 
1PHCONS{J» SP 
502 CONTINUE SP 
C*** SF 
DO 521 I=l,N11 SP 
ISIGN=O SP 
IF (A2 (1,13) .IT.O) 1SIGB=1 SP 
521 A3 (1,13}=A2(!,13) +ISIGN*65535 SP 
DO 5 2 2 1= 1 , N 11 S P 
DC 523 J=14,34 SF 
ISIGN=O SF 
135 
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IF CA2 (I,J) .L'I.O) IS IGN= 1 SP I; 
523 A3 (I, J) = ( ( (A2 (I ,J) +ISIGN* 65535) "VSLO? E/16. tVCCNST) *PHSICP (J) + SPI 
lPHCONS (J» S2I 
522 CONTINUE Sf: 
C*** SPI 
DO 514 1=1,111 SFI 
DO 515 J=35,38 SPI 
ISIGN=O SF! 
IF(A2(I,~.11.0}ISIGN=1 SPI 
515 A3 (I,J)=A2 (1,J) 4-ISIGN*b5535 SPT 
514 CONTINUE SPT 
C*** SPI 
DO 591 I=1,Nl1 SF! 
591 IF (A3 (.I, 19) • LT. O.} A3 (I, 19) =A3 (I, 19) +360. SfT 
C*** SF!·· 
DO 601 1= 2, N 11,2 
601 A3 (I, 1) =13 (I, 13) 
DO 602 I=3,N11,2 
602 A3 (I, 1) = .5* (A 3 (I - 1, 1) + A.3 (I + 1 ,1) ) 
A3 (1,1)=13(2,1) 







DO 603 I=2,N111,2 SFl 
603 !3(I, 13)=.5*(13(1-1, 13)+13(I+1,13» SPT' 
A3 (N 11 , 13) -= 1 3 (N 11- 1, 13) S PI 
C*** SPI 
C***PRAT=PRA1IO;RBAT=RRATIO SP! 
DO 611 I=1,Nl1 SPI 
PRA1= (A3 (1,29) +DPNSTD)/1013 .. 3 SPT 
RBAT=PRA1**.81 SP! 
A3 (I,18)=1.689*A3(I,18)/SQRT(RRAT) SPI 
HCONST=EXP(AIOG(PRAT)/5.256) SPl' 
A3 (I, 29)= (1-HCONST)/.00000689 Sf I, 
611 CONTINUE SPI 
C*** SFI' 
C***NOT TO LCSE ACCURACY,THE TIeE VECTORS ABE STOBEr; UNFORMATT.ED~I.E. SP1, 
C***USING UNFORMA~-iED READ(AND WRITE WHEN RETRIEVING FCR FUR~HER Sf I 
C***PROCE:5SING). SP} 
DO 121 J=1,38 SFl' 
121 WRIlE (10) (A3 (I,J) ,I=1,Nl1) SPI 
.ENtFILE 10 SP!; 
C***IS THEBE ANOTBfB RUN TO BE GENERATED? SFI 





COMMON/DA~ O/SOF, VSLOPE, VCON S'!, PHSLOP,PHCO NS , N 11, DPNST D 
DIMENSION PHSLOP (55) ,PHeONS (55) 
LOGICAL SOF 
DATA SOF/ ~FALSE. /,VSLOPE/.004884/,VCONST/-l0./, 
1PHSLOP/1.,1.6583,-2.7604,-.20555,-8.2085,.2557~ 
2-3.0754~4.0811,-3.4664,-.05184,.055t9,2.861', 

















FILE: SPIEYl FOB~RAN 11 PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 11ME-SHAFING SYSTEM 
6.25,.10,1.,.',1.,3*1., 
717*1 .. /, 
8PHCCNS/0 .. ,-3 ... 2009,.458,- .. 02467,-.5304,. 1055, 
9-.1019,- .. 0427.,-.2048,--.0019,-.01233,13.7125, 






















INTEGRATION OF DISTANCE MEASURING 
EQUIPMENT (DME) INTO THE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM 
The DME component of the navigation/communication 
system has been integrated into the onboard experimental 
setup with the capability to sequence automatically avail-
able navigation stations and process the distance informa-
tion using microprocessor control. The navigation/communica-
tion (NAV/COM) and the DME are part of the Bendix "BX-2000" 
product line of aircraft avionics. A digital information 
format is used in the Bendix NAV/COM and DME for frequency 
tuning. The DME receiver output to the pilot's indicator 
is a pulse-width signal which is compatible with digital 
processing techniqueso 
This appendix is sub-divided into sections. relating to 
the external (microprocessor) tuning, distance signal de-
coding, and an overview of the mm system and specifications. 
The first two sections are specific to the Bendix system. 
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D-l. EXTERNAL DME TUNING 
The Bendix DM-2031A DME receiver/transmitter has pro-
visions for both "2 out of 5" tuning which is compatible 
with other manufacturers systems and a serial binary-coded-
decimal (BCD) tuning. The serial tuning method is used by 
the Bendix NAV/COM and is implemented in the microprocessor 
tuning for compatibility. When the Bendix DME is installed 
with the Bendix NAV/COM, the DME serial tuning signal is 
the same one which is used for tuning the NAV receivers. 
As shown in Figure D-l, a switch located on the NAV/COM 
(Bendix CN-20llA) permits the pilot to select DME tuning 
paired with either NAV 1 or NAV 2. In the center-off or 
hold (H) position, no tuning signal is sent to the DME. 
Under this condition the DME continues to hold the last 
tuning selection and station frequency. The tuning signal 
contains a BCD format of the paired NAV frequency. (The 
NAV frequency is not the actual frequency used in the DME 
system, as will be explained in the overview section.) 
The tuning signal is in the form of a twenty-bit 
asynchronous pulse-width modulated serial word. The serial 
data word format is shown in Figure D-2. The basic period 
of each word is 4.0 msec, and when supplied by the NAV/COMi 
the word rate is 250 Hz. However, a single word is sufficient 
to tune the DME. Note that the same format is used for the 
COM, NAV, DME and GS (glide slope) units in the Bendix 
product line. The first bit in the word is the synchronizing 
pulse. Each bit after the first is dedicated to a specific 
piece of information. The value of bits 2 thxough 7 is 
ignored in the current DME, but future units may use these 
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Figure D-2. Serial Data Word Format. 
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The bit format is shown in Figure D-3. Syncroniza-
tion, logic "1", and logic "0" bits correspond to 150-, 
100- and 50-microsecond duration pulses respectively. 
The decoder inside the DME (as well as NAV, COM and GS) is 
relatively tolerant of the actual pulse width (and word 
length) of the incoming signal. As mentioned previously, 
the synchronizing pulse (bit 1) indicates the beginning 
of the serial data word. During the synchronizing pulse, 
the signal level stays at logic 1 for 150 microseconds 
(nominal). The Bendix circuitry samples each bit at 125 
microseconds to determine if that bit is the synchronizing 
pulse. A similar sample is made at 75 microseconds to 
differentiate logic 1 and logic 0 pulses. Hence, the minor 
variation in the pulse widths of the tuning signal will not 
compromise the proper functioning of the system. 
A microprocessor software program which generates the 
bit pulses and data word format to tune the DME was written 
using simple software timing loops. This program was veri-
fied using an oscilliscope to check the pulse widths and 
data word format. Software programming of the station 
sequencing was not completed in time for implementation on 
the test program. The alternative tuning method to be 
described latter is an interim solution. 
Electrical (hardware) interfacing for microprocessor 
tuning output to the DME input is shown in Figure D-4. A 
signal inversion is employed at the NAV/COM's DME tuning 
signal output (this was not shown in Figure D-l for clarity) 
and the signal is again inverted at the DME. Thus, the 
signals on the interconnecting wires are inverted with 
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is 12 to 15 volts. An open collector buffer, preferrably 
with a 12 volt pull-up, may be used at the microprocessor 
side of the interface. 
The alternative tuning method used in the current 
testing also is shown in Figure D-4. A switch located on 
the avionics section of the instrument panel allows the 
pilot to select normal NAV/COM (N) tuning or remote micro-
processor (EXT) tuning. In the EXT position either the NAV 1 
or NAV 2 tuning signal is routed to the DME, depending on 
the position of the relay shown. The relay is driven by 
a discrete digital output of the microprocessor. No changes 
in software logic were required for this implementation 
since the relay was driven in parallel with the "computer 
functioning" light on the instrument panel. The present 
rate of 0.5 Hz allows sufficient time for OME station lock-
on and measurement of distance. 
The selection switch N/EXT provides an additional 
function. In the EXT position, the displayed DME distance 
available on the one pilot's electronic course deviation 
instrument (ECOI) is blanked. The primary center panel OME 
indicator is not blanked, and the microprocessor station 
tuning of the OME can be verified by the safety pilot. The 
primary OME indicator can be switched by the safety pilot 
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D-2. DME DISTANCE SIGNAL DECODING 
Three signal outputs are generated by the Bendix 
DM-2031A DME receiver/transmitter: a pulse pair (RPl and 
RP2) and a status signal (SEARCH). The time interval 
between RPl and RP2 represents the slant range distance to 
the DME ground station. The digital logic interface, shown 
in Figure D-5, processes these three signals upon a DATA 
READ signal from the microprocessor. The distance represented 
the difference (RP2 - RPl) is presented to the microprocessor 
as a 16-bit (2-byte) word. The high-order bit of this data 
word is used to indicate the DME status (SEARCH). 
The difference (RF2 - RFl) is measured by a 16-bit 
digital counter using a crystal controlled oscillator which 
operates at a frequency of 18 MHZ. Using the principle 
that RF energy travels one nautical mile and returns in 
12.359 microseconds, the slant range from the aircraft to 
the ground station can be determined. Since the high-order 
bit is used for the status SEARCH signal, the maximum 
distance reading (15 bits) is 147 nautical miles. Although 
~ 
the interface clock frequency of 18 MHZ would suggest a 
measurement (counter) bit resolution of 27 feet, the actual 
resolution is determined by the processing within the Bendix 
DM-2031A. The LSI (large-scale-integration) chip that 
generates these pulses uses a 1.6 MHz clock (actually 
1.61825 MHZ) which limits the (RF2 - RFl) difference incre-
ments to the equivalent of 0.05 nautical miles. Some other 
factors influencing measurement accuracy are discussed in the 
overview section. 
The digital logic interface is presented in a simplified 
block diagram form in Figure D-6 for discussion of interface 
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operation. The status of SEARCH is used to enable the 
counter as a precaution, although the absence of pulses 
RPI and RP2 would preclude counter operation~ The counter 
is started from a previously cleared (zero) value by the 
RPI pulse from the DME~ As noted previously, the counter 
rate is determined by the 18 MHZ referecne clock. The 
count is stopped by the RP2 pulse. 
Two other events occur after receipt of RP2. After 
a very short delay, the count is transferred to the buffer 
via the latch control; when this operation is completed, 
the counter is reset or cleared. This chain of events con-
tinues to cycle as long as the signal DATA READ is not 
asserted by the microprocessor data collection system. 
Counter and buffer updates will take place at a 21 Hz rate 
during normal DME operation. When the microprocessor gener-
ates a DATA READ request, transfer of counter information to 
the buffer is inhibited. This signal is maintained by the 
microprocessor until the buffer has been read. This mode of 
operation guarantees that some data will be available so 
that the microprocessor will not "hang" in a wait state. 
The data in the buffer will normally be valid distance in-
formation measured within the last .05 sec of receipt of 
DATA READ. The signals RPI and RP2 are not the raw pulses 
used by the DME interrogating a ground station; rather, they 
are generated by a sophisticated LSI chip. Corrections for 
delays in turnaround at the ground station and within the 
Bendix unit are applied so that the (RP2 - RPl) difference 
has no bias for true zero distance. Upon loss of the DME 
station, the (RP2 - RPl) pulses will continue to be sent by 
the LSI chip for up to 10 sec. A correction also is made to 
maintain the same rate of change (groundspeed) as observed 
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prior to station signal loss. The correction is 80% of the 
preobserved groundspeed to prevent a "backing up" indication 
on the pilot's indicator when the signal is reacquired. The 
consequences of the above and other effects are discussed 
in the following overview section. 
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D-3. DME/DATA COLLECTION OVERVIEW 
The purpose of the DME system is to provide the pilot 
with slant range distance information from the aircraft to 
a selected DME ground facility. The system transmits 
interrogation signals in the form of pulse pairs to the 
selected ground station. The DME ground facility receives 
the interrogation signal and returns a reply signal (again 
a pulse pair) for each interrogation received. Multiple 
aircraft may interrogate the DME ground station. 
The DME system operates in the frequency range of 978 
MHZ to 1212 MHz. There are 200 Drm channels which are paired 
with VHF NAV frequencies between 108.00 MHz and 117.95 MHz 
(100 "X" channels and 100 "Y" channels}. For example DME 
channel 85X is paired with NAV frequency 113.80 MHz. The 
aircraft transmits the interrogation pulses at 1109 MHZ 
and receives the reply of·fset by 63 MHz at 1172 MHz. (Some 
X channels are offset below the transmission frequency.) 
On the .05 spacing VHF frequencies such as 113.85 MHz 
(paired DME channel 85Y) the same transmission frequency is 
used but the reply is offset opposite to that used for the 
X channel (1046 MHz). Since some electrical processing de-
lay will take place from receipt of interrogation signal to 
reply signal, all replys are adjusted to a specific delay 
to permit accurate measurement of the elapsed time by the 
airborne distance measuring circuits. This delay is 50 vsec 
for "X" stations and 56 vsec for Y stations (measured between 
the first pulse of interrogation to the first pulse of reply) . 
The interrogation pulse pairs are spaced at 12 vsec 
for X channels and 36 vsec for Y channels. The reply pulse 
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pairs are 12 ~sec and 30 ~sec for X and Y respectively. 
The DME ground facility continuously transmits a 
nominal 2700 pulse pairs per second squitter signal with a 
1350 Hz identification morse code signal at 30-second 
intervals. The 1350 Hz identification signal consists of 
groups of evenly spaced pulse pairs. The ground station 
provides a reply pulse pair that replaces a squitter pulse 
pair 50 llsec after receiving an interrogation. The identi-
fication signal is available to the pilot as an audio tone 
to verify tuning and station selection. 
When the DME is first tuned to a ground station, it 
must determine which reply pulses are to its interrogation 
pulses as opposed to those meant for other aircraft. Old 
model DME equipment frequently took 20 seconds or longer to 
achieve a lock-on and track. The Bendix DM-203lA specifica-
tion for lock-on is less than 1 second. During the search 
period the interrogation rate is increased to 140 pulse 
pairs/sec to improve the detection time. This is reduced 
to 21 interrogations per sec during track. All DME units 
also use a variable pulse repetition rate to prevent syn-
chronization of distance replies between other DME aircraft 
interrogators. A random jitter"of the interrogation rate 
about the nominal of ± 1% is used in the Bendix DM-203lA. 
The specification measurement accuracy of the Bendix 
DM-203lA is ± 0.1 nautical mile or .15 percent, whichever is 
larger. The minimum indication on the pilot's display of 
the Bendix DME system is 0.1 nautical mile. The output 
resolution of the signal to the indicator (RPI - RP2) pulses 
is 0.05 nautical mile. 
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A possible source of error, both at the ground station 
and in the aircraft processing circuits, is proper pulse 
delay processing. The DME ground station error specification 
is ± Ocl nautical miles indicating that the pulse delay (50 ~sec 
on channel X) is within lc2 ~sec. This type of error, at a 
given ground station, and airborne unit should be predictable 
and could be removed from the data. Determination of this 
error is predicated on range measurement of mUltiple DME 
stations by the aircraft. A small dynamic error occurs with 
the data collection system since the measurement time may 
be in error by the update period (approximately 0.05 sec) . 
In the implementation discussed here, an error due to signal 
loss is possible. Time difference information can continue 
up to 10 seconds after signal loss as mentioned previously. 
With the present scheme of sequencing stations every 2 
seconds, the memory circuit is only partially charged, and 
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